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From the Editor 

It is with great excitement that we present Making the Grade,
Version 5, the latest report in the Making the Grade white 
paper series. Offering the most comprehensive look yet at 
the MyMathLab family of  solutions, Version 5 features 77 case
studies from both within the United States and abroad and
takes you behind the scenes of  some of  the most innovative
redesigns and implementations in practice today.

Every case study in this—and in all Making the Grade reports—
was submitted voluntarily. Instructors design the implemen-
tations, gather the data, and submit their stories. To avoid 
potential conflict or bias, Pearson does not compensate 
instructors for participation in the Making the Grade series,
and all studies adhere to Software & Information Industry 
Association standards for educational technology products.
On pages 2 and 3 are a detailed explanation of  our research
vision, a list of  resources, and a description of  processes. We
invite you to contact us with any questions about the studies
themselves or about ways your institution can get involved. 

Each report develops organically; we’re never certain which
schools will contribute. When it all does come together, com-
mon themes invariably emerge that create a timely snapshot
of  the education community’s most-pressing issues and the
best practices that most effectively address them. This year, the
message was loud and clear: instructors are looking for proven
tools and techniques to help students move more quickly
through the developmental mathematics sequence and be
more successful once they begin taking college-level courses.

An analysis of  Achieving the Dream data by the Community
College Research Center showed that only 31 percent of  stu-
dents who were referred to developmental math completed
the recommended sequence of  courses within three years. 
Of  those students who were referred three or more levels
below college level, a mere 16 percent completed remedia-
tion. Accelerating these students’ pathways to college course
work is critical to increasing their odds of  remaining in school
and attaining diplomas. 

Many two- and four-year institutions have found success by
means of  accelerated learning, reorganization of  instruction,
and curricula that facilitate the expeditious completion of  edu-
cational requirements. The accelerated-course format generally
requires the same number of  instructional contact hours—
and sometimes even more—than traditional courses do. The

difference is that those hours occur within a shorter time
frame. Schools that follow this up-and-coming best practice
boast increased completion, pass, and retention rates in their
developmental courses. In addition, students save money by
completing more than one course in a semester and reap a 
variety of  learning gains in subsequent courses. Case studies
spotlighting the accelerated learning format appear throughout
Making the Grade. (See Index F: Student Results on page 132.) 

More and more faculty are grasping the incredible value of  the
rigorous and consistent tracking of  student success data. And
as a result, we’re seeing more longitudinal studies and can 
better see the far-reaching effects of  the use of  MyMathLab
products, the effects of  redesign, and the effects of  the many
creative implementations in practice today. Even more than
initial success rates, subsequent success rates are powerful 
indicators that true and lasting learning has occurred. (See 
Index F: Student Results on page 132.)

This year’s Making the Grade includes two new sections: 
College Readiness and Integrated Solutions (page 105). 
College Readiness broadens our reporting into middle school
and explores the positive impacts of  introducing MyMathLab
products as early as eighth grade: students are placing signifi-
cantly higher on standardized state exams—thereby increasing
their chances of  continuing on to college—and once in college,
are more likely to place directly into college-level math. 

Integrated Solutions introduces MyFoundationsLab into the
Making the Grade series. Designed to move students quickly
through the most-common remedial courses—math, reading,
and writing—MyFoundationsLab offers adult learners an alter-
native to the often lengthy and costly remedial sequence that
stands between them and career retraining, acquisition of  
additional job skills, or graduation for the first time. 

Producing a Making the Grade report truly takes a  village.
Contributing instructors not only collect and send their data
but also graciously remain available for questions and to 
confirm that their case studies accurately convey their experi-
ences. To each contributing instructor, we extend our deepest
gratitude. Your efforts are invaluable.

To ensure that your institution’s successes get included in our
next report, contact your local sales representative and send
your measurable results to Karen Mullane, vice president and
director of  faculty programs, at Karen.Mullane@Pearson.com.

MTGv5_Text.qxd:MTG_Text  2/1/12  8:44 AM  Page 1
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What Pearson Means by Efficacy and Effectiveness
• Efficacy describes whether a product or intervention

has a positive effect on learning, such as reducing
wrong answers, increasing retention rates, or raising 
final exam scores.

• Effectiveness measures the size of  the educational 
improvement from a product or educational 
intervention.

Why Pearson Is Interested in Efficacy Studies
To deliver the best educational experience for students, we
need to understand how Pearson’s content is performing 
and to verify learning gains associated with the use of  our
products. Toward that goal, we actively seek out educators
who wish to explore educational research questions and 
investigate the efficacy of  MyLab/Mastering products.

MAKING THE GRADE V.5

MyLab/Mastering Standards for Efficacy Research

*In general, sample size is encouraged to be approximately 100 for college classes and 50 for K12 classes. We accept and consider smaller sample sizes.

Common Study Designs

Observational

Teacher’s observations

Anecdotal or Rigorous

Qualitative and/or 
Quantitative data

Publications:

• Success Stories
• Case Studies
• Video Interviews
• Surveys

Challenges:

None or few challenges 
in this type of  study

Historical

Teacher compares 
learning intervention
(e.g., MyLab adoption) 
to prior year(s) without
intervention

Anecdotal or Rigorous

Qualitative and/or 
Quantitative data

Publications:

• Case Studies 
• Conference 

Proceedings
• Journal Articles

Challenges:

• Obtaining access    
to equivalent and 
comparable data 
(same final exam)

• Too many variations 
between years 
(different teachers, 
programs, etc.)

• Obtaining benchmark 
data (e.g., were both 
sets of  student groups 
similar?)

• Administrative hurdles

Longitudinal

Teacher tracks student
performance in 
subsequent course(s)

Rigorous (requires large
sample size*)

Qualitative and/or 
Quantitative data

Publications:

• Case Studies 
• Conference 

Proceedings
• Journal Articles

Challenges:

• See Historical 
challenges

• Obtaining access to 
data in subsequent 
classes taught by 
different personnel

Experimental

Teacher randomly 
divides students into 
two groups: control and
experimental

Rigorous (requires large
sample size*)

Qualitative and/or 
Quantitative data

Publications:

• Case Studies 
• Conference 

Proceedings
• Journal Articles

Challenges:

• See Historical 
challenges

• Ethical hurdles (e.g.,
obtaining clearance   
from Institutional 
Review Board to 
experiment on 
students)

Retrospective

Teacher reviews prior
year(s) data in a scientific
manner to shed light on
learning outcomes

Rigorous (requires large
sample size*)

Qualitative and/or 
Quantitative data

Publications:

• Case Studies 
• Conference 

Proceedings
• Journal Articles

Challenges:

• See Historical 
challenges

MTGv5_Text.qxd:MTG_Text  2/1/12  8:44 AM  Page 2
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MYLAB/MASTERING STANDARDS FOR EFFICACY RESEARCH

Who Is Pearson’s Efficacy Research Team?
Our research team includes Ph.D.-level statisticians who 
provide practical advice about tracking and analyzing student
data when redesigning a course to incorporate technology.
Our research team also includes experts in psychometrics, 
educational statistics, and journal publications. These individ-
uals support instructors who want to run an efficacy study,
provide our editorial staff  with detailed reports on the quality
of  our online content, and advise our software engineers of
new methodologies for collecting and processing student
learning data within MyLab/Mastering products.

How Pearson and Instructors Work Together
Every research project is unique. The process takes time—
generally a semester or longer. Below is a flow chart of  
a typical process.

How Pearson Can Help Instructors Get Started
Pearson can provide templates, guidelines, checklists, and 
samples on course redesign, efficacy studies, data collection,
and more. In order to maintain objectivity, Pearson does not
pay for data or participation in efficacy studies.

Set
Goal

Design
Course

Evaluate
Resources

Select 
Measurement

Tools

Implement
Course

Prepare
Data

Analyze
Data

Interpret
Data

Adjust
Course 

• Ask the Right Question

• Support the Implementation of  the Product 
or Service

• Plan a Study of  Sufficient Size and Duration 
to Demonstrate an Effect

• Plan for Plausible Causal Claims

• Avoid (the Appearance of ) Conflicts 
of  Interest

• Provide a Comprehensive and Detailed 
Research Report

• Make the Research Findings Widely Available

• Accurately Translate Research for Customers

Research Standards
Pearson adheres to the Software & Information Industry Association (SIIA) guidelines for evaluating educational technology 
products. The key guidelines are:

MTGv5_Text.qxd:MTG_Text  2/1/12  8:44 AM  Page 3
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Table 1 compares the final course grade distribution, pass 
rate, and retention rates of  a course using MyMathLab for
Calculus and a traditional course using a textbook from 
another publisher. 

Viewed from every possible metric, the MyMathLab for 
Calculus-enabled course showed higher student gains than 
the nonPearson course. 

• The percentage of  students receiving a final course
grade of  A or B was more than twice as high: 
80.77 percent compared to 38.83 percent. 

• The pass rate was more than 50 percent higher: 
92.31 percent compared to 60.11 percent. 

• The retention rate was vastly improved: 
from 73.40 percent to 96.15 percent.

Course Design
Calculus 1 is a traditional lecture course designed for life 
science majors who require one semester of  calculus. Classes
meet four days a week for 65 minutes per meeting. Students
are required to use MyMathLab for Calculus for homework
and test reviews. They may use the program’s additional 
learning features (e.g., videos, study plan) as desired. 

The pilot described here was developed to assess the efficacy
of  the Thomas’ Calculus textbook + MyMathLab for Calculus
format versus use of  a textbook from another publisher.

Assessments
5 percent Attendance and participation

15 percent Homework
Forty required assignments completed 
in MyMathLab for Calculus. The two 
lowest scores are dropped at the end 
of  the semester.

60 percent Tests (six throughout the semester) 
Pencil-and-paper, students with an A 
test average are exempt from taking 
the final exam

20 percent Final exam
Pencil-and-paper

Optional Students may receive up to two bonus 
points per test by earning at least 
80 percent on the associated MyMathLab
for Calculus Test Review.

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab for Calculus is used for homework and test 
reviews. The majority of  the homework problems were
drawn from the program’s question bank.

Use of  MyMathLab for Calculus contributes 15 percent 
to a student’s final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab for Calculus
Course Name Calculus 1
Credit Hours Five 

Hillsborough Community College Tampa, FL

Thomas’ Calculus, 12e, George B. Thomas, Jr., Maurice D. Weir, Joel Hass

Textbook in Use
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Compared to students of  the traditional calculus format, those students who completed 
required homework using MyMathLab for Calculus had greater student gains, including 
improved grades, increased pass rates, and increased retention. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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In light of  the positive gains in pass rates, retention rates, and
homework scores, Quinlan is committed to required use of
MyMathLab for Calculus for homework.  

HILLSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Brooke Quinlan, Assistant Professor of  Mathematics
Hillsborough Community College
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My students thank me for requiring homework in MyMathLab for Calculus. They recognize that when
they practice, they’re more prepared for tests. The average homework score was 96 percent.

—Brooke Quinlan, Assistant Professor of  Mathematics
Hillsborough Community College

Conclusions

Most students won’t do homework unless it is required of
them. According to Brooke Quinlan, assistant professor of
mathematics, students using MyMathLab for Calculus, “actually
thank me for requiring homework in [the program]. They 
recognize that when they practice, they’re more prepared 
for tests.” 

Quinlan’s students “really embraced the use of  MyMathLab
for Calculus for homework—the average homework score 
for the class was 96 percent.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Grade Distribution, Pass Rates, and Retention Rates with and
without Required Use of MyMathLab for Calculus, Spring 2011 (n=214)

Course Requiring 
Traditional Course MyMathLab for Calculus

Grade Number Percent Number Percent

A 38 20.21% 13 50.00%

B 35 18.62% 8 30.77%

C 40 21.28% 3 11.54%

D 12 6.38% 0 0.00%

F 13 6.91% 1 3.85%

FX 14 7.45% 1 3.85%

W 36 19.15% 0 0.00%

Total 188 26

Pass Rate 60.11% 92.31%

Completers* 138 25

Retention Rate 73.40% 96.15%
*Completers are students who received an A, B, C, D, or F.
Noncompleters are those who received an FX (failure due
to excessive absences) or a W (withdrawal). 

MTGv5_Text.qxd:MTG_Text  2/1/12  8:44 AM  Page 5
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Prior to adoption of  MyMathLab, math was viewed as a
“hard” subject, and retention in some classes was as low as 
50 percent. Students had no means to receive help in context,
and frustration levels—and dropout rates—were high.

Data collected from fall 2007, the first semester in which 
MyMathLab was implemented, through fall 2009 illustrates
both consistent and significant improvements in student 
success and retention. 

Course Design
Intermediate Algebra is offered on-site and at extension sites.
Classes meet once or twice a week, face-to-face, for a total 
of  three hours a week. In fall 2007, Ivy Tech’s mathematics 
department adopted MyMathLab for use by all intermediate
algebra courses. 

Assessments
Homework 10 percent

Quizzes 10 percent

Tests (three) 20 percent each (in class, paper and pencil)

Final exam 20 percent (in class, paper and pencil)

Students take review exams prior to each of  the four exams,
through which they can earn an additional 5 percent.

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used in every intermediate algebra course to 
assign and complete required homework and to create and
complete chapter quizzes. Students have two weeks to 
complete weekly homework assignments. They are afforded
unlimited attempts until the due date to earn 100 percent.
Quizzes are timed (20 minutes), and students are afforded 
attempts to successfully complete them. 

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 20 percent to a student’s 
final course grade. 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Intermediate Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Ivy Tech Community College Fort Wayne, IN

Intermediate Algebra, 5e, John Tobey, Jeffrey Slater
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Table 1. Intermediate Algebra Final Grades and Retention Rates from Initial MyMathLab Adoption in Fall 2007 through Fall 2009

Percentage of 
Percentage Percentage  Percentage Percentage Percentage F Students Who Retention

of As of Bs of Cs of Ds of Fs Did Not Take Final Rate

Fall 2009 12.6% 19.0% 28.3% 24.6% 15.4% 62.0% 90.5%

Spring 2009 15.7% 22.2% 25.2% 20.0% 16.9% 63.6% 89.2%

Fall 2008 14.0% 19.5% 24.1% 16.9% 25.3% 64.8% 83.6%

Spring 2008 14.0% 18.5% 21.3% 18.5% 27.6% 68.5% 81.1%

Fall 2007 18.0% 21.6% 19.9% 13.0% 27.4% 70.8% 80.6%

Textbook in Use

MyMathLab’s multimedia features enable students to access help before they fall behind.
ITCC’s use of  the program promotes perseverance, supplements class content in a variety 
of  learning styles, and facilitates communication with the instructor outside of  class time.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

Course Implementation 
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Use of  MyMathLab keeps my students involved in the class. Retention rates have increased significantly.

—Abdalla Hazaimeh, Ph.D., Chair, Math and Physical Science
Ivy Tech Community College

The significant student success rates experienced in Inter-
mediate Algebra have promoted the implementation of  
MyMathLab in all but one Ivy Tech mathematics course. As 
an enthusiastic advocate for technology in learning, Hazaimeh
is thrilled with the difference it has made. “When I first came
on board in 2007, we didn’t have any math majors,” he says.
“Today we have 15.” 

The inclusion of  math majors is just one of  many signs that the
department’s culture is changing. “The lines of  communication
between students and instructors are more comfortable and
open now,” says Hazaimeh. “Instructors are experiencing first-
hand how technology can increase their students’ success, plus
make teaching itself  more interesting and more fun.”

Hazaimeh looks forward to next semester, when he will 
replace Intermediate Algebra with a new MyMathLab-
enabled course, Concepts in Mathematics. “The course 
includes critical thinking, theory, and financial concepts that
satisfy the needs of  a broader range of  majors,” he says. “I 
also hope to collect a wider range of  data not just from my
campus but also from Ivy Tech campuses around the state.” 

The success he’s experienced in just three years encourages
Hazaimeh to continue delving further into the program. “It’s
better than anything else I have seen in my 16 years of  teach-
ing,” he says. “I really enjoy it.”

IVY TECH COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Abdalla Hazaimeh, Ph.D., Chair, Math and Physical Science 
Ivy Tech Community College

Conclusions

Use of  MyMathLab promotes student engagement and, most
important, perseverence. According to Abdalla Hazaimeh,
chair, math and physical science, his students are both more
involved in the class and more prepared—thanks to the 
increased time on task they experience by completing required
homework—and therefore are less likely to drop out. 

Hazaimeh also points to MyMathLab’s interactive nature 
and multimedia features as vital contributors to his students’
increased success. 

• MyMathLab’s Ask My Instructor feature enables 
students to receive help before they reach a level 
of  frustration and stop attending class. It promotes
communication between instructor and student 
that is unencumbered by the embarrassment or 
intimidation many students feel in the classroom. 

• Help Me Solve This—together with MyMathLab’s
wealth of  online videos, tutorials, and other practice
aids—supplement what students hear in lecture with
the type of  assistance that suits their learning styles.
Students who must miss a class are able to watch 
video clips of  the content, whereas in the past, those 
students would likely fall behind and ultimately give up.

• Using the tracking and reporting features found 
in MyMathLab’s Gradebook, Hazaimeh tracks his 
students’ progress. He can see what concepts they 
are struggling with, and he can intervene long before
the concepts show up—and potentially penalize the
student—on an exam.

The Student Experience

Of particular note are the following statistics: 

• The percentage of  students earning Cs 
has increased by 42 percent.

• The percentage of  students failing the course 
has decreased by 44 percent. 

• The retention rate has increased by 12.5 percent.

MTGv5_Text.qxd:MTG_Text  2/1/12  8:44 AM  Page 7
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Pamela Whelchel, associate professor of  mathematics and 
cocoordinator of  the Math Learning Center at Riverside 
Community College District (RCCD) has compared final 
exam scores across the course formats offered at the college.
(See Figure 1.) 

A brief  explanation of  the course categories in Figure 1: 
Hybrid courses meet for two hours a week for lecture, and
students use MyMathLab to complete assignments on their
own time. Lab-enabled courses meet for two hours a week 
for lecture and two hours a week in the Math Learning 

Course Design
The lab-enabled Beginning Algebra course meets two days a
week for two hours each day. The first hour consists of  class-
room lecture; the second hour takes place in a Math Learning
Center (computer lab), where students work on MyMathLab
assignments. Students may receive extra help at optional
weekly study group sessions in the Math Learning Center. 

Assessments
10 percent Homework 

Students complete required weekly 
homework assignments on their own 
time at home or in the Math Learning 
Center. They may redo missed questions 
as many times as they choose.

10 percent Lab assignments
Students have required weekly lab 
assignments.  

15 percent Quizzes 
Students complete a weekly quiz by using 
MyMathLab. Quizzes are taken during 
lab time with the instructor. As quizzes 
are designed largely to reinforce practice, 
students may retake quizzes up to three
times; they may take quizzes after class 

up until midnight that night on their 
own or in advance of  class time. Most 
instructors encourage students to work 
together and ask questions during quizzes.

45 percent Tests
Students take four proctored tests each 
semester. Tests are scheduled over a week-
long period and are taken via MyMathLab 
the Math Learning Center. 

20 percent Final exam 
The final exam is a paper-and-pencil exam.

Use of MyMathLab 
Homework, lab assignments, quizzes, and tests are created
and completed using MyMathLab. In addition, the coordinator
course function is employed to ensure standardization across
sections. Because all assignments, lectures, and test schedules
are the same, the department can compare and assess results;
and can easily and effectively implement departmentwide
changes.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 80 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Beginning Algebra
Credit Hours Four 

Riverside Community College District Riverside, CA 

Introductory Algebra, 10e, Marvin L. Bittinger 

Textbook in Use
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MyMathLab’s intuitive interface and ease of  use mean a fast learning curve for both traditional
and nontraditional students. Because RCCD’s course lives online, enrollment caps can be lifted
without stretching resources, thereby saving money and serving more students.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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In math, the key to success is practice. Traditionally delivered courses don’t offer the amount of  practice
students need; MyMathLab does—and then some. I’ve tried lots of  other programs. MyMathLab is su-
perior to them all.

—Pamela Whelchel, Associate Professor of  Mathematics and Cocoordinator of  the Math Learning Center
Riverside Community College

Center; students use MyMathLab to complete assignments.
Web-enhanced courses are generally smaller than lab-enabled
courses and have a similar format but are more flexible in
their delivery in that they meet for lecture and/or computer
work and use MyMathLab to complete some or all assign-
ments. Traditional courses do not use MyMathLab at all.

Whelchel’s data show that students in the lab-enabled 
courses earn higher average final exam scores on the depart-
ment’s common final than do students in any of  the other 
Beginning Algebra course formats. Whelchel also reports an
ability to successfully serve more students in the lab-enabled
course than in the other Beginning Algebra course formats.

Both Whelchel and her students appreciate the increased 
opportunities for communication and collaboration in the 
lab-enabled formats. “There is definitely more interaction 
in the computer lab,” says Whelchel. “Students then take 
the communication further with MyMathLab’s Ask My 
Instructor feature.”

As a community college, RCCD receives both traditional 
and nontraditional students. Students are from all along the
continuum of  knowledge and skill sets. MyMathLab appeals 
to them all.

• “MyMathLab is awesome. I am slowly overcoming 
my math phobia. The book at our fingertips is truly
convenient.” 

• “At 45 years of  age, I have overcome my math anxiety
with the help of  MyMathLab. I can continue my 
education and achieve my goals. I encourage others
who have given up their dream of  a bachelor’s degree
because they couldn’t get through the math to try 
again using MyMathLab.”  

• “I like that when doing homework assignments, if  
you don’t understand the question, you can see how 
a similar problem is worked out. That’s helpful.” 

• “I enjoy MyMathLab. I’m able to take my time and learn
according to my ability rather than someone else’s.”  

Final exam scores and final course grades indicate that 
students are learning more in the MyMathLab + lab-enabled
course format. “Students in the lab-enabled format get more
practice than the other students do,” says Whelchel. “They 
no longer copy written assignments from their peers, and they
are more prepared for exams.” 

The lab-enabled courses benefit the college, too. “Instead of  
a traditional cap of  45 students, these courses have a cap of

60 students,” says Whelchel. “For every three courses taught
in this format, the college saves one full class cost.” 

Future plans include offering more sections using MyMathLab
and the lab-enabled format. 

RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Pamela Whelchel, Associate Professor of  Mathematics 
and Cocoordinator of  the Math Learning Center

Riverside Community College District

Conclusions

The Student Experience
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Figure 1. Comparison of Fall 2009 Average Final Exam Scores 
by Course Format
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Table 1 and figure 1 illustrate semester success rates (a grade 
of  A, B, or C) for all sections of  Introduction to Algebra and
Math Analysis I from fall 2005 through spring 2010. Data show
that success rates in both courses significantly increased
after implementation of  MathXL in fall 2007. 

• The average combined success rate for Introduction 
to Algebra increased 16.1 percent.

• The average combined success rate for Math 
Analysis I increased 16.2 percent. 

Although subsequent success data was not tracked, the 
division-wide increase in success rates indicated by Figure 2 is
no less noteworthy. Figure 2 shows that the combined 
average success rate for all courses in the division increased 
8.9 percent.  

As a result of  the positive impact of  MathXL on student 
success, Math Analysis I, which was at one time labeled “high
risk” in the school’s QEP, is no longer so labeled. 

Course Design
Fall 2006, Blinn College’s faculty in the mathematics division
selected one course offering and offered students homework
using MathXL. Ron Hammond, division chair, was impressed
with the increased pass rates that resulted—so much so that
he decided to adopt online courseware and make it manda-
tory for every course in the division. After exploring other
products, in Spring 2007 the division selected MathXL. Simul-
taneously, the college was beginning its Southern Association
of  Colleges and Schools–mandated Quality Enhancement Plan
(QEP). A hallmark of  the Blinn plan was the addition of  en-
hanced academic support for high-risk courses. The mathe-
matics division designated MathXL as the tool for delivering
that extra support and committed to track data based on
homework completion rates.

Introduction to Algebra students attend three hours a week 
of  lecture and complete homework and quizzes outside the
classroom by using MathXL. 

Math Analysis I students, too, attend three hours a week of
lecture and use MathXL to complete homework outside 
the classroom. 

Assessments
Instructors’ curricula and assessment values vary, but for all
classes, homework is completed in MathXL.  

Use of MathXL 
MathXL is used by all instructors for homework. Many also
use MathXL for quizzes, and some for tests. Students are 
encouraged to use the eTexts, video tutorials, and other
teaching and learning resources provided on the school’s 
custom Web portal. In addition, the Coordinator Course 
feature is used to ensure consistent course quality across all
sections and all instructors. 

Use of  MathXL contributes 10 to 15 percent to a student’s 
final course grade. 

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MathXL
Course Names Introduction to Algebra, Math Analysis I
Credit Hours Three 

Blinn College, Bryan Campus Bryan, TX

Elementary Algebra, 2e, Tom Carson, Ellyn Gillespie, Bill E. Jordan 
Finite Mathematics and Calculus with Applications, 8e, Margaret L. Lial, Raymond N. Greenwell, Nathan P. Ritchey

Textbooks in Use
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KEY
TAKE-AWAY

MyMathLab’s proven features—including immediate feedback and multimedia resources—
helped Blinn students increase their time on task,improve their study habits, and helped 
the college increase its pass rates by more than 16 percent.
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MathXL not only works for Hammond’s students; it also
works for him and for the school. “As an instructor, it enables
me to be more effective; I now assign more homework and
low-stakes quizzing and as a result, I’ve seen increased pass
rates,” he says. “In addition, it helped standardize math 
sections and formed the backbone of  our QEP.”

Being able to leverage the data obtained through MathXL also
created needed buy-in from reluctant faculty. “Their comfort

levels have increased over time,” says Hammond. “Plus,
they’ve had the opportunity to experience the pedagogical
benefits of  the program—including increased time for hands-
on teaching, reduced worry about cheating, and increased
quality control over class content and objectives.”

BLINN COLLEGE, BRYAN CAMPUS

Submitted by Ron Hammond, Division Chair
Blinn College, Bryan Campus
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Conclusions

According to Hammond, most Blinn College students prefer
the MathXL homework system over the traditional paper
homework that may or may not have been graded for 
correctness. Hammond attributes their preference—and 
increased success—to the added support provided by 
MathXL: more homework, immediate feedback, and multi-

media options. “Students work on problems until they get
them right,” he says. “They get more practice and are more
likely to master a concept before moving on to the next. That
translates into better grades, but more important, it teaches
students more-effective study habits that help them through-
out their academic careers.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of Success Rates before and after MathXL Adoption, Fall 2005–Spring 2010 (n =47,505)

Note: Success rates are averages of all course sections and are weighted according to class size.

Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring
2005 2006 2006 2007 2007 2008 2008 2009 2009 2010

Introduction to Algebra 52.6 45.1 57.4 53.9 50.5 58.8 65.7 59.3 68.7 61.1

Math Analysis I 61.8 61.2 61.7 61.6 68.4 71.4 68.8 73.8 70.3 75.5
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Figure 1. Comparison of Combined Average Success Rates in 
Introduction to Algebra and Math Analysis I with and without MathXL,
Fall 2005–Spring 2010 (n =47,505)

Figure 2. Comparison of Combined Average Success Rates in All Math-
ematics Division Courses before and after MathXL Adoption, 
Fall 2005–Spring 2010 (n =47,505)
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In a comparison of  spring 2009 and spring 2010 student 
success rates, Sharon Jackson, professor, found that Interme-
diate Algebra courses that required use of  MyMathLab in the
new format experienced both significantly increased success
rates and decreased drop/fail/withdrawal (DFW) rates. 

Further, an examination of  all of  the developmental math
courses using MyMathLab showed a strong correlation 
between successful completion of  MyMathLab homework 
and a final course grade of  A, B, or C. 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Names Prealgebra, Beginning, Introductory, Intermediate Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Brookhaven College Farmers Branch, TX

Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, 4e, Margaret L. Lial, John Hornsby, Terry McGinnis
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Textbook in Use

By upgrading its use of  MyMathLab homework from optional to required, adding MyMathLab
quizzes, and implementing common exams, Brookhaven College significantly increased its 
Intermediate Algebra pass rates and decreased its DFW rates. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

Course Design
Prior to spring 2010, MyMathLab was offered only as an 
optional homework supplement and for no credit. After 
a successful pilot in fall 2009, more-comprehensive use of  
MyMathLab was incorporated into all developmental math
courses (except Basic Math) and its use is now required for
both homework and quizzes. In addition, Coordinator Cours-
es are created and each instructor is given a member course
that includes homework assignments, quizzes, unit/test 
reviews, and a review of  the final exam. Course assignments
are standardized throughout the department to promote 
content alignment, minimize course drift, and facilitate relevant
data comparisons and analyses.  

Assessments
10 percent MyMathLab homework

Completed at home or using any of the 
computers on campus. Soft deadlines 
are set, and students are encouraged 
to use the learning aids to complete 
homework assignments the class period
following lecture. Assignments remain 
open until the corresponding test deadline.

10 percent MyMathLab quizzes
Completed at home or by using any of  

the computers on campus. Students have 
one attempt and may not use any of  the 
program’s learning aids.

60 percent Tests
Proctored, instructor created, pencil 
and paper

20 percent Departmental final exam 
Proctored, pencil and paper

Tutors are available in the school’s math lab to help students
complete MyMathLab homework assignments.

Use of MyMathLab 
Students use MyMathLab to complete homework assign-
ments, unit/test reviews, and quizzes. They use the eText 
and may use all available learning aids during completion of
homework assignments. 

Instructors pull most homework questions from the program’s
bank of  problems and are encouraged to use the item analysis
feature to create problems that can be used for in-class 
reviews or warm-up exercises. The coordinator course is 
employed throughout the department.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 20 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Results and Data
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Data indicates unequivocally that requiring MyMathLab for
homework and quizzes significantly improves student success
rates and decreases DFW rates. Students spend more time 
in hands-on practice and as a result, gain the confidence to
persist in class and achieve higher scores. And because the
courses are now standardized throughout the department, 

results can be compared and analyzed, and any necessary 
adjustments quickly and easily implemented.

BROOKHAVEN COLLEGE

Submitted by Sharon Jackson, Professor
Brookhaven College
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Conclusions

Via the requirement that students complete homework by 
using MyMathLab, their time on task is increased, their under-
standing of  the material is greater, and their accountability for
their own learning is more apparent. One indication of  this is
how students ask questions. Jackson reports that instead of
saying, “I don’t understand how to do it,” students now ask
specific step-by-step questions.

An end-of-semester student survey overwhelmingly reinforced
that the positive changes instructors observed were also 
recognized by their students. 

• 78 percent agreed or strongly agreed that 
MyMathLab helped them understand the subject 
matter better. 

• 75 percent agreed or strongly agreed that 
MyMathLab helped them prepare for tests. 

• 82 percent agreed or strongly agreed that the 
resources available in MyMathLab encouraged them 
to stay in the course.

Students said the following.

• “I returned to school 32 years after receiving a 
bachelor’s degree. MyMathLab was enormously help-
ful. When I had difficulties grasping a concept, 
I worked homework questions using the Help Me
Solve This feature until I got it. It was essential 
to my successful completion of  this course.”

• “MyMathLab is an excellent program. It provided 
all the resources I needed to succeed.”

• “MyMathLab has been so helpful: it encouraged 
me, and I’ve seen improvement as a result. I have 
no doubt it will help me on my final score.”

The Student Experience

Figure 1 shows that intermediate algebra courses, which 
required use of  MyMathLab, had a combined average ABC

rate 14.2 percent higher than those courses that did not 
require use of  MyMathLab. Similarly, intermediate algebra
courses, which required use of  MyMathLab showed a 
decrease of  7.7 percent in the combined average DFW.

Table 1 indicates that for Prealgebra, Introductory Algebra,
Beginning Algebra, and Intermediate Algebra there is a posi-
tive correlation between earning a homework score of  at least
70 percent and completing the course with a final grade of  
A, B, or C.  Conversely, instructors report that students who
have trouble completing homework and  other assignments
generally didn’t complete the course successfully. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of Intermediate Algebra ABC and DFW Rates
before and after Required Use of MyMathLab, Spring 2009 and 
Spring 2010 (n =1,147)

Table 1. Success Rates by Course of Developmental Math Students,
who Earned at least 70 Percent on MyMathLab Homework

Introductory Beginning Intermediate
Prealgebra Algebra Algebra Algebra 

86.1% 81.1% 81.7% 88.9%
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Course Design
Instructor George Woodbury has been using MyMathLab to
supplement his traditional classes since 2000. Classes meet 
for four hours of  lecture a week and use MyMathLab outside
of  class to complete homework and take quizzes.

In summer 2010, as an experiment to further boost student
success rates in his Prealgebra course, Woodbury added 
a student contract to the course curriculum. For each of  
the first three weeks, if  a student met the following criteria,
Woodbury added 10 points to the student’s test score:

• Zero absences 

• A score of  100 percent on all MyMathLab 
homework assignments 

• Completion of  all written textbook 
homework assignments

• A score of  at least 80 percent on every 
MyMathLab quiz 

Assessments
10 percent MyMathLab homework

Completed from any location. Students 
without Internet access at home used the 
school’s Learning Center. Students had 
three assignments per day, due at the start 
of  class the next morning.

20 percent MyMathLab quizzes
One quiz per chapter, not proctored, due 
before the weekly exam, with unlimited 
attempts to score 100.

50 percent Tests
A pencil-and-paper test covering one
to three chapters and given on each 
of  the first three Fridays of  the course. 

20 percent Final exam
A standardized, departmental exam
comprising 50 free-response questions,  
graded via a four-point rubric.

Use of MyMathLab 
Woodbury builds homework assignments and quizzes using
MyMathLab’s bank of  problems. He uses the Search/Email 
by Criteria and Item Analysis functions in the MyMathLab
Gradebook to keep tabs on students and to determine which
students are struggling and with what topics. Woodbury also
makes “heavy use” of  the Home Page Manager to send 
students updates and summaries of  sections covered in class.
“I love using the Home Page Manager,” he says. “It enables 
me to both email announcements and post them on the 
MyMathLab site.” 

Students use the Dashboard to keep track of  their grades 
as well as upcoming deadlines. They also take advantage 
of  section videos, Pass the Test videos, and PowerPoint 
presentations. 

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 30 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Prealgebra
Credit Hours Four 

College of the Sequoias Visalia, CA

Prealgebra, 4e, Jamie Blair, John Tobey
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Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

By combining a highly motivating student contract with MyMathLab’s immediate feedback and
interactive features, Woodbury increased his students’ time on task. As a result, he increased
the retention rate in his Prealgebra course by 8 percent and the ABC rate by 74 percent.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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Woodbury has never before had Prealgebra results that 
were as strong as his summer 2010 results. “The next 
time I teach this course,” he says, “I will definitely use the 
contract/MyMathLab approach, including short-term 

deadlines and rewards for performance benchmarks on 
MyMathLab homework and quizzes, as well as attendance.”

COLLEGE OF THE SEQUOIAS

Submitted by George Woodbury, Instructor
College of  the Sequoias
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I have never had results in Prealgebra that were as strong as those from these students. They reported 
to me that the student contracts motivated them to do the necessary work and that MyMathLab really
helped them to learn the material.”

—George Woodbury, Instructor
College of  the Sequoias

Conclusions

Woodbury attributes the significantly higher gains by the 
summer 2010 students both to the contracts and to use 
of  MyMathLab. “Using the contracts in conjunction with 
MyMathLab motivated students to persist through difficult
problems,” he says. “As they began to connect success with
their work in MyMathLab, their self-confidence increased. 

In turn, they practiced more and were able to better learn the
material in a condensed, four-week session.”

Students’ comments indicate that they aren’t sure they could
have been as successful without the contractual structure and
the MyMathLab courseware. 

The Student Experience

Figure 1 compares mean and median final exam scores, ABC
rates, and retention rates between Woodbury’s spring 2010
Prealgebra students, whose course did not include the extra
credit contract, and his summer 2010 Prealgebra students. 
The summer course was for four weeks and the spring course
was for 17 weeks. Both classes used the same departmental 
final exam. 

Students who completed Prealgebra with the contract far out-
performed those students who completed the course without
the contract. 

• The summer mean exam score was 44 percent 
higher than the spring score: 83.3 percent compared
with 57.5 percent. 

• The summer median exam score was 42 percent 
higher than the spring score: 85 percent compared 
with 60 percent.

• The summer ABC rate was 74 percent higher than the
spring rate: 80 percent compared with 46 percent. 

• The summer retention rate was 8 percent higher than
the spring rate: 94 percent compared with 87 percent. 

Results and Data
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Figure 1. Comparison of Student Success in Prealgebra with and 
without Woodbury’s Contract+MyMathLab Approach
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Average Average Average Average Average 
Homework Score Quiz Score Exam Score Course Grade Pass Rate

Prior to MyStatLab 
(Spring 2006 and Spring, Fall 2007) 84.9 —* 78.6 79.7 77.7

With MyStatLab (Spring, Fall, Summer 2008
and Spring, Summer 2010) 95.2 81 81.9 84.5 81.3

1 6 W W W . M Y M A T H L A B . C O M

Data in Table 1 show that students using MyStatLab achieved
higher averages across every comparison metric: a 12 percent
increase in homework scores, a 4 percent increase in overall

exam scores, a 6 percent increase in average course grades,
and a 5 percent increase in the course pass rates. 

Course Design
In fall 2007, Sandra Williams adopted MyMathLab in her 
College Algebra course. Its ease of  use and its efficacy con-
vinced her to try MyStatLab in her spring 2008 Introduction 
to Statistics course. She was so convinced, she traded the 
school’s standard statistics textbook for a Pearson title—solely
so she could use MyStatLab.

Introduction to Statistics is an online course. At the beginning
of  the semester, students receive a course syllabus. They are
required to read the course material and complete assign-
ments in MyStatLab according to the deadlines in the syllabus.
The instructor answers questions via e-mail, discussion post-
ings, or phone; or during virtual office hours; or in person by
appointment.

Assessments
60 percent Exams

Paper and pencil, on-site, and proctored

20 percent Homework 
Completed in MyStatLab, 11 assignments,
one per chapter

20 percent Quizzes
Completed in MyStatLab, three per 
semester, three-hour time limit covering 
several chapters each

Use of MyStatLab 
Homework and quizzes are required and are completed 
in MyStatLab. Use of  the Study Plan is optional. Grades 
are imported into MyStatLab.

Use of  MyStatLab contributes 40 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Results and Data

Product Used MyStatLab
Course Name Introduction to Statistics
Credit Hours Three 

Front Range Community College Westminster, CO

Fundamentals of  Statistics, 2e, Michael Sullivan
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Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

MyStatLab’s easy-to-use interface meant FRCC students were willing to complete more and
more difficult assignments and enabled the addition of  quizzes to the curriculum. Even with
the increased workload and rigor, students outperformed those without the product.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

Table 1. Comparison of Student Achievement before and after Implementation of MyStatLab (n =233)

*Quizzes were not offered in spring and fall 2007. “ I was so frustrated with the old software, I was using it as little as possible,” says Williams.
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Both the objective data from Table 1 and her own subjective
observations of  the students have convinced Williams to 
continue using MyStatLab. “It’s the best statistics product out
there,” she says. “My students really like MyStatLab. That
means they’re more likely to use it.”

Williams’s students were particularly responsive to the 
program’s Help Me Solve This feature. “In paper-and-
pencil homework, students can view examples only in the
text,” says Williams. “Most students don’t find that useful 
because frequently there’s no connection between the 
example and the problem they’re trying to solve. Help Me
Solve This inserts different numbers into the same problem

the student is stuck on, and students learn in context how to
arrive at the solution.”

Williams plans to explore how she can leverage future use of
MyStatLab to further improve retention. One potential idea is
to offer incentives for extra work in the program. 

Meanwhile, Williams plans to continue tracking data in an 
effort to establish a more substantial, longitudinal, and 
defensible picture of  MyStatLab’s effect on student success.

FRONT RANGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Sandra Williams, Faculty
Front Range Community College
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With MyStatLab, I know my students are getting the practice they need to succeed in the course.

—Sandra Williams, Faculty
Front Range Community College

Conclusions

Williams’s Introduction to Statistics students made the 
following unsolicited comments about MyStatLab.

• I want to compliment you on your choice of  text and
accompanying Web site. Both were very well organized
and user-friendly.

• This software was very easy to navigate and made 
doing homework much easier than previous software
I’ve used. If  I had a question on how to solve a prob-
lem, the software worked through a sample problem

with me, helping me understand where my mistakes
were being made. I love the new book and software. 

• By the way, MyStatLab is a pretty cool setup. I write
Web site code for a living and find this program’s 
features and quality pretty impressive. The user inter-
face is easy to navigate regardless of  user skill level, 
and no weird errors caused me to stop or lose work.
Plus it works well across multiple browsers, not just 
Internet Explorer.

The Student Experience

“These achievement increases are even more significant,” 
says Williams, “when you consider that the students using
MyStatLab were given harder questions—and still they 
performed better than students in the previous semesters. 
I believe that the students who used MyStatLab actually
learned more than the previous semester’s students did.

“With MyStatLab,” says Williams, “students can’t fake their
homework like they could with paper-and-pencil homework.
They must get the question completely correct to receive
credit. For some students, that means working the problem
several times. Thanks to the user-friendliness of  the software,
students are willing to put in the extra time.”

Williams reports that adding quizzes to the curriculum was 
another benefit of  switching to MyStatLab and a contributing

factor to the increased student gains. She had considered
adding quizzes in the previous semester, but the courseware
she was using at the time made it less than convenient, and
within the context of  the program, it was not a value add.
“MyStatLab made it easy to add quizzes to the curriculum,”
Williams says. “There are lots of  great questions to choose
from, and the questions are interactive, not just multiple-
choice.”

Williams attributes the higher pass rate to her students’ 
understanding the material better. “They experience first-hand
that they can be successful,” she says. “All of  these grades are
for online classes, which typically have low pass rates. This
says a lot for what MyStatLab does to improve retention.”
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Post-Brush Up Compass Placement Test scores indicate that 
in 2010 there were improvements to nearly all the students’
raw scores, and that nearly 50 percent of  students advanced
at least one course level. Of  the 19 students who retested, 

18 improved their raw score. Of  those 18, four improved by 
one course level, two improved by two course levels, two 
improved by three course levels, and one improved by five
course levels.

Course Design
Implemented in summer 2009, the Math Compass Brush Up
Sessions is a pilot project comprising refresher courses for
high school students who have been accepted into Kapi‘olani
Community College (KCC). The objective of  the sessions is 
to help new students improve both their Math Compass
Placement Test scores and their attitudes toward math itself.
Sessions included five days of  two-hour, hands-on tutorial 
support. Students may attend a second week if  they need
more assistance. Peer tutors are KCC students with previous
tutoring experience and who have completed at least College
Algebra.

The Noel-Levitz College Success Inventory (CSI) is used to
identify potentially at-risk students based on acknowledged 
academic needs, apprehension, and receptivity. After complet-
ing the online inventory, students meet individually with a
counselor to discuss their results and to connect with appro-
priate campus resources.  

MyMathTest is used to identify areas of  weakness and of  
improvement and to provide the learning tools needed to 
increase math comprehension. Students may retest the math
portion of  the Compass exam after completing MyMathTest
assignments and consulting with peer tutors.

Assessments
Students completed a diagnostic test in MyMathTest. They
then worked on their MyMathTest Study Plan at home or with
peer tutors. When ready, they completed a MyMathTest
posttest and decided whether or not to retake the Math 
Compass Placement Test.

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathTest was used for pre- and posttests, the study plan,
and homework assignments.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathTest
Course Name Math Compass Brush Up Sessions
Credit Hours Zero

Kapi‘olani Community College Honolulu, HI

N/A

Textbook in Use
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By creating a supportive environment using MyMathTest and peer tutors in short, math 
refresher courses, KCC students overcome math anxiety and are better prepared for math
placement tests. By scoring higher, students save significant amounts of  tuition dollars. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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The MyMathTest-enabled Brush Up Sessions successfully 
provided students with a safe way to address their fears and
concerns around math. By combining online and in-person
support, the program was able to address students in the
manner in which this generation most effectively learns—and
retains—information.

KCC looks forward to continuing the summer program—and
its use of  MyMathTest—in an effort to enable students to 
better bridge the transition from high school to college. 
Possible changes to next summer’s program include reducing
the cost of  the course to $10. 

KAPI‘OLANI COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Sheldon Tawata, Coordinator,
and Cory Ando, Enrollment Advisor

Kapi‘olani Community College
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Because MyMathTest is so user-friendly, students had few questions about the program itself. Students
and peer tutors were able to spend class time productively addressing math concerns. 

—Sheldon Tawata, Coordinator
Kapi‘olani Community College

Conclusions

Peer tutors noticed more participation by students in small-
group settings—in which small groups of  students sat facing
each other—versus in larger classroom settings in which 
students sat at rows of  tables facing forward.

By retesting into higher-level math courses, students save both
time and money. For example, tuition for the precollege math-
ematics course during 2010–11 academic year is $528; tuition
for Introduction to Algebra and subsequent math courses is
$261. A student advancing from precollege mathematics to 
a higher-level math course saves $267. 

Most important, the Brush Up Sessions with MyMathTest
worked.  

• “What helped me to improve my score was the 
[MyMathTest] study plan. It helped me to refresh 
my brain.”

• “[MyMathTest] helped me out a lot when I had 
problems.”

• “[MyMathTest] taught me to understand the 
problems better.”

The Student Experience
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Figure 1. Comparison of Course-Level Improvement after Brush 
Up Sessions and Retesting, Summers 2009 and 2010 (n = 56)

Figure 1 shows the combined student gains for summers 2010
and 2011. 

What’s more, of  those 2010 summer students who improved
one or more course levels, a full 50 percent successfully
passed their subsequent course. 
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Course Design
Class meets twice a week for 80 minutes each and includes 
lecture and examples. There is a required one-hour-per-week
lab component, during which students may work on home-
work assignments and get the help of  a tutor.  

Assessments
Students take four chapter tests and one comprehensive 
final. There are two versions of  every test and no quizzes. 

MyMathLab Implementation
Homework is completed outside of  class on MyMathLab. 
Paper tests are composed via MyMathLab and distributed 
during class. Students are encouraged to use the study plan,
particularly when they miss a class or need extra help.  

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 100 percent to a student’s 
final course grade. 

Course Implementation 

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Intermediate Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Odessa College Odessa, TX 

Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and Applications, 3e, Marvin L. Bittinger, David J. Ellenbogen, Barbara L. Johnson
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Tables 1 and 2 indicate a direct and positively significant 
relationship between the number of  students who pass the
course and their use of  MyMathLab. The same is true for the
number of  students who received an A.  

A comparison of  grades by semester shows a marked increase
in the percentage of  students passing the course, as well as 
a significant decrease in the percentage of  those failing the
course. The nine-semester time span enables a longer-term

assessment of  the fully MyMathLab-enabled program and 
the conclusion that all the successes realized after immediate
implementation have sustained over time.  

Similarly inspiring, the average percentage of  students earning
an A since adoption of  MyMathLab in spring 2006 has more
than tripled, jumping from an average of  9 percent to an aver-
age of  28 percent. 

Results and Data

Textbook in Use

MyMathLab students at OC receive immediate feedback and are able to rework problems 
as many times as they wish—proven strategies for reinforcing the learning process and 
increasing student success.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

Table 1. Comparison of Success Rates by Semester, Fall 2004–Fall 2009

Without MyMathLab With MyMathLab
Grade Fall 2004 Spring 2005 Fall 2005 Spring 2006 Fall 2006 Spring 2007 Fall 2008 Spring 2009 Fall 2009

A 4% 11% 13% 39% 44% 42% 23% 27% 20%

B 20% 31% 35% 39% 35% 22% 41% 33% 30%

C 32% 31% 23% 14% 13% 12% 9% 20% 30%

D 12% 17% 10% 4% 0% 12% 9% 7% 10%

F 32% 10% 19% 4% 9% 12% 18% 13% 10%

Table 2. Comparison of Average 
Success Rates 

Without With 
Grade MyMathLab MyMathLab

A 9% 28%

B 29% 34%

C 28% 18%

D 13% 8%

F 20% 12%
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Student surveys indicate students’ appreciation for 
MyMathLab’s interactive features and immediate feedback.

• “MyMathLab offers help right when I need it. I don’t
have to wait for an instructor or results.”

• “The Help Me Solve This button helped the most.”

• “I like that [MyMathLab] gives me extra problems 
if  I need more practice. And when I get a problem
wrong, I can try it again.”

• “I liked all the support I had. All the tools on the site
were a great help. I especially liked the videos.”

• “I liked the videos and that how to solve the problems
was explained step-by-step.”

• “I have always had trouble with math, but I think older
age and the way this course was taught really helped
me. I wouldn’t change anything. The course works well
just the way it is.”

• “I liked that I could rework the same problems over
again regardless if  I got them wrong or right.”

• “If  I had another math class I needed to take, I’d like it
to be in MyMath Lab. It really helped me.”

The Student Experience

Odessa College has been using MyMathLab in its online Inter-
mediate Algebra courses for six years, and in its on-ground 
Intermediate Algebra courses for three years. Over that time,
the program has sustained a high level of  student success. 
“After six years, I still have students saying that they couldn’t
have passed the class without MyMathLab,” says Theresa
Evans, mathematics instructor.  

After the initial implementation of  MyMathLab in Odessa’s 
developmental math sequence, students who advanced to
College Algebra math complained that MyMathLab wasn’t 
being used in College Algebra. Today, those College Algebra
classes that employ the program are consistently filled. 
“Students appreciate the immediate feedback,” says Evans.
“They know immediately when they’ve correctly completed 
a homework problem. If  they’ve done it incorrectly, they 
have all the support they need to learn how to do it correctly
before they’ve repeated the wrong process over and over
again.”   

Faculty at Odessa are always looking for ways to further 
support their students. Since most developmental math stu-
dents need help learning how to study, faculty have created
and incorporated into MyMathLab weekly Study Plan discus-
sion boards specifically related to study skills. There are a total
of  15 topics, including how to take a test, learning styles, test
anxiety, and how to take notes. 

Future plans include exploring the use of  MyMathTest to iden-
tify and support students who place at a developmental level,
but simply need a brushup. The proposed three- to six-week
courses would be a faster, less expensive way for students to
learn the material, retest, and advance in their college careers.  

Conclusions

Submitted by Theresa Evans, Mathematics Instructor
Odessa College

I wouldn’t use anything but MyMathLab. Period.

—Theresa Evans, Mathematics Instructor
Odessa College

ODESSA COLLEGE
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Course Design
In 2001, Quinsigamond Community College (QCC) received a
Title III grant to, among other things, strengthen developmental
education. From 2001 to 2006, QCC redesigned its three 
levels of  developmental math and today continues to support
those efforts. Classes meet for three hours per week and are
offered in computer classrooms, traditional classrooms,
evening classes, fast-paced courses, and online courses, as well
as at off-campus sites. Instructors are provided a resource
manual on CD, which includes a sample syllabus, course 
pacing, group activities, quizzes, and exams. 

Computer classrooms. Students attend a minilecture followed 
by independent computer work using MyMathLab. Required
MyMathLab homework may be completed at home, at the
campus Math Resource Center, or at the campus Computer
Lab. Students may have quizzes and exams administered using
MyMathLab.  

Noncomputer classrooms. Students experience an interactive
lecture format with group work, applications, and the like. 
Required MyMathLab homework may be completed at home,
at the campus Math Resource Center, or at the campus Com-
puter Lab. Students may have quizzes and exams administered
using MyMathLab.  

Evening classes. These are three-hour classes held in computer
or noncomputer classrooms, following the same format as the
aforementioned classes.  

Fast-paced courses. Held in a variety settings, these courses 
finish earlier than the traditional semester’s do. Students use
MyMathLab to support their learning. 

Online courses. All developmental math courses are offered 
online and use MyMathLab content, homework, and assess-
ments. The final exam is taken on-site.  

Off-campus remote sites. Developmental math courses are 
offered at off-campus remote sites, such as high schools, 
nursing homes, and correctional facilities. MyMathLab is used
where there is Internet access.  

Assessments
Instructors decide on the number of  quizzes and exams for
their classes. All students take the departmental, paper-and-
pencil final exam. A score of  at least 73 percent is required 
to continue to the next level.   

Use of MyMathLab
All levels of  developmental math have a predesigned course
that can be copied and adjusted for each learning environ-
ment. 

The location and format of  a course dictate the degree to
which MyMathLab is used and the amount of  its contribution
to a student’s final course grade.   

Course Implementation 

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Names Basic Math; Beginning, Intermediate, College Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Quinsigamond Community College Worcester, MA

Basic Mathematics, 7e, Margaret L. Lial, Stanley A. Salzman, Diana L. Hestwood; Introductory Algebra, 9e, Margaret L. Lial, John
Hornsby, Terry McGinnis

Textbooks in Use
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By redesigning its developmental math sequence with required practice on MyMathLab, 
peer collaboration, and mastery of  content, QCC’s mathematics program sustains a high 
level of  student success within developmental math and subsequent college math courses. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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The full range of  Title III data shows an increase in student
success from previous semesters and a trend of  strong 
academic success among students who complete the course.  

“When we redesigned the developmental math program, we
not only wanted the students to do better in developmental
math courses, we wanted to ensure that when they enter 
college-level math they are prepared and able to succeed,”
says Grimaldo. “Since strengthening our developmental 
sequence, we’re fully confident that our developmental math
students can do that.

Retention remains a focus for the future. Students who com-
plete the course have a very strong chance of  passing the final
exam: 75 percent of  students who take the final exam score
73 percent or better, allowing them to advance to the next
level of  mathematics.   

QUINSIGAMOND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Andreana Grimaldo, Associate Professor 
Quinsigamond Community College
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Conclusions

QCC is confident that the present curriculum is strong and
supports students. MyMathLab enables QCC faculty to deliver
this curriculum in a unified manner. The Math Center (a stu-

dent drop-in tutorial center) has increased its number of  
computers by more than 60 percent to meet student demand
for computer mathematics support. 

The Student Experience

During actual redesign—from 2001 to 2006—the following
cumulative results were reported from Title III data:

• In Basic Mathematics, an overall 8 percent increase 
in student success from fall 2004 to fall 2006

• In Beginning Algebra, an overall 30 percent increase 
in student success from fall 2004 to fall 2006

• In Intermediate Algebra, an overall 11 percent increase
in student success from fall 2003 to fall 2006

Table 1 shows the percent of  students who passed the final 
exam and could therefore advance to the next level of  mathe-
matics. Note: This table includes traditional and online students
who completed the semester and sat for the final exam; it
does not include grades of  X and W. 

As students progress through the developmental mathematics
program, they enjoy a high level of  success in College Algebra.
From 2006 to 2010, pass rates of  the those College Algebra
students who used MyMathLab in a previous developmental
math course increased by 7.2 percent—from 60.8 to 65.2.

“Since completion of  the redesign in 2006, the numbers 
have continued to grow,” says Andreana Grimaldo, associate
professor. “We’re proud that in 2010 65 percent of  our 
developmental math students earned a C or better in College
Algebra.” 

Results and Data

Table 1. Student Pass Rate Percentages, Fall 2006–Fall 2010
*A severe ice storm in 2008 caused exam-day cancellations and a drop 
in pass rates.

Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall
Course 2006 2007 2008* 2009 2010

Basic Mathematics 80.4 80 73 79 84

Beginning Algebra 79.5 82 77 81 80

Intermed. Algebra 72.6 74 64 71 69
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Figure 1. Pass Rate Percentages for College Algebra Students Who
Used MyMathLab in their Previous Developmental Math Course, 
Fall 2006–Fall 2010  
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Required use of  MyMathLab was one of  several transforma-
tions in RVC’s developmental math sequence. Although not
the only positive change, Kathleen Almy, associate professor
at RVC, considers it a significant contributor to the success 
of  the new two-part curriculum via a more than 50 percent 
increase in the percentage of  students receiving As, Bs, or Cs
and a more than 50 percent decrease in the overall course
withdrawal/fail rate.  

“The quality of  the class experience has changed,” says Almy.
“Students come with constructive questions. I’m able to move
forward instead of  constantly back over old material. Class
time is more productive.” 

Course Design
Rock Valley College (RVC) redesigned its beginning algebra
course from a traditional, one-semester, 5-credit course 
covering nine chapters to a 4-credit course divided into two 
2-credit classes, each spanning eight weeks. The redesigned
course is offered in both hybrid and traditional lecture 
formats.

Computer-assisted sections meet in a computer lab two 
days a week for 100 minutes at a time. Classes include 70–80
minutes of  direct instruction (lecture) plus 20–30 minutes 
of  hands-on, MyMathLab-enabled instruction facilitated by 
instructor support on a one-on-one basis.  

Assessments
• In-class activities, participation, attendance 40 points

• ~20 MyMathLab homework  
assignments of  3 points each 60 points

• Three unit tests of  100 points each 300 points

• A department-wide final exam  100 points

Use of MyMathLab
A minimum of  three MyMathLab homework assignments per
week is required in all sections. 

The developmental math coordinator creates MyMathLab 
coordinator courses for instructors to copy. Coordinator
courses include a homework assignment for every section, 
a unit-test review assignment for each unit, and a final-exam
practice assignment. In addition, each instructor receives a 
MyMathLab Gradebook preloaded with test and homework
points in the appropriate amounts. 

Instructors are encouraged to use the Item Analysis feature 
of  the MyMathLab Gradebook to assess both individual and
overall class mastery and needs.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes approximately 12 percent to 
a student’s final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Beginning Algebra
Credit Hours Four (earned in two two-credit classes) 

Rock Valley College Rockford, IL

 

Algebra: A Combined Approach, 3e, Elayn Martin-Gay
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Textbook in Use

By leveraging MyMathLab’s item analysis and e-mail features to identify and reach out to 
at-risk students, RVC both increased its pass rate by nearly 50 percent and cut its withdrawal
rate by more than half.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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MyMathLab improves RVC’s two-day, computer-assisted 
sections by (1) keeping students focused and engaged during
the 100-minute course period and (2) providing a tool for 
assessments between classes. Students therefore don’t lose
momentum and the content remains fresh between classes. 

From a departmental standpoint, MyMathLab has also enabled
RVC’s mathematics department to establish content and 
assessment consistency across all of  its sections. 

Based on the results of  the MyMathLab-enabled redesign, the
department plans to convert the new curriculum to a format
in which MyMathLab is required for homework in all sections
and to make as many of  the two-days-a-week courses into 
a hybrid format as lab space will allow.

ROCK VALLEY COLLEGE

Submitted by Kathleen Almy, Associate Professor
Rock Valley College
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MyMathLab has forever changed the way I teach. I have a more accurate picture of  how individual 
students are doing and how the class as a whole is faring. Having a better idea of  what they’re having
problems with helps me adjust my lessons to better support them—and helps me be a better teacher. 

—Kathleen Almy, Associate Professor
Rock Valley College

Conclusions

Almy reports that significantly more students are doing the
homework. Because they can redo assignments until they earn
100 percent, students spend more time on task. 

The engaging, interactive nature of  MyMathLab encourages
students to persevere. “They do better when they see success
more often,” says Almy. 

MyMathLab helps students who otherwise juggle school and
work and who may miss a class to keep up with assignments.
The online resource means that personal and employment
stressors are less likely to result in students’ falling behind in
their schoolwork and dropping out. 

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of Student Success and Withdrawal/Fail Rates before and after Redesign and Required MyMathLab Homework
*Students who take the first eight weeks usually also take the second eight weeks. The 335 students enrolled in the second eight-week class of fall 2009 are a subset of
the 568, who started out in the first eight-week class of fall 2009.

Percentage of Students Withdrawal/
Semester Enrollment Course Format Earning A, B, or C Fail Rate

Fall 2009 335* Redesign using consistent MML homework 69.9 18.2%
Beg. Algebra, Part 2

Fall 2009 568 Redesign using consistent MML homework 68.8 22.4%
Beg. Algebra, Part 1 (489 first time + 79 repeat)

Fall 2008 537 5-credit format + inconsistent use of  MML 48.2 40.8%

Fall 2007 589 5-credit format 47.2 42.6%
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Table 1 illustrates that since full implementation of  MyMathLab,
the numbers of  students completing Prealgebra, Elementary
Algebra, and Intermediate Algebra each semester have 
increased. And their success continues in subsequent classes.
“It’s like a domino effect,” says Ellen O’Connell, mathematics
department chair. “Students in subsequent courses have an 
advantage over other students, since they are already familiar
with MyMathLab.” 

In addition, O’Connell reports that in the past four semesters,
average departmental final exam scores in each course have 
increased. “They sneak up a few points each semester,” she
says.  

Course Design
Mathematics faculty at Triton College piloted MyMathLab four
years ago in two classes. Today, all developmental students 
are required to use MyMathLab for all homework and some
online testing. 

All homework is completed online and outside of  class. 
Instructors may reserve the computer lab to give online 
tests and quizzes. At least 35 percent of  all testing must 
be proctored.

Assessments
Instructors may vary the weight assigned to homework and
assessments. In addition, several instructors offer extra credit
to students who complete practice tests with scores of  80 or
above. The following is a rough guide. 

20 percent Homework 

20 percent Quizzes

30 percent Tests 
Online and on ground

30 percent Departmental final exam 
Paper-and-pencil

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for homework, unproctored quizzes,
proctored tests and quizzes, and prerequisites, including 
practice tests and study plan exercises. Some instructors also
assign custom MyMathLab exercises.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 25–75 percent of  a student’s
final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Names Prealgebra, Elementary Algebra, Intermediate Algebra
Credit Hours Five 

Triton College River Grove, IL

Prealgebra, 5e, Elayn Martin-Gay; Elementary and Intermediate Algebra, 5e, Marvin L. Bittinger, David J. Ellenbogen, 
Barbara L. Johnson 

Textbooks in Use
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By using MyMathLab to ensure that students master developmental math concepts before
advancing in either the course or the sequence, Triton College helps more students both
complete their courses and do better on their final exams.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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Faculty are unanimously in agreement about MyMathLab’s 
efficacy. “Probably the greatest impact has been for faculty
and the reduced time spent grading homework papers,” says
O’Connell. “Previously, some faculty didn’t assign as much
homework as the students need because of  the time it would
take to grade that much homework. Faculty don’t shy away
anymore from assigning as much homework as needed, and
our students are more prepared.”

Triton College currently uses MyMathLab in every course 
for which the program is available—from the Developmental
Math sequence through the Calculus series. Future plans 
include utilizing the program’s coordinator course feature 
to help manage the department’s 60–70 adjuncts. 

TRITON COLLEGE

Submitted by Ellen O’Connell, Ph.D., Chair, Mathematics Department
Triton College
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Practice, practice, practice. Students can redo problems until they get them right. There is a direct 
correlation between students who take advantage of  this opportunity and those who successfully 
pass the course.

—Ellen O’Connell, Chair, Mathematics Department
Triton College

Conclusions

“With a few exceptions, students love using MyMathLab,” says
O’Connell. “They like the online homework, and they really
use the Gradebook button, always checking to see how they
are doing in the class.” 

O’Connell also reports that students enjoy and use the 
help offered by MyMathLab’s many interactive resources. 
“I tell my students that I expect to see nothing less than 100
percent on their homework because I know they can repeat
the problem as many times as they need to master it.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of Retention Rates before and after Developmental Math Sequence Redesign with MyMathLab (n =11,359) 

Prealgebra Elementary Algebra Intermediate Algebra

Took Final 10th day Retention Took Final 10th day Retention Took Final 10th day Retention

Fall 2004 207 495 41.8% 356 605 58.8% 169 397 42.5%

Spring 2005 166 264 62.9% 255 416 61.3% 172 324 53.0%

Fall 2005 260 387 67.2% 388 601 64.6% 198 339 58.4%

Spring 2006 160 295 54.2% 283 471 60.1% 211 352 59.9%

Total Before Redesign 793 1,441 56.5% 1,282 2,093 61.2% 750 1,412 53.5%

Fall 2008 339 559 60.6% 387 562 68.9% 307 450 68.2%

Spring 2009 242 418 57.9% 427 555 76.9% 242 350 69.1%

Fall 2009 428 712 60.1% 480 666 72.0% 299 465 64.3%

Spring 2010 294 522 56.3% 515 704 73.2% 297 450 66.0%

Total After Full
Implementation 1,303 2,211 58.7% 1,809 2,487 72.8% 1,145 1,715 66.9%
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Course Design
Starting in 2009, Kevin Li, dean of  instruction at Wilbur
Wright College, one of  the City Colleges of  Chicago, 
redesigned the college’s developmental math lecture classes
using a Changing the Equation grant from the the National
Center for Academic Transformation and employing 
MyMathLab and MyMathTest.  

The new program, Math On Demand: A Modularized, 
Accelerated Developmental Math Program, comprises a 
modularized, student-centered curriculum designed to shorten
students’ developmental path—helping them quickly and 
successfully progress from high school to both college and 
the workforce. 

The use of  MyMathTest enables more accurate placement,
which leads to more success with MyMathLab. As a result, 
students are able to not only pass the levels they are placed in,
but may finish up to three levels in one semester if  they are
capable of  doing so.  

The school uses MyMathTest in its refresher programs, as well
as the Summer Bridge program. For assessments, Li uses a
combination of  MyMathTest practice tests, Pearson-imported
prepared tests, and tests that he creates himself. Students use
the program’s study tests before and between test attempts.

Assessments
40 percent Tests/exam

30 percent Module completion

15 percent Note taking

15 percent Participation

Use of MyMathLab 
Li and his students use MyMathLab’s eText, videos, glossary,
and Help Me Solve This feature.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 100 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Products Used MyMathLab, MyMathTest
Course Names Prealgebra, Introductory Algebra, Intermediate Algebra
Credit Hours Six/Six/Five

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of Chicago Chicago, IL

Prealgebra and Introductory Algebra, 3e, Martin-Gay, Intermediate Algebra, 5e, Martin-Gay

Textbook in Use
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Redesigning developmental courses with MyMathLab and MyMathTest ensures that Wilbur
Wright College students are accurately placed and receive the support they need to quickly
and successfully progress to college- and workforce-level courses. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

Li’s redesign was immediately successful. 

• In Fall 2010, the program generated an 8.75 percent 
increase in retention and a 19.25 percent increase 
in course success compared to the school’s traditional
classes.

• The Summer Intermediate Algebra student success
rate increased 24.5 percent—from 65.5 percent in
2010 using the traditional course to 81.6 percent in
2011 using MyMathLab and the Math on Demand 
program. Retention rates also increased.

• Some students have been able to skip one or two 
developmental math levels.

The higher retention rate reported in the redesigned courses
suggests that by providing students with real-time assessment
data and class standing information, students are armed with
exactly what they need to learn to succeed and are more 
likely to persevere—and less likely to withdraw.

Results and Data
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Both qualitative and quantitative data support the potential of
Li’s redesigned program for students, faculty, and the college.
Key benefits include:

• Instructors are able to work one-on-one with 
students based upon individual student strengths,
weaknesses, needs, and goals.

• Real-time assessment is possible.

• 4–5 hours per week is spent in the math lab 
performing hands-on tasks. 

• Students can identify their academic and career tracks
early in their academic journey.

• Students make a connection between math skills and
their future career aspirations.

Li anticipates that the program will ultimately reap the 
following outcomes:

• Increased enrollments in math courses

• Increased persistence rates

• Increased success in subsequent math courses

• Increased number of  developmental education levels
that students can skip

• Increased institutional productivity via increased class
sizes resulting in reduced institutional costs over time

W W W . M Y M A T H L A B . C O M   2 9

WILBUR WRIGHT COLLEGE, CITY COLLEGES OF CHICAGO

Submitted by Kevin Li, Dean of  Instruction
Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago
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Figure 1. Retention and Success Rates from MyMathLab-
Redesigned and Traditional Fall 2010 Intermediate Algebra Courses

Conclusions

The Student Experience

MyMathLab Percent
Traditional Redesign Change

Retention
Rate

80% 87% +8.75%

Success
Rate

52% 62% +19.25%

Table 1. Retention and Success Rates from MyMathLab-Redesigned 
and Traditional Fall 2010 Intermediate Algebra Courses

MyMathLab Percent
Traditional Redesign Change

Success
Rate

65.5% 81.6% +24.5%

Table 2. Success Rates from Traditional and MyMathLab-
Redesigned Summer Intermediate Algebra Courses, 2010–2011

Integrating MyMathTest and MyMathLab into the program has
facilitated more one-on-one assistance from instructors and 
increased student/faculty collaboration.

Li’s students are some of  the biggest advocates of  the 
redesigned program and offer positive feedback about its 
impact on their learning. 

• “I learned more math during these past few weeks than
during all my years in high school.”

• “I like that the online textbook walks me through 
the materials. By clicking a button, I get step-by-step 
instructions. I prefer it over traditional courses.”

• “This format is great! The course helped me to 
increase my understanding of  math. I’ve been getting
As and Bs on all my assignments. Previously, in my 
traditional lecture math course, I struggled. The 
redesigned program both increased my grades and 
increased my motivation and self-confidence around
math.”
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Course Design
Courses are offered both on-site and online. Students 
in on-site courses meet for 65 minutes, Monday through
Thursday, and are required to spend a minimum of  
12 hours per semester in the math lab. 

Assessments
15 percent Homework 

(for online courses, also quizzes)
For all courses, homework in 
MyMathLabPlus is required.

35 percent Chapter tests 
In classroom, on paper, for each chapter.

50 percent Departmental final exam 
For Intermediate Algebra, the 50 percent
is split into a midterm worth 20 percent 
and a final exam worth 30 percent.

Use of MyMathLabPlus 
MyMathLabPlus homework is required in all courses; online
courses also require quizzes. Students are encouraged to use
the Study Plan. Grades are imported from other sources. 

Use of  MyMathLabPlus contributes 15 percent to a student’s
final course grade. 

Course Implementation 

Product Used MyMathLabPlus
Course Names Prealgebra, Beginning Algebra, Intermediate Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Central Texas College Killeen, TX 

Prealgebra, 5e, Elayn Martin-Gay; Beginning Algebra, 5e, Elayn Martin-Gay; Intermediate Algebra, 5e, Elayn Martin-Gay

Textbooks in Use
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Significant increases in pass and completion rates after MyMathLabPlus implementation 
indicate that requiring MyMathLab homework and lab time helps CTC’s on-site and online
students get the practice they need to succeed in math. 

The positive change in pass and withdrawal rates illustrated 
in table 2 indicates that required use of  first MyMathLab and
now MyMathLabPlus increases both student success and 
retention rates. 

Additional departmental data collected fall 2008 through 
summer 2011 indicates that use of  the programs also 
contributes to increased subsequent success. 

• 61 percent of  students who successfully 
completed Prealgebra earned an A, B, or C 
in Beginning Algebra. 

• 83 percent of  students who successfully 
completed Beginning Algebra earned an A, B, 
or C in Contemporary Mathematics. 

• 66 percent of  students who successfully 
completed Beginning Algebra earned an A, B, 
or C in Elementary Statistics. 

• 71 percent of  students who successfully 
completed Beginning Algebra earned an A, B, or C 
in Intermediate Algebra. 

• 84 percent of  students who successfully 
completed Intermediate Algebra earned an A, B, 
or C in Contemporary Mathematics. 

• 77 percent of  students who successfully 
completed Intermediate Algebra earned an A, B, 
or C in Elementary Statistics. 

• 83 percent of  students who successfully 
completed Intermediate Algebra earned an A, B, 
or C in College Algebra.

Results and Data

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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Jenny Shotwell, professor, cites a number of  ways that 
MyMathLabPlus’s design and underlying pedagogy positively
impact her students. 

• The individually tailored study plans make good just-
in-time teaching tools for students working at home or
otherwise not in a classroom environment. 

• For those students who are intimidated by asking ques-
tions in class, MyMathLabPlus provides a variety of  
resources to turn to, in addition to a direct e-mail link
to the instructor.

• Central Texas College uses MyMathLabPlus in all 
developmental math courses and uses MyMathLab in
college-level courses through calculus. The programs’
intuitive interfaces and easy-to-learn features mean 
that students have a consistent learning experience
each semester, and that at each new level, they need
concentrate solely on learning new course content—
not new software.    

The Student Experience

MyMathLabPlus’s benefit to developmental-level students
prompted Central Texas College to pilot two new ways to 
deter these higher-risk students from dropping out, including
eight-week courses and concurrent enrollment courses.

Central Texas College is also exploring how to help students
remediate via the use of  MyMathTest prior to taking place-
ment exams, and in spring 2011 the college will transition the
entire developmental sequence to a mastery quiz format.

In addition, the college moved all three developmental mathe-
matics courses into a new MyMathLabPlus portal that enables

a two-week grace period for access codes—a significant 
benefit for students who are on financial aid and may not have
funds available at the start of  the course. 

CENTRAL TEXAS COLLEGE

Submitted by Jenny Shotwell, Professor, Developmental Studies
Central Texas College

Conclusions

69% Student Drop or Total Passing Completion Pass Completion D/W
A B C or Below Withdraw Incomplete Number Number Number Rate Rate Rate

Prealgebra 200 477 560 606 227 580 2,650 1,237 1,843 46.7% 67.1% 30.5%
Beg Algebra 152 241 623 794 280 645 2,835 1,116 1,910 39.4% 58.4% 32.6%
Inter Algebra 75 222 391 684 309 447 2,128 688 1,372 32.3% 50.1% 35.5%

Prealgebra* – – – – – – – – – – – –
Beg Algebra 2 23 10 22 10 19 66 15 37 22.7% 40.5% 43.9%
Inter Algebra 1 3 4 13 16 19 56 8 21 14.3% 38.1% 62.5%

Table 1. Success Rates before MyMathLab** Implementation, Fall 2002–Summer 2004 (n=7,735) 
*Taught only with MyMathLab support.  
**Prealgebra taught with MyMathLabPlus since fall 2010, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra taught with MyMathLabPlus since fall 2011. 

69% Student Drop or Total Passing Completion Pass Completion D/W
A B C or Below Withdraw Incomplete Number Number Number Rate Rate Rate

Prealgebra 525 917 1,061 1,008 448 952 4,911 2,503 3,511 51.0% 71.5% 19.4%
Beg Algebra 324 644 1,057 1,232 398 679 4,334 2,025 3,257 46.7% 75.1% 15.7%
Inter Algebra 276 536 773 643 472 560 3,260 1,585 2,228 48.6% 68.3% 17.2%

Prealgebra 120 196 139 99 124 230 908 455 554 50.1% 61.0% 25.3%
Beg Algebra 22 73 118 166 116 234 729 213 379 29.2% 52.0% 32.1%
Inter Algebra 8 36 47 122 169 206 588 91 213 15.5% 36.2% 35.0%

Table 2. Success Rates after MyMathLab* Implementation, Fall 2004–Summer 2011 (n=14,730)  
*Prealgebra taught with MyMathLabPlus since fall 2010, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra taught with MyMathLabPlus since fall 2011. 
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The primary goals of  the redesign were to increase success
rates, better prepare students for college-level courses, and 
increase the ability of  students to move quickly through the 
developmental math program. Data from a fall 2009 depart-
ment report indicate that the redesign is a success.

Figures 1–4 show significant increases in completion and 
pass rates after redesign with MyMathLabPlus in Elementary
Algebra, Intermediate Algebra, College Algebra, and Finite
Math. Both Elementary and Intermediate Algebra experienced
completion rate increases of  approximately 27 percent over

the traditional lecture courses. College Algebra completion
rates increased by 17 percent; Finite Math completion rates 
increased by nearly 11 percent.

In addition, the report indicates that students who took 
developmental math courses before advancing in the math 
sequence outperformed those students who placed directly
into College Algebra, Statistics, or Finite Math. Completion
rates, passing rates, and even the course grade point averages
in these courses experienced increases.

Course Design
Prior to the redesign, MyMathLab was optional: some instruc-
tors required it, some left it optional, and others didn’t use it
at all. In spring 2008, the Elementary Algebra and Intermediate
Algebra courses employed the redesigned MyMathLabPlus
model. In fall 2008, six college-level courses were added, and
today all developmental and college-level math courses use
MyMathLabPlus to complete homework and take assess-
ments.  

Each course consists of  10–12 minimodules. Each module
contains at least one homework set, a quiz, a midterm, and a
final exam. Students are encouraged to complete at least one
module per week.  

All classes take place in the math lab, which is staffed by both
instructors and lab tutors. There are no live lectures. Each
week, students attend proctored, one-hour classes, plus at
least one additional hour in the math lab. Students may 
complete homework during class time or at home. All testing
is password protected and completed on campus, in either 
the lab or a classroom.    

Assessments
Faculty at Cleveland State Community College (CSCC) 
customizes MyMathLabPlus with their own videos, and they
hand select homework problems. Students must score at least
70 percent before advancing to the next module.  

10 percent Participation

30 percent Homework 

50 percent Quizzes

5 percent Midterm exam

5 percent Final exam

Use of MyMathLabPlus 
MyMathLabPlus is used for homework, quizzes, and tests. The
program’s View an Example and Help Me Solve This features
are enabled during homework assignments. Pre-requisites pro-
mote mastery learning and keep students on track by ensuring
that they don’t work too far ahead. 

Use of  MyMathLabPlus contributes 100 percent to a 
student’s final course grade. 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLabPlus
Course Names Elementary Algebra, Intermediate Algebra, College Algebra, Finite Math
Credit Hours Three 

Elementary and Intermediate Algebra, 4e, Marvin L. Bittinger; Essentials of  College Algebra, 3e, Gary Rockswold

Textbooks in Use
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Cleveland State Community College Cleveland, TN

Course Implementation 

By redesigning its math program into modular units, each emphasizing mastery learning and
requiring MyMathLabPlus for homework and assessments, CSCC has significantly 
increased its completion and pass rates and positively impacted subsequent success.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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The data are incontrovertible: more students are completing
and passing both developmental and college-level math 
courses since the MyMathLabPlus redesign was launched.
More than simply figures on a page, the numbers reflect an 
increase in student learning and student success—and an 
increased likelihood of  graduating from college. 

From an institutional standpoint, the redesign is a win-win deal
for everyone. Not only are students achieving more, but also
the redesign format has resulted in a 20 percent decrease in
instructor costs. 

CLEVELAND STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Karen Wyrick, Associate Professor and Math Department Chair
Cleveland State Community College

and John Squires, Associate Professor 
Chattanooga State Community College
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Conclusions

Student survey comments reflect CSCC students’ positive 
attitude toward MyMathLabPlus.  

• “MyMathLabPlus is an easy way to learn and better 
for quicker students like myself.”

• “MyMathLabPlus explained things much better than
other online math classes I’ve taken.”

• “MyMathLabPlus is flexible enough for students who
have busy lives outside of  school. It’s also great for 
students who progress faster than others.”

• “I am very grateful for MyMathLabPlus. I learned at 
my own pace and had help when and where I needed
it. I plan to take more math classes.”

The Student Experience
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Figure 1. Elementary Algebra Completion and Pass Rates before and
after MyMathLabPlus Redesign (n =1,101)
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Figure 2. Intermediate Algebra Completion and Pass Rates before and
after MyMathLabPlus Redesign (n =1,332)
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Figure 3. College Algebra Completion and Pass Rates before and after
MyMathLabPlus Redesign (n =820)
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Figure 4. Finite Math Completion and Pass Rates before and after My-
MathLabPlus Redesign (n =71)
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Course Design
Students attend three hours per week in the Hub (math lab),
attend two hours of  lecture per week, and use MyMathLab 
to watch videos, work problems, and take tests.

Assessments
20 percent MyMathLab homework

100 percent mastery required to advance.

60 percent MyMathLab unit tests (proctored)
A score of  at least 80 percent is required
to progress to the next chapter. Students

who do not pass must complete exercises
selected by the MyMathLab Study Plan
before they are allowed to retake the test.   

20 percent MyMathLab final exam (cumulative)

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for all assessments: homework, quizzes,
tests, and the final exam. In addition, the program is used for
Study Plans, prerequisites, and announcements. 

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 100 percent to a student’s 
final course grade. 

Course Implementation 

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Names Arithmetic, Prealgebra, Beginning Algebra, Intermediate Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Florence-Darlington Technical College Florence, SC 
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By using MyMathLab to track data as per the college’s Quality Enhancement Plan mandate,
FDTC statistically proves that the program positively impacts students in the areas of  exam
scores, retention, and subsequent success. 

MyMathLab is a required component in every Hub math
course. Courses defined as Traditional in the tables that follow
are courses in which use of  MyMathLab is optional. The 
college has established the following four goals against which
all progress is measured.

Primary Goal: Increase students’ course competencies 
by at least 5 percent in remedial/prerequisite courses.

Secondary Goal 1: Increase course completion rates in 
remedial/prerequisite math courses by at least 5 percent.

Secondary Goal 2: Increase course completion rates of  
students in curriculum math courses, who took prerequisite
math course, by at least 5 percent.

Secondary Goal 3: Increase final exam average in each 
remedial/prerequisite math course by at least 5 percent.

Results and Data

Table 1. Primary Goal: Combined Test Score Data, Fall 2006–Fall 2010 (n =5,378)  

Percent Difference Has Goal 
Course Environment Number of Students Pretest Mean Posttest Mean Mean Increase (Hub over Traditional) Been Met?

Arithmetic
Hub 867 38.8 81.1 42.3

8.7% Yes
Traditional 279 38.4 77.3 38.9

Prealgebra
Hub 909 40.9 63.5 22.6

43.9% Yes
Traditional 584 40.0 55.7 15.7

Beg Algebra
Hub 479 35.5 79.4 43.9

33.8% Yes
Traditional 1,070 37.0 69.7 32.8

Inter Algebra
Hub 395 36.0 70.8 34.8

14.1% Yes
Traditional 795 35.2 65.7 30.5

Developmental Mathematics, 7e, 2008, Bittinger, Beecher; Intermediate Algebra: Graphs and Models, 3e, 2008, Bittinger, 
Ellenbogen, Johnson

Textbooks in Use
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Data from primary goal competency studies and secondary
goal 1 completion studies indicate that students both learn
more and persevere longer when MyMathLab is required than
when it is optional. What’s more, data from secondary goal 3
show that the final exam scores in Arithmatic, 

Prealgebra, and Beginning Algebra are higher for those 
students whose courses required the use of  MyMathLab.
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Conclusions

FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Submitted by Susan Haley, Mathematics Instructor
Florence-Darlington Technical College

The school’s students appreciate MyMathLab and recognize its
contribution to their overall learning. In a recent survey, 82
percent of  students ranked the value of  the help they reveived
from MyMathLab as high or very high. Additional survey com-
ments included the following: 

• “I’ve been out of  school for more than 20 years. 
MyMathLab helped me to recover most of  the knowl-
edge I had lost.”

• “When I caught on more quickly than others, 
I didn’t have to wait to advance in the course.”

The Student Experience

Table 2. Secondary Goal 1: Combined Retention Data, Summer 2005–Fall 2010 (n =15,570) 

Number of Students Number of Students Percent Difference Has Goal 
Course Environment Who Completed Who Attempted Completion Rate (Hub over Traditional) Been Met?

Arithmetic
Hub 984 1,703 57.8%

24.2% Yes
Traditional 848 1,819 46.6%

Prealgebra
Hub 1,142 1,567 72.9%

56.8% Yes
Traditional 1,223 2,631 46.5%

Beg Algebra
Hub 598 1,413 42.3%

15.9% Yes
Traditional 1,305 3,580 36.5%

Inter Algebra
Hub 436 891 48.9%

18.1% Yes
Traditional 814 1,966 41.4%

Table 3. Secondary Goal 2: Combined Completion Rates in Subsequent Course Data, Summer 2005–Fall 2010 (n =3,954) 

Number of Students Number of Students Percent Difference Has Goal 
Course Sequence Environment Who Completed Who Attempted Completion Rate (Hub over Traditional) Been Met?

Inter Algebra Hub 236 426 56.7%
20.9% Yes

from Beg Algebra Traditional 690 1,470 46.9%
College Algebra Hub 175 279 62.7%

-3.4% No
from Inter Algebra Traditional 624 961 64.9%
Contemp Math Hub 101 121 83.5%

2.5% No
from Beg Algebra Traditional 480 589 81.5%
Alg, Geom, Trig 1 Hub 35 51 68.3%

-9.4% No
from Prealgebra Traditional 43 57 75.4%

Table 4. Secondary Goal 3: Combined Final Exam Data, Summer 2005–Fall 2010 (n =11,003) 

Number of Students Percent DIfference Has Goal 
Course Environment Taking Exam Mean Exam Score Standard Deviation (Hub over Traditional) Been Met?

Arithmetic
Hub 1,080 83.9 9.6

10.4% Yes
Traditional 1,412 76.0 13.2

Prealgebra
Hub 1,212 74.6 11.3

6.6% Yes
Traditional 2,204 70.4 13.3

Beg Algebra
Hub 521 76.6 11.4

13.8% Yes
Traditional 2,752 67.3 15.0

Inter Algebra
Hub 390 66.9 12.1

3.9% No
Traditional 1,432 64.4 13.4
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Unlimited practice on MyMathLabPlus motivates students to
do more math, thereby increasing not just student success, 
but mastery. Use of  the Study Plan encourages remediation,
increases confidence and accountability, and offers a point at
which a tutor or instructor may intervene if  necessary. And
because the course is self-paced, students who are able can
move quickly through the material and exit early; those who
need more time can proceed more slowly. 

The data at right show how JSCC’s SMART Math redesign
with MyMathLabPlus has positively affected student learning. 

• Pass rates have increased from 41 percent 
to 54 percent—a 32 percent increase.

• Subsequent success rates have increased from 
68 percent to 74 percent—a 9 percent increase.

In addition, Betty Frost, associate professor of  mathematics,
reports that since redesign, developmental math retention
rates have increased by more than 46 percent and that the
completion rate of  the developmental math program as a
whole have increased by a tremendous 75 percent. 

Course Design
Jackson State Community College’s ( JSCC’s) SMART Math 
redesign with MyMathLabPlus reorganizes three courses (basic
algebra, elementary algebra, and intermediate algebra) into
one self-paced, 12-module developmental mathematics
course. Classes meet three hours per week with an instructor.
Students may seek individual assistance from the instructor 
or with tutors at the SMART Math Center. Tutors are either 
retired teaching professionals or peers who have passed 
College Algebra with at least a B and completed tutor training. 

Assessments
Students must complete a minimum of  four modules per 
semester until all required modules for their majors are 
completed. Mastery of  each module must be demonstrated 
before moving ahead. The number of  modules required varies
based on each student’s educational and career goals. A 
student’s final grade is the average grade of  the four best
modules that have been mastered.

5 percent Attendance

10 percent Notebook Problems
Students must score 100 percent and show 
work and processes for determining answers.

15 percent Homework
Completed on MyMathLabPlus. Students must
score at least 80 percent to receive credit.

70 percent Test
Completed on MyMathLabPlus, proctored, 
in the math center. Students must score 
at least 75 percent to advance.

Use of MyMathLabPlus 
MyMathLabPlus is used for placement, homework, and tests.
The Study Plan is assigned if  a students fails a test. The coordi-
nator course feature is also used.  

Use of  MyMathLabPlus contributes 95 percent to a student’s
final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLabPlus
Course Name Developmental Mathematics
Credit Hours Three 

Jackson State Community College Jackson, TN

Connecting the Concepts: A Modular Approach to Developmental Math, custom workbook for Jackson State Community College

Textbook in Use
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By using MyMathLabPlus in a lab-based, mastery-learning redesign, JSCC successfully confronts
developmental math issues, including low pass and subsequent success rates and institutional 
cost. The redesign’s modular format accommodates varied skill levels and saves students money. 
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The SMART Math redesign with MyMathLabPlus met all three
of  JSCC’s redesign goals: (1) improve student success and 
increase learning; (2) accommodate varying levels of  prepa-
ration, math anxiety, and diverse learning styles; and (3) pre-
pare students for educational and career goals instead of  
simply remediating high school deficiencies. 

“When I enter the SMART Math Center for class, my students
are already logged on and doing math,” says Frost. “I’m
amazed at the energy in this environment. It’s the only way 
I’ll teach developmental math.”

In addition, JSCC accomplished an institutional cost savings of
more than 30 percent by increasing class sizes from 24 to 30

students, reducing the total number of  sections by 28 percent,
allowing early exit, and using more adjunct faculty and tutors. 

Frost is proud to announce that JSCC’s SMART Math Redesign
with MyMathLaPlus was the 2010 winner of  the prestigious
Bellweather Award for Innovative Instruction and Services
(awarded by the Community College Futures Assembly). The
school is now working on applying the same redesign concepts
and MyMathLabPlus to appropriate college-level courses. 

JACKSON STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Tim Britt, Associate Professor of  Mathematics 
Betty Frost, Associate Professor of  Mathematics 

Corinna Goehring, Associate Professor of  Mathematics 
Linda Pride, Ed.D., Associate Professor of  Mathematics

Jackson State Community College
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Conclusions

Corinna Goehring, associate professor, reports that the 
redesigned format has positively impacted student attitudes
toward math. “They exhibit more of  an I-can-do-this attitude
and much more willingness to persevere through the most 
difficult topics,” she says. “Their self-esteem is soaring.”

Feedback from students include the following:

• “I just love this course. Now I can help my children 
do their math homework.”

• “I never liked math and now this is my favorite course.”

• “If  they had taught math this way in high school, 
I would have done much better.”

The redesigned format also saves students time and money.
Students don’t pay for unnecessary course work and may
complete any number of  extra modules in one semester. 
Because the courses are self-paced and online, students 
can adjust their study schedules to suit life changes and can 
exert more control over travel and child care expenses. 

The Student Experience

Table 1. Pass Rates before, during, and after SMART Math Redesign with MyMathLabPlus (n =6,270)
Note: Spring 2008–Spring 2009 data represents a sample of the enrolled students; fall 2009–fall 2010 data includes all enrolled students. 

Redesign Redesign Redesign
Traditional Pilot Phase 1 Pilot Phase 2 Pilot Phase 3 SMART Math SMART Math SMART Math

Grade Spring 2008 Spring 2008 Fall 2008 Spring 2009 Fall 2009 Spring 2010 Fall 2010

A, B, or C 41% 54% 57% 59% 60% 59% 54%
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Figure 1. Comparison of Pass Rates before, during, and after SMART
Math Redesign with MyMathLabPlus (n =6,270)
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Figure 2. Comparison of Students Earning an A, B, or C in Subsequent
College-Level Math Courses before and after SMART Math Redesign
with MyMathLabPlus (n =775)
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Course Design
Deborah Golden, professor of  developmental mathematics,
first piloted MyMathLab in fall 2007 in one section of  Intro-
ductory Algebra. In fall 2008, she expanded its use to all three
of  her course sections. As of  spring 2011, MyMathLab is used
in 8 of  Norwalk’s 20 Basic Math sections, and in 12 of  the
school’s 22 sections of  Introductory Algebra. 

Introductory Algebra students meet for 110 minutes, two
times per week. Golden uses MyMathLab for homework, 
online quizzes, and pretests. In addition, she’s customized the
course by incorporating content from outside texts and word
problems from other NCC instructors both online and within
NCC’s custom text.  

Assessments
10 percent Homework

Homework is required and is completed 
on MyMathLab from any location. 
Students have unlimited attempts 
throughout the semester to complete it 
and are encouraged to use study aids. 

60 percent Tests
Students take four cumulative, in-class, 
instructor-created, paper-and-pencil tests
each semester. Students may earn the
opportunity to retest by scoring at least
80 percent on their homework.

30 percent Final exam
The departmental final exam is an 
in-class, paper-and-pencil exam.   

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for creating and completing homework 
assignments and pretests; homework questions are drawn
from MyMathLab’s bank of  problems and created with 
MyMathLab’s custom exercise builder. Students are encour-
aged to use the Gradebook to track their grades, to review
their homework assignments before taking pretests and 
in-class tests, and to use the Study Plan for extra practice. 

Instructors use the program to send announcements and
emails. The coordinator course feature aids delivery of  course
objectives across numerous sections.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes to 10 percent of  a student’s 
final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Introductory Algebra
Credit Hours Four 

Norwalk Community College Norwalk, CT 

Introductory Algebra through Applications with Word Problems for Developmental Mathematics, 2nd custom edition for Norwalk 
Community College, Geoffrey Akst, Sadie Bragg

Textbook in Use
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MyMathLab’s learning support features and enforced mastery capabilities help students 
become accountable for their learning. Introductory Algebra sections that use MyMathLab
have higher overall pass rates; their students seek future courses that use the program.  
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Each semester, instructors review and compare final course
grades across the department. Figure 1 shows the average
course pass rate for Introductory Algebra per semester since
fall 2007 compared to the pass rates of  each MyMathLab-
enabled section. Of the 20 sections of  Introductory Algebra
that use MyMathLab, 15—or 75 percent—had a higher success
rate than the course average. 

A comparison of  overall average pass rates from fall 2007
through spring 2011 shows that the MyMathLab-enabled 
sections had a 7.5 percent higher pass rate (57 percent) than
the course average of  53 percent .

Results and Data
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“MyMathLab offers students more control over their learn-
ing,” says Golden. “They can review as much as they need to
and then immediately see the impact on their grade via access
to the program’s automatically updated Gradebook.” 

What’s more, according to Golden, when students register 
for their next sequential math course, the majority choose a
section that utilizes MyMathLab.  

NORWALK COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Deborah Golden, Professor of  Developmental Mathematics
Norwalk Community College

Conclusions

Golden reports that completion of  homework assignments
has increased since implementing MyMathLab. In addition,
“many students utilize the online pretests as a learning tool to
prepare for unit tests,” she says. 

Golden’s students appreciate the program’s wide range of
learning support tools. She received the following comments
from her fall 2011 Introductory Algebra students.  

• “The Help Me Solve This feature is a very useful tool. 
It guides me step-by-step.”

• “There are so many extra problems that I can do 
to help me learn and understand the topics.”

• “If  I forget how to do something, I can go back and 
redo the homework without it affecting my score. 
I also find the online pretests very helpful.” 

• “MyMathLab is like having a personal tutor whenever 
I need it.”

• “I recommend that all math teachers provide 
MyMathLab.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of Introductory Algebra Pass Rates, 
Fall 2007–Spring 2011

Sections Using
Semester Entire Course MyMathLab

Fall 2007 61% 53%

Spring 2008 55% 53%

Fall 2008 53% 54%
65%
50%

Spring 2009 51% 58%
60%
85%

Fall 2009 53% 66%
64%
63%

Spring 2010 51% 48%
67%
48%

Fall 2010 53% 64%
32%
56%

Spring 2011 50% 42%
64%
52%

Average 53% 57%
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Patrick Lee, math department chair and associate professor 
of  mathematics, compared students’ spring 2010 through 
summer 2011 Accuplacer scores before and after completion
of  the MyMathTest-enabled PASS program.

The data in Table 1 and table 2 provide an analysis of  how
many students completed the program (meaning, retook the
Accuplacer placement test at the end of  the course), how
many levels they improved after completing the course, and 
into what courses they were qualified to enter afterward. 

Of those students who retook the placement exam, 68.29 
percent advanced at least once course level and up to as many
as four course levels. 

That kind of  significant advancement results in both time and
cost savings for students because they move more quickly
through the developmental math sequence—a sequence of
courses that offer vital remediation but no college credit.

Table 3 indicates that the PASS program also helps increase
students’ subsequent success—an impressive 77.5 percent 
of  former PASS students earned an A, B, or C in their follow-
up course in their first attempt.  

Course Design
Palo Alto College implemented MyMathTest into the college’s
PASS program in spring 2010. Under the new format, students
spend a total of  10 to 15 hours in an on-campus computer
lab, working on individualized study plans created by a special-
ly designed MyMathTest course. The goal of  the course is to
help students improve upon their previous Accuplacer place-
ment scores. An instructor is available in the computer lab 
at all times to answer questions and provide assistance.

Assessments
Students who complete the MyMathTest remediation may 
retake the placement exam to determine how far they have
advanced. 

Use of MyMathTest 
Students use the program’s individualized study plans and 
are encouraged to take advantage of  its many learning aids, 
including videos as well as the Help Me Solve This and View 
an Example features.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathTest
Course Name Preparation for Accuplacer Student Success (PASS) 
Credit Hours Zero 

Palo Alto College San Antonio, TX

N/A

Textbook in Use
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MyMathTest helps Palo Alto College incoming freshman improve their original placement 
exam scores and advance more quickly through noncredit, remedial math courses, as well as
increase their success in subsequent courses. 
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“MyMathTest is an essential part of  our PASS sessions,” says
Lee. “As a result of  their work in MyMathTest, students can
pinpoint potential deficiencies and correct such deficiencies
quickly and easily.”

By enabling Palo Alto College to more appropriately place its
students, MyMathTest helps many students bypass develop-
mental math courses that would have cost them valuable time
and money.

PALO ALTO COLLEGE

Submitted by Patrick Lee, Math Department Chair and Associate Professor
Palo Alto College
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MyMathTest is an invaluable asset to our PASS program. It offers my instructors a powerful tool 
for intervention and offers my students an effective tool for subsequent course success.

—Patrick Lee
Palo Alto College

Conclusions

Lee reports that he and the other instructors “receive nothing
but praise from our students for MyMathTest’s ease of  use
and its ability to help them prepare for the placement exam.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Analysis of PASS Program Student Gains by Level Advancement, Spring 2010 through Summer 2011 (n =431)

Advanced Advanced Advanced Advanced Advanced Total
Registered Completed 0 Courses 1 Course 2 Courses 3 Courses 4 Courses Advanced

Number 
431 350 193 109 93 32 5 239

of  students

Percent of  students (based on number registered) 44.78 25.29 21.58 7.42 1.16 55.45

Percent of  students (based on number completed) 32.00 31.14 26.57 9.14 1.43 68.29

Table 2. Analysis of PASS Program Student Gains by Course Advancement, Spring 2010 through Summer 2011 (n =431)

Introduction to Elementary Intermediate College
Registered Completed Algebra Algebra Algebra Algebra

Number 
431 350 35 83 91 30

of  students

Percent of  students (based on number registered) 8.12 19.26 21.11 6.96

Percent of  students (based on number completed) 10.00 23.71 26.00 8.57

Table 3. Success Rate for Students Enrolled in Follow-up Course during
Summer 2010, Fall 2010, and/or Spring 2011 (n =80)

Number of Students Number of Students Percent of Students
Enrolling in Earning A/B/C during Earning A/B/C during
Follow-up Course First Attempt First Attempt

80 62 77.50%
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PRCC is using a number of  measurements to assess the 
efficacy of  its redesign: success rates, withdrawal rates, and
the rate of  initially unsuccessful students returning to complete
the course. All showed extremely positive gains.

Figure 1 shows that the average pass rate for Intermediate 
Algebra increased by 39 percent after the MyMathLabPlus 
redesign. Similarly, pass rates for College Algebra increased 
by 28 percent after redesign.

Figure 2 shows that the average withdrawal rate for Inter-

mediate Algebra decreased by 27 percent after redesign.
Withdrawal rates for College Algebra decreased a substantial
by 60 percent after redesign.

Improving the number of  students who returned to their 
studies after earning a D, F, or W was a primary goal of  the
redesign. Figure 3 shows it worked. The average return rate
for Intermediate Algebra increased by 76 percent after 
redesign with MyMathLabPlus. Return rates for College 
Algebra increased by 61 percent after redesign.

Course Design
Pearl River Community College (PRCC) redesigned its Inter-
mediate Algebra and College Algebra courses into a modular
format using MyMathLabPlus and the National Center for 
Academic Transformation’s emporium model. Each course
comprises approximately 12 modules; each module includes
faculty-created video lectures, guided lecture notes, home-
work assignments, and a module test. 

Each week, students attend one hour in an instructor-led class
and at least two hours in the school’s MathPower Lab. During
class, students meet individually with the instructor, who helps
them assess progress and determine goals for the coming
week. In the lab, students receive help from faculty and 
student tutors, view videos, and take tests.  

Students demonstrate mastery of  each assignment before
proceeding to the next. Students who earn a grade of  C or
better in Intermediate Algebra may immediately enroll in 
College Algebra. Modules completed in the second course roll
to the next semester. Students are not charged for this second
course unless it is completed within the semester. 

Assessments
10 percent Lab grade

15 percent Homework

50 percent Tests

25 percent Final exam

Use of MyMathLabPlus 
Students access all homework, tests, guided notes, and video
lectures in MyMathLabPlus. Students are encouraged to use
the program’s eText and learning resources while completing
homework assignments. 

Instructors use the item analysis feature in MyMathLabPlus 
to compare student learning outcomes per course section 
and per semester. The program’s coordinator course feature
is used to ensure consistency across sections.

Use of  MyMathLabPlus contributes 90 percent to a student’s
final grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLabPlus
Course Name Intermediate Algebra, College Algebra
Credit Hours Three

Pearl River Community College Poplarville, MS

Intermediate Algebra, 4e, Elayn Martin-Gay; College Algebra, 4e, Judith A. Beecher, Judith A. Penna, Marvin L. Bittinger

Textbook in Use
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After implementing mastery learning and personalized learning best practices into its 
MyMathLabPlus-enabled emporium redesign, PRCC’s student gains skyrocketed: success rates
improved, withdrawal rates decreased, and students persevered where once they had quit.  
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By implementing MyMathLabPlus in their NCAT redesign,
PRCC faculty were able to improve pedagogical practices in
both their Intermediate Algebra and College Algebra courses
and ensure that consistent quality and learning objectives 
are met throughout all sections of  the course. The resulting
student gains have been dramatic—faculty couldn’t be more
pleased. “We love working with MyMathLabPlus—it’s changed
how we do everything,” says Judy Roane, mathematics instruc-
tor and MyMathLabPlus administor. “Our students didn’t do

homework before, and now they do. Perhaps most important,
students that were initially unsuccessful are returning to 
complete the courses at more than twice the original rate. It’s
incredibly fulfilling to see.”

PEARL RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Conclusions

Submitted by Judy Roane, Mathematics Instructor and 
MyMathLabPlus Administrator

Dr. Ross Setze, Physics Instructor
Pearl River Community College
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Figure 1. Comparison of Student Success Rates in College Algebra and 
Intermediate Algebra before and after Redesign with MyMathLab Plus
(n =8,749)
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In a 2011 survey, students responded with the following state-
ments when asked how the program assisted them in learning
the subject matter. 

• “If  a student failed this class it was their own fault 
because help was provided in numerous ways.”

• “I used the extra practice provided through the 
online mathematics lab to better prepare myself  
for unit tests.”

• “The technology made [content] easily accessible 
when I had time to work. If  I needed personal help,
there were teachers or other students available in 
the math lab.”

• “The ability to rewind a lecture was invaluable.”

• “I was able to work from home and finish this class 
in only five weeks!” 

The Student Experience
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Figure 2. Comparison of Withdrawal Rates in College Algebra and 
Intermediate Algebra before and after Redesign with MyMathLab Plus
(n =3,001)
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Figure 3. Comparison of Return Rates for Initially Unsuccessful 
Students in College Algebra and Intermediate Algebra before and 
after Redesign with MyMathLab Plus (n =2,613)
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After fully implementing MyStatLab in spring 2007, RACC saw
significant improvement across a range of  student success
rubrics: the average grade point increased from 2.76 to 3.06;
the percentage of  students who enrolled in the class earning an
A, B, or C increased from 69.8 to 85.8; the percentage of  stu-
dents who completed the class earning an A, B, or C increased
from 81 to 91.8; and the course retention rate increased from
86.4 to 93.6. Table 1 illustrates the improvement by semester. 

Diane Hollister, chair, science and mathematics division, 
describes the impact MyStatLab has had on her students as
“very positive.” 

“MyStatLab has helped improve the course’s success and com-
pletion rates,” she says. “Despite the variables found in any
community college setting, we are confident of  the correlation
between the program and the improvements. MyStatLab’s
item analysis feature helps us pinpoint deficiencies and fine-
tune what we need to do to fix them.”

Hollister reports that prior to the MyStatLab adoption, 
her students did not consistently complete homework. 
MyStatLab’s immmediate feedback and Gradebook help them
make the connection between doing homework—thereby
practicing more—and achieving a higher grade.

Course Design
Introduction to Statistics meets for three hours each week.
Students are assigned required homework in MyStatLab, as
well as assignments checked using SPSS. Homework may be
completed at home, or in one of  Reading Area Community
College’s (RACC’s) math or open computer labs, or at the 
library. 

As of  spring 2009, students are also offered access to 
supplemental, in-person instruction and full access to 
StatCrunch. 

Assessments
Students are assigned required homework for each chapter.
Homework is completed in MyStatLab and may be worked 
on until it is correct up to the due date. 

Students take a total of  six tests, which are administered 
via MyStatLab.

Use of MyStatLab 
Use of  MyStatLab has expanded since it was first adopted in
spring 2007. Initially used solely for practice and its supple-
mental resources, the program is now used for the breadth of
course activities: study plans, all homework, custom exercises,
and tests. Course administrative tasks are also handled within
the program: students find the course syllabus in MyStatLab,
and handouts and technology assignments are posted under
external links. 

In addition, MyStatLab’s coordinator course feature is used for
standardizing assignments, rubrics, and project topics through-
out the department. 

Use of  MyStatLab contributes to 75 to 80 percent of  a 
student’s final grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyStatLab
Course Name Introduction to Statistics
Credit Hours Three

Reading Area Community College Reading, PA 

Essentials of  Statistics, 3e, Mario F. Triola 

Textbook in Use
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By fully implementing MyStatLab’s many interactive multimedia resources, RACC is able to
effectively serve the breadth of  student learning styles and thereby significantly positively 
affect both pass rates and retention rates.  
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Percentage of Students Percentage of Students
Who Enrolled in the Course Who Completed the Course 

and Who Earned an A, B, or C and Who Earned an A, B, or C Retention Rate

Average After MyStatLab Adoption 78 85 92

Average Before MyStatLab Adoption 70 81 86

Percent Change +11% +5% +7%
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Hollister is pleased with the results she’s seeing with 
MyStatLab. Any changes she anticipates making in the future
are based on item results she tracks using the program itself. 

“MyStatLab tracks item results data for us and then is flexible
enough for us to make changes based upon it as often as we
desire,” says Hollister. “For example, in fall 2009 we found
that students continue to procrastinate completing the final
project. So for spring 2010 we are keeping them on track by
requiring weekly assignments toward the completion of  the

project. Plus, by posting all handouts to MyStatLab, we allevi-
ate excuses for not knowing or losing the information.” 

Submitted by Diane Hollister, Chair, Science and Mathematics Division
Reading Area Community Callege

MyStatLab is easy to use and very convenient. I can sit at home with my three-year-old in my lap and do
my homework—repeating similar problems over and over until I get it. I can do a test at 1 a.m. if  I need
to. And because everything is in one place, I can’t lose my homework. That is really helpful. 

—Student
Reading Area Community College

Conclusions

The best practices enabled by MyStatLab improve the learning
experience for Hollister’s students.

• Students who receive immediate feedback are more
motivated, work independently for longer periods 
of  time, and are more likely to work until they’ve 
mastered the material. 

• When students need help, they can reach out to 
Hollister by using the Ask My Instructor feature. 
Hollister uses MyStatLab to email her students and
post messages to them on the discussion board.

• MyStatLab’s multimedia resources and anywhere/
anytime availability provide students with all the 
benefits of  a personal tutor and none of  the cost.

• MyStatLab offers visual, audio, and kinesthetic learners
the help they need in the learning style that suits them
best. “Students learn differently,” says Hollister. “It’s
nice to have the variety of  resources at our fingertips.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of Success and Retention Rates in Introduction to Statistics before and after MyStatLab Adoption, 
Winter 2006–Spring 2011
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Prior to redesign with MyMathLab, of  those students who
passed Mathematics Review, 31 percent failed the subsequent
course, Prealgebra. The 69 percent who did pass Prealgebra
earned an average grade of  2.3 out of  4.0. The first year with
the new format showed significant improvement: of  the stu-
dents who passed the Mathematics Review final and enrolled
in Prealgebra, 94 percent passed the course with an average
grade of  3.26.

Follow-up through spring 2011 shows both impressive and
sustainable progress. Since summer 2009, 95 percent of  those
students who took the Mathematics Review final passed it
with an average score of  84.1. Of  those students who passed,
83 percent enrolled in the subsequent course, Prealgebra with
a passing rate of  81 percent on the first attempt, 85 percent
by the second attempt. See Table 1.

Course Design
Mathematics Review is an optional, self-paced, online program
designed to prepare students for Prealgebra. Reading Area
Community College (RACC) offers the program at no charge
as part of  its commitment to respond to the needs of  its 
students and the community. 

Students remain in Mathematics Review until they self-select
to take the MyMathLab final and move to Prealgebra. Students
are encouraged to complete all course assignments and assess-
ments. Proctors screen those wishing to take the final by 
advising those whose preparation is not complete or of  a high
enough quality to be successful that more practice would be of
benefit. Students obtain extra help by e-mailing the facilitator
or visiting the math lab. 

Assessments
20 Homework assignments 

19 Quizzes 

4 Practice tests 

1 Final exam

Students who score 70 percent or more on their final exam
may move into Prealgebra.

Use of MyMathLab 
One-hundred percent of  the program content is presented 
in MyMathLab. Homework sections cover one topic at a 
time and each is followed by a short quiz. Practice tests cover
groups of  topics and contain more problems than the quizzes.
A password-protected, final exam becomes available to 
students once they have completed the second to the last
learning module. To ensure test security, final exams are taken
in an on-campus math computer lab.

Question pooling enables retakes of  quizzes, practice tests,
and the final exam without repetition of  questions.

Instructors use MyMathLab’s Gradebook feature to manage
large numbers of  students—to keep track of  who is being 
active, find out who is taking the final exam, and see who
would benefit from email intervention. 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Mathematics Review
Credit Hours Zero

Reading Area Community College Reading, PA 

Prealgebra and Introductory Algebra, 3e, Elayn Martin-Gay
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Textbook in Use

By wrapping underprepared math students in support and encouraging them to be 
accountable for their learning, RACC helps students quickly and successfully catch up 
with their peers—and stay in school.
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By wrapping Mathematics Review students in support—
including MyMathLab’s Ask My Instructor feature, the math 
tutoring lab, and instructor office hours—RACC sends its 
students a powerful message: you are not alone. Initial results
comparing Mathematics Review before and after redesign 
with MyMathLab indicate that it works: students are succeed-
ing in ways they never did before and in classes beyond the 
redesigned review program. 

Stoner points to a clear connection between skill mastery 
and use of  MyMathLab. “Students who fail the Mathematics
Review final exam haven’t completed all of  the recommended
MyMathLab program modules,” she says. “When they com-
plete the modules and try again, they pass the exam.”  

Stoner plans to continue using MyMathLab in the Mathematics
Review format. She is exploring the possibility of  creating an
additional mirror course using MyMathTest.

READING AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Barbara Stoner, Cocoordinator of  Developmental Math
Reading Area Community College

Conclusions

Students who are actively engaged in self-paced, online 
learning develop a sense of  accountability for their learning. 
Supported by the tools in MyMathLab, they quickly and easily
discover what they need help with and what they already
know. “RACC has open enrollment, which means we see a
wide range of  abilities and life circumstances,” says Barbara
Stoner, cocoordinator of  developmental math. “MyMathLab
helps the entire continuum of  students appropriately scale
their goals and sets them up for success.” 

Students confirm the positive impact of  MyMathLab. 

• “The [MyMathLab] online course was very helpful. 
It taught me all the things I had forgotten from high 
school 10 years ago. I’m now in Prealgebra and earning
an A. I don’t think it would have been possible without
the Mathematics Review program. I definitely recom-
mend it to all students!”

• “Don’t change a thing. This [MyMathLab] program 
prepared me on things I forgot from high school.”

• “Math was my toughest subject throughout middle and
high school. MyMathLab definitely helped prepare me
for [Prealgebra]—it refreshed my memory of  things
that I had forgotten, and it taught me a lot of  new
things. I’ve learned so much from MyMathLab, I plan 
to continue using it. It works for me!”

In addition to Mathematics Review, Reading Area Community
College uses MyMathLab for all of  its developmental math
classes. Students appreciate the possibility of  completing mul-
tiple courses in one semester. Those who are unsuccessful on
their first attempt carry over their grades from semester to
semester. “The result is more and more students successfully
mastering mathematics material on either their first or second
attempts,” says Stoner. 

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of Success Rates for MyMathLab-Enabled Mathematics Review and Its Subsequent Course, Prealgebra, 
Summer 2009–Spring 2011 (n =189)

Percent Percent Passed Percent Passed
Percent Average Enrolled in Prealgebra with A, Prealgebra with A, 

Took Final Passed Final Passing Score Prealgebra B, or C 1st Attempt B, or C 1st Attempt

Summer 2009 21 100 86.1 100 86 91

Fall 2009 46 91 86.1 79 91 97

Spring 2010 26 92 84.8 71 82 82

Summer 2010 19 95 83.4 94 82 88

Fall 2010 36 92 83.3 97 72 78

Spring 2011 41 100 81.8 71 72 72

Total 189 95 84.1 83 81 85
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Course Design
Both Elementary Algebra and Intermediate Algebra are 
online courses. 

Assessments
10 percent Off-line projects

Students complete an average of  three 
assignments per semester using MS Excel.

20 percent Homework

5 percent Prequizzes
Students are allowed unlimited attempts 
at practice questions before quizzes.

20 percent Quizzes
Students take two quizzes a semester. 
They may take each quiz twice. 

5 percent Practice midterm and final

20 percent Proctored midterm

20 percent Proctored final  

Use of MyMathLab 
Homework, quizzes, and exams are completed in MyMathLab.
Students are encouraged to access the eText and use the
Study Plan. 

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 90 percent to a student’s 
final course grade. 

Course Implementation 

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Names Elementary Algebra, Intermediate Algebra
Credit Hours Four 

Umpqua Community College Roseburg, OR

Introduction and Intermediate Algebra, 3e, Robert F. Blitzer
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Table 1. Comparison of Learning Outcome Achievement in Elementary Algebra during Fall 2008 with and without MyMathLab as Indicated by Final
Exam Questions

Departmental Taught by Hughes 
Learning Outcome Average with MyMathLab

Use of  operations to simplify an algebraic expression 84% 100%

Solve a linear equation 84% 78%

Solve a linear equation with fractions 76% 100%

Solve a literal equation for a given variable 80% 61%

Set up and solve a percent problem 75% 78%

Add polynomials 71% 78%

Simplify an expression with integer exponents 76% 72%

Multiply monomials 82% 83%

Multiply polynomials 66% 44%

Multiply two binomials 49% 39%

Results and Data

Textbook in Use

MyMathLab enables nontraditional students to engage directly with math content. UCC 
students’ access interactive resources that promote more practice and thereby increase 
their confidence in their ability to do math. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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Hughes knows MyMathLab works—and so do his students.
The program motivates them to persevere, reinforces their 
belief  in their abilities, and promotes increased learning.

Based on positive student feedback about MyMathLab’s 
multimedia features, Hughes’s plans for the future include 

customizing the program by means of  self-produced 
instructional videos.  

UMPQUA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Submitted by Willy Hughes, Adjunct
Umpqua Community College
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Conclusions

MyMathLab’s easy-to-use interface and accessible features 
enable students at all levels of  experience to quickly grasp the
program itself  and advance confidently through its pedagogical
content. The program’s breadth of  multimedia resources
means students may select the tools most appropriate to their
individual learning styles. 

Students in Hughes’s elementary and intermediate algebra
classes appreciate the extra help MyMathLab provides.

• “I’ve been out of  school for 40 years. I didn’t expect to
understand the course material, let alone enjoy it. But
MyMathLab was easy to follow and easy to use. I read
the book and work through the problems until I have 
a clear understanding of  them. Then I do the online
homework. I especially like the Study Plan feature, as 
it helps keep everything in perspective and keep me 
on task.”  

• “MyMathLab made it very easy to understand how 
to work the problems. I got plenty of  practice from 
the Study Plan, and the practice tests showed me
where my weaknesses were. Since I learn better by 
doing rather than listening or watching, this alone 
improved my understanding of  math more than any
other class could have done.” 

• “I think MyMathLab is great. It’s like having a math 
tutor 24-7, right here on my computer, whenever 
I need one. I have a better understanding of  the 
material now after doing just 20 problems than I did 
after doing 100 in other classes. I also really like the
convenience of  doing homework whenever I want to
and submitting it as soon as I’m done with just the click
of  a button.” 

The Student Experience

Willy Hughes, adjunct, was the only instructor in the Umpqua
Community College math department using MyMathLab 
when the above data was collected. A comparison of  learning
outcome acheivement between Hughes’s students and the
rest of  the deparment at that time indicates a significant 

learning difference. In 70 percent of  the outcomes measured,
more MyMathLab-enabled students acheived mastery of  the
outcome than did students who did not use the program.  

Table 2. Comparison of Learning Outcome Achievement in Intermediate Algebra during Fall 2008 with and without MyMathLab as Indicated 
by Final Exam Questions

Departmental Taught by Hughes 
Learning Outcome Average with MyMathLab

Simplify a rational expression 72% 86%

Simplify a rational expression by using factoring trinomials 62% 86%

Multiply rational expressions 86% 86%

Add rational expressions 77% 86%

Solve a rational equation 74% 86%

Simplify using rational exponents 80% 93%

Simplify a radical expression 88% 71%

Solve a radical equation 71% 100%

Determine the vertex of  a parabola 50% 57%

Determine the x-intercepts of  a parabola 50% 71%
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VSCC’s redesigned Elementary Algebra course showed 
increased learning gains across a variety of  metrics, including 
final exam score, pass rate, and competency completion. 

The mean final exam score for the pilot students was 
10 percent higher (approximately seven percentage points)
than for the traditional students, and four percent higher 

(approximately three percentage points) than those traditional
students who earned at least 75 percent on tests 1, 2, and 3.
See Figure 1. 

The redesign pilot had a 14 percent higher (2.4 percentage
points) pass rate than the traditional cohort and a 75 percent
higher (8.3 percentage points) pass rate than the subset of

Course Design
In 2009, the Tennessee Board of  Regents developed a curricu-
lum designed to more effectively prepare students for success
in their first college-level courses. To align with the statewide
mandated curriculum, Volunteer State Community College
(VSCC) redesigned its Elementary Algebra course using 
MyMathLab in the National Center for Academic Transfor-
mation’s emporium model. The redesigned course shifts the
focus of  the course from course completion to mastery of  
five competencies: 

• Real number sense and operations

• Operations with algebraic expressions

• Solving linear equations

• Analyzing graphs, equations of  lines, 
introduction to polynomials

• Modeling and critical thinking

Spring 2011, VSCC piloted the redesigned MyMathLab course
side-by-side with the traditionally delivered course. Pilot class-
es had an average of  40 students (compared to 25 in the tradi-
tional classes), were conducted entirely in the math emporium
and online, and employed a fixed schedule of  at least three

hours a week. All work was conducted using MyMathLab and
required a score of  at least 75 percent on each competency in
order to progress to the next one.

Assessments
10 percent Participation

10 percent Homework 
At least three assignments per week, 
completed in MyMathLab.

10 percent Quizzes
A total of 10 quizzes, 
completed in MyMathLab.

70 percent Tests
Five tests, completed in MyMathLab.

Use of MyMathLab 
The full depth and breadth of  MyMathLab was used—from
homework assignments to quizzes to tests, from videos and
learning support features to the program’s email, Gradebook,
and coordinator course features.  

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 90 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Elementary Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Volunteer State Community College Gallatin, TN

Developmental Mathematics, 2e, Elayn Martin-Gay 

Textbook in Use
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By combining NCAT redesign, MyMathLab, and mastery learning, and focusing its Elementary 
Algebra course on competency completion, VSCC both increased final exam scores and pass rates,
and helped enable students to move more quickly through the developmental math sequence.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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In addition to meeting state mandated requirements, VSCC’s
MyMathLab-enabled redesign offers benefits to its students,
faculty, and the college itself.  

• Students who complete the redesigned course early
may progress to the next required course. If  two
courses are completed in one semester, VSCC tran-
scripts the course of  highest completion. 

• Despite having more students per section, the 
redesigned format enables instructors to spend more
hands-on time with each student than does the tradi-
tional format.

• The redesign’s decreased cost of  instruction enables 
increased funding for other academic initiatives.

VOLUNTEER STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

Submitted by Rita Sowell, Ed.D., Professor of  Mathematics
Volunteer State Community College
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Conclusions

Students learn math by doing math. By implementing both 
MyMathLab and required mastery learning, Sowell successfully
motivates her Elementary Algebra students to persevere
when they may have previously given up. They participate
more and gain confidence in themselves and their abilities—a
gain that will benefit them throughout their college career and
beyond. 

“Because students ask questions via the computer, they 
are less inhibited and more likely to seek help,” says Sowell.
“When they proceed to the next topic or even the next
course, these students are confident that they’re ready to 
do so.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Redesign Pilot Competency 
Completion Rates, Spring 2011 (n=340) 

Competency Number Percentage

1 272 80.0%

2 198 58.2%

3 166 48.8%

4 122 35.9%

5 117 34.4%

those students earning at least 75 percent on tests 1, 2, and 3.
See Figure 2.

Nearly half  (48.8 percent) of  the pilot students achieved 
mastery through Competency 3, thereby earning successful
completion of  the three-hour course with a grade of  A, B, 
or C. What’s more, Sowell reports that in Spring 2011 one
student completed all five competencies and the school’s pre-
college algebra course. See Table 1.
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Figure 1. Comparison of Traditional and Pilot 
Mean Final Exam Scores, Spring 2011 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Traditional and Pilot 
Pass Rates, Spring 2011 
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A longitudinal view of  College Algebra success rates shows
that the adoption of  MyMathLab, and then Trigsted MyMathLab
in spring 2010, contributed to an increase in both the number
of  students earning an A or B in College Algebra and the 
percentage of  those students successfully passing the next
course in the sequence (Trigonometry or Business Calculus). 

Figure 1 shows that the percentage of  students with MACT
scores of  between 20 and 24 earning a grade of  A or B in 

College Algebra increased three percentage points—from 
49 percent to 52 percent after the adoption of  MyMathLab 
and then Trigsted MyMathLab. 

Figure 2 shows that for those students who earned an A or B 
in College Algebra, the success rate (a grade of  A, B, or C) in
the subsequent course (Trigonometry or Business Calculus)
within three semesters increased six percentage points—81
percent to 87 percent.

Course Design
Louisiana State University’s (LSU’s) redesign model requires
active participation and increased technology use by its 
students. Students are required to spend one hour a week 
in a traditional classroom of  40 students and a minimum 
of  three flexible hours a week using Trigsted MyMathLab 
in a math lab.

The 275-seat Pleasant Hall Math Learning Lab is open 60
hours a week and is staffed with instructors, teaching assis-
tants, and undergraduate tutors. In addition to putting in 
the minimum required hours in the learning lab, students can
work additional hours in the lab or work at their convenience
from a Web-accessible computer. 

Assessments
All assessments are taken using Trigsted MyMathLab. The final
grade is determined as follows:

10 percent Participation (five percent for class participation, 
five percent for lab hours)

10 percent Homework (two lowest of  29 homework scores
are dropped)

10 percent Quizzes (two lowest of  14 quiz scores 
are dropped)

45 percent Tests (four tests, lowest is replaced with
final exam score if  higher)

25 percent  Final exam (departmental, group, cumulative)

Use of Trigsted MyMathLab 
Homework assignments, quizzes, tests, and the final exam 
are created in Trigsted MyMathLab by course coordinators,
thereby ensuring quality control and avoiding course drift. 

Homework may be repeated an unlimited number of  times
prior to the due date. Quiz and test questions come directly
from the assigned homework problems. Quizzes may be 
attempted up to 10 times before the due date and are drawn
from a pool of  questions with similar objectives. Test ques-
tions are also pooled. Tests are proctored, password protect-
ed, and taken in the university testing center during a three-
day period.  

Use of  Trigsted MyMathLab contributes 90 percent to a 
student’s final course grade. 

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used Trigsted MyMathLab
Course Name College Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Louisiana State University Baton Rouge, LA

Textbook in Use

Trigsted Algebra and Trigonometry, 1e, Kirk Trigsted (eText) 
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By redesigning College Algebra first with MyMathLab and then Trigsted MyMathLab,
LSU–Baton Rouge increased its students’ chances of  success both in College Algebra and 
in their subsequent STEM courses.  

KEY
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MyMathLab’s student-centered approach to learning requires students to put in more time doing 
math and less time watching mathematics, which is why their learning outcomes are measurably higher. 

—Phoebe Rouse, Precalculus Mathematics Director
Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge

One of  the goals of  redesign was to retain the high rate 
of  student success in College Algebra. Using the current, 
redesigned program with Trigsted MyMathLab, LSU–Baton
Rouge has improved on previous success rates. “In addition to
more and more students’ passing college math courses on

their first try, students’ time management skills are improv-
ing—two key elements in increasing our students’ odds of
graduating within six years,” says Rouse.

Conclusions

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

Submitted by Phoebe Rouse, Precalculus Mathematics Director
Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge

Students quickly learn that practice using Trigsted MyMathLab 
during lab time reaps positive results.

• “MyMathLab was very helpful. I learned so much 
this past semester. In my opinion, the math lab is the
perfect environment for learning math.”

• “I liked being able to work alone on MyMathLab but 
also having the reassurance of  tutors to help when 
I needed them.” 

• “If  I hadn’t been required to spend three hours 
in math lab each week, I would not have spent 
as much time on math homework and studying.”

The Student Experience
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Figure 2. Comparison of Subsequent Success Rates of Students who
Earned an A or B in College Algebra before and after Redesign with
MyMathLab/Trigsted MyMathLab, Fall Semesters 2001–2010*

“It is important to note that not only has the number of  
students earning As and Bs increased, the success rate of
those students in their subsequent courses has also increased,”
says Phoebe Rouse, precalculus mathematics director.
“Trigonometry and Business Calculus are two major STEM

courses—exactly the courses we’re trying to prepare students
for. By increasing the number of  students who can earn an A
or B in College Algebra, we have directly increased their
chances at success later in their college career.” 
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Figure 1. Comparison of the Percentage of Students Earning an A 
or B in College Algebra before and after Redesign with MyMathLab/
Trigsted MyMathLab, Fall Semesters 2001–2010*

*Fall 2005, LSU instituted a drop policy that limits the number of drops allowed, thereby producing more Fs and fewer Ws. Fall 2005 data was omitted 
due to the impact of Hurricane Katrina.
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According to Tammy Muhs, mathematics coordinator, 
MyMathLab and MyMathLabPlus contribute to the increased
quality of  the course and to improved learning outcomes. 
“Prior to redesign, students were passively listening instead of
being actively engaged and the course suffered from course
drift due to a lack of  coordinated content among instructors.”

Results of  the redesign include:

• Improved test averages. Summer 2009 redesigned
course mean final exam scores were 9.2 percent higher
than that semester’s traditional course mean final 

exam scores. Fall 2009 redesigned course final exam
scores were 2.8 percent higher than that semester’s 
traditional course final exam scores. See Table 1.

• Improved pass rates. Summer 2009 redesigned course
pass rates were 21 percent higher than that semester’s
traditional course pass rates. Fall 2009 redesigned
course pass rates were 8.3 percent higher than that 
semester’s traditional course pass rates. See Table 2.

Course Design
The University of  Central Florida (UCF) adopted MyMathLab
in 2005 for its College Algebra course. At that time, all 
sections of  the course used the program for common home-
work and quiz assignments. In spring 2008, as part of  a grant
from the National Center for Academic Transformation
(NCAT), the school redesigned the course as a modified 
emporium model using MyMathLabPlus. 

Students attend one lecture a week and spend at least three
hours in a computer lab working on MyMathLabPlus. The lab
is open 60 to 70 hours a week and is staffed by instructors,
graduate teaching assistants, undergraduate teaching assis-
tants, and peer tutors. 

Assessments
7 percent Weekly homework 

Completed on MyMathLab, 
must earn at least 70 percent 
to take associated quiz

8 percent Weekly quizzes
Completed on MyMathLab, 
may be attempted up to seven times

10 percent Participation

45 percent Tests (three per semester)
Completed on MyMathLabPlus 
in a dedicated testing lab

30 percent Final exam 
Completed on MyMathPlus
in a dedicated testing lab

Use of MyMathLab and MyMathLabPlus 
Students turn to MyMathLab and MyMathLabPlus for home-
work, quizzes, practice tests, and custom exercises. They 
also use the eText, Study Plan, discussion board, and multime-
dia content. Coordination of  the course is facilitated by My-
MathLabPlus’s Coordinator Course feature.

Use of  MyMathLab and MyMathLabPlus contributes 
90 percent to a student’s final course grade. 

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Products Used MyMathLab, MyMathLabPlus
Course Name College Algebra
Credit Hours Three

University of Central Florida Orlando, FL

College Algebra, 3rd Custom Edition, Lial, Hornsby, and Schneider

Textbook in Use
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Redesigning UCF’s already successful MyMathLab adoption to include MyMathLabPlus, 
required lab time, and homework mastery resulted in increased mean final exam scores, 
increased success rates, and an increase in the quality and productivity of  the course.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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“College Algebra was restructured to provide our largest
course enrollment with a small-within-large environment,”
says Muhs. “Students receive the benefits of  an interactive and
individualized online learning program plus one-on-one 
instruction from faculty that is focused, trained, and commit-
ted to providing consistent, coordinated instruction.” 

Institutional benefits include the ability to serve more students,
a reduction in repeated course attempts, coordination of  
sections, and the prevention of  course drift.

Based on the success of  the College Algebra redesign, UCF
has redesigned Intermediate Algebra, Precalculus, and
Trigonometry using the modified emporium model.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

Submitted by Tammy Muhs
Mathematics Coordinator, General Education Program
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The MyMathLab and MyMathLabPlus programs are effective tools for increasing active learning. 
Requiring that students be active learners—that they spend more time doing math instead of  watching
math—has contributed to increased course quality and improved learning outcomes.

—Tammy Muhs
Mathematics Coordinator, General Education Program

Conclusions

• The course redesign enables members of  a diverse 
student population to choose 1) when they access
course materials, and 2) which instructional resources
to use based on their schedules and academic needs.

• Built-in progress monitoring and access to instructors
enables students and instructors to stay informed and
accountable.  

• Student-to-student collaboration via the course discus-
sion board complements in-class group activities and,
combined with a classroom response system, encour-
ages active participation. 

• According to a fall 2010 student survey, 61 percent 
of  students replied that the redesigned course offered
“considerably more instructional interaction” compared
to other courses.

The Student Experience

Table 1. Final Exam Scores, Summer 2009 and Fall 2009 (n =2,143)

Traditional Redesigned Traditional Redesigned
Summer Summer Fall Fall

Course 2009 2009 2009 2009

Mean Score 71.0% 77.5% 78.2% 80.4%

Standard 
Deviation 15.9% 13.9% 16.3% 14.0%

Table 2. Grade Distribution and Pass Rates, Summer–Fall 2009
(n =2,143)

Traditional Redesigned Traditional Redesigned
Grade Summer Summer Fall Fall
Distribution 2009 2009 2009 2009

A 12% 20% 29% 28%

B 26% 36% 27% 34%

A and B 38% 57% 56% 61%

A, B, and C 62% 75% 72% 78%
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Figure 1. Comparison of Fall Pass Rates before and after 
MyMathLabPlus/NCAT Redesign, 2005–2010 
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Prior to 2005, Introduction to Statistics was offered without
the benefit of  any Pearson MyLab product. According to
Gwen Terwilliger, professor emeritus, since the addition first
of  MyMathLab and then MyStatLab, final exam scores and 
retention rates for the course have significantly increased.
Table 1, which contains data from the time of  adoption of  
MyMathLab in fall 2005 through spring 2009, reflects a consis-
tent increase in both.

“MyMathLab offered my students more tools and more ways
to learn,” says Terwilliger. “Then MyStatLab provided two
more big improvements: Help Me Solve This and the algorith-
mic function. Help Me Solve This has resulted in a huge up-
swing in learning. Because questions are specific, I am able 

to give the kind of  targeted clarification students would 
receive in a face-to-face classroom setting. It’s drastically 
reduced the number of  emails I receive looking for help and,
more important, has enabled my students to go further on
their own and come test time.”

Terwilliger attributes the learning increases illustrated in Table
1 to the best practices enabled by MyStatLab. 

• Required postings to MyStatLab’s online discussion
board promote increased communication and collabo-
ration among the students. This kind of  peer-to-peer
advising is another way students reinforce what they
know and gain valuable confidence in themselves as 
capable learners. 

Course Design
Introduction to Statistics is a fully online course, in which all
work is completed in MyStatLab. Most students work from
home. Assignments have set due dates with limited exten-
sions; students are encouraged to work ahead. 

Assessments
• Required discussion postings 10 percent

• Up to eight required homework 
assignments 15 percent

• Four tests 40 percent

• Final exam  35 percent

Students have several opportunities throughout the term to
complete bonus assignments for extra points. 

All assessments are graded and recorded by MyStatLab. 
Students review their results and if  they think there is an error,
may email or phone the instructor for a review. 

Use of MyStatLab 
Prior to fall 2006, the course was presented using WebCT 
for homework and tests using the algorithmic capabilities 
for writing problems and MyMathLab for videos. Since full
adoption of  MyStatLab in spring 2007, all work is done in 
MyStatLab: required homework, tests, and the final exam. 
Students participate via discussion postings in MyStatLab, and
when needed, the instructor creates a virtual classroom.

Use of  MyStatLab contributes to 100 percent of  a student’s 
final grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyStatLab
Course Name Introduction to Statistics
Credit Hours Three

University of Toledo Toledo, OH

Essentials of  Statistics, 3e, Mario F. Triola
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Textbook in Use

Required use of  MyStatLab’s online discussion board feature promotes increased commu-
nication and collaboration among UT students. This teaching and learning best practice 
contributes to significantly improved pass rates, D/F/W rates, and final exam scores.
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TAKE-AWAY
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By reinforcing proactive learning and teaching students how 
to study, MyStatLab helps students learn how to apply them-
selves, effectively problem solve, and skillfully learn. 

“I’m so glad I have MyStatLab,” says Terwilliger. “I knew it 
was helping students, but I didn’t realize its full impact until 
I averaged the final exams. The correlation between final 
exam scores and course grades is extremely high.”

Terwilliger plans to further hone her MyStatLab adoption
by making more use of  its multimedia features—including

more use of  the discussion board, animations, and required
assignments using StatCrunch. “I suspect that having students
become familiar with StatCrunch from the start will help
them at the end of  the term, when the problems are more
complex,” she says. “I’ll assign it as homework with a specific
data set.” 

UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO

MyStatLab saves me from using class time to explain and reexplain how to solve problems. 
Because students are more prepared to learn and more proactive in their learning, I can convey 
more-complicated, robust concepts to them. It makes the course more fun to teach. 

—Gwen Terwilliger, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus
University of  Toledo

Conclusions

Whether used in class or online or as a supplement or a com-
plete course, MyStatLab provides students with everything
they need to succeed in one convenient location.  

Student feedback on Terwilliger’s online format is positive.

• “I really like the format of  our class homework on
[MyStatLab], particularly the wide assortment of  tools

to help us master the material. I’ve found the Similar
Exercise, Help Me Solve This, and View an Example
links most helpful. This is my first interactive online
course, and I really like it. The more helpful insight and
tools, the better!” 

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of Student Success and Drop/Fail/Withdrawal Rates from Fall 2005 through Spring 2009

Percentage of Drop/Fail Average Standard
Semester Enrollment As, Bs, Cs Earned Withdrawal Rate Final Exam Score Deviation

Spring 2009 52 90.4 7.7% 86.3 15.6

Fall 2008 40 90.0 10.0% 89.8 13.5

Spring 2008 59 84.7 0.0% 90.0 8.8

Fall 2007 46 89.1 8.7% 86.1 1.6

Spring 2007 49 93.8 4.1% 84.3 15.2

Fall 2006 26 73.0 23.1% 68.4 9.06

Spring 2006 43 79.0 20.9% 68.5 8.68

Fall 2005 45 73.3 20.0% 66.5 8.05

Submitted by Gwen Terwilliger, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus
University of  Toledo
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• MyStatLab’s immediate feedback keeps students 
informed of  their progress in the context of  learning.
Students can rework problems until they earn 100 

percent. Terwilliger reports that nearly all her students
“go for the 100.” As a result, students gain more prac-
tice and are more prepared for tests. 
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Course Design
This traditional 15-week precalculus, multidiscipline course
meets three hours per week in the form of  one 2-hour lecture
followed by a 1-hour math workshop in which work on sam-
ple problems reinforces the lecture material.

Outside of  class, students complete MyMathLab homework
and a MyMathLab quiz for each chapter covered in the course
syllabus.

Program eligibility requirements for Algonquin College’s three-
year technology programs traditionally include Mathematics,
Grade 12 MCT4C (or Grade 11 MCR3U) or equivalent.
However, applicants with a Grade 12 MAP4C (or Grade 11
MCF3M) score of  at least 60 percent are conditionally accept-
ed with the provision that they take additional preparatory
mathematics as part of  their program of  study.

Assessments
For students who meet the program’s traditional eligibility 
requirements, the grading policy is as follows:

10 percent Quizzes
One per chapter, taken in MyMathLab

20 percent Paper-based assignments

40 percent Paper-based term tests and quizzes

30 percent Paper-based final exam

Conditionally accepted students attend a five-hour-per-week
version of  the course, which consists of  three hours of  lecture
and a two-hour math workshop, in which a combination of
paper-based exercises and MyMathLab exercises is adminis-
tered. For these students, the grading policy is as follows:

5 percent Paper-based, in-class exercises

5 percent Quizzes
One per chapter, taken in MyMathLab

20 percent Paper-based assignments

40 percent Paper-based term tests and quizzes

30 percent Paper-based final exam

Note: The final exam is the same in both versions of  the
course.

Use of MyMathLab 
In addition to required MyMathLab quizzes, students are 
afforded the breadth of  MyMathLab’s learning features, 
including Help Me Solve This, View an Example, Instructor Tip,
Calculator, and the Study Plan. 

Starting in fall 2010, MyMathLab’s Coordinator Course feature
will be employed to ensure consistent content and assessment
integrity across multiple course sections, which are taught by 
a combination of  full- and part-time instructors. The Coordi-
nator Course will be configured with prepopulated quizzes 
organized by textbook chapter.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 5 to 10 percent to a student’s
final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Essential Mathematics
Credit Hours Three 

Algonquin College Ottawa, ON, Canada

Basic Technical Mathematics with Calculus SI Version, 9e, Allyn J. Washington
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Textbook in Use

Repeated student success plus significant student buy-in of  the program’s unlimited practice
opportunities and anytime/anywhere access convinced Algonquin administration to upgrade
its use of  MyMathLab from optional in one section to required in all Essential Math sections.  

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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“MyMathLab’s anywhere/anytime convenience, its wealth of
learning aids, and its immediate feedback not only promote 
increased student learning but also build students’ confidence
in their ability to succeed in this math course and beyond,”
says Haley.

Future plans include the use of  member courses copied from 
a prepopulated Coordinator Course to promote the consis-
tency of  the learning and testing environment.

ALGONQUIN COLLEGE

Submitted by David Haley, Mathematics Professor
School of  Advanced Technology, Algonquin College
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Assignments created within MyMathLab provide students with a rich learning and testing environment 
in which students can immediately obtain online assistance to enhance their learning. 

—David Haley, Mathematics Professor
Algonquin College

Conclusions

According to David Haley, mathematics professor, “One of
the strengths of  MyMathLab is its many learning aids. Students
have the opportunity to learn and to practice mathematical
principles while being tested and can obtain immediate 
assistance if  they have trouble.”

MyMathLab’s interactive and engaging learning environment
supports the “anywhere, anytime, anyplace” learning philoso-
phy of  the college’s 2008 strategic plan. “Students have
demonstrated a very enthusiastic buy-in of  MyMathLab,” says
Haley. “While they may not require the extra online assistance
all the time, knowing that it is available for use when needed
positively contributes to their learning experience.”

Algonquin students know that the key to learning math is 
doing math, and they recognize the ways that MyMathLab
helps them do just that. “I’d say the biggest advantages of  
MyMathLab are its huge database of  practice questions and
that it provides correct answers immediately,” says an Essen-
tial Mathematics student. “I can practice problems over and
over again until I’m comfortable with the content. This helps
decrease my anxiety, and I end up getting better grades as 
a result.”

The Student Experience

In fall 2008, MyMathLab was introduced as an optional com-
ponent in one section of  Essential Mathematics. The results
were promising: 49 percent of  the students used MyMathLab
homework and quizzes, which were counted as a 4 percent
bonus to their final grades. The overall student success rate
for the course section was 77 percent (n=89, N=373). 

In response to the product’s high student-acceptance level, 
MyMathLab was introduced as a required component of  all 
fall 2009 sections of  Essential Mathematics. Although usage 
statistics were not collected for that semester, there was an

observable increase in student success rates from the pilot
course section to follow-on deliveries in the same course 
section: 78 percent success rate (n=42, N=317). The repeated
positive student success, combined with the experience of  
faculty and students themselves, resulted in the decision to not
only maintain use of  MyMathLab in all Essential Mathematics
sections but also to expand its implementation to include 
standardized Coordinator Courses in fall 2010.

Results and Data
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Figures 1–6 indicate that despite steadily growing enrollments
and increased ACT requirements (in fall 2010) Mississippi
State University College Algebra students have been signifi-
cantly more successful since full adoption of  MyMathLab in 
fall 2005. 

• The average fall success rate increased 38 percent

• The average spring success rate increased 17 percent

• The average fall exam score increased 32 points

• The average spring exam score increased 31 points

• The average fall withdrawal rate decreased 73 percent

• The average spring withdrawal rate decreased 
50 percent 

In addition, Kimberly Walters, math instructor, reports that
students who earn a C or better in College Algebra using 
MyMathLab are more successful in subsequent courses. Based
on a longitudinal study and using a four-point scale, College
Algebra students who used MyMathLab earned average grade
points of  2.49 in trigonometry, 2.34 in business calculus, and
2.51 in elementary statistics.

Course Design
Students spend two hours each week in a lecture-format class
and at least two additional hours each week in a math lab. 
Tutors are available in the lab to help with homework and
quiz/test preparation. MyMathLab was implemented in fall
2004 for homework and quizzes. In fall 2005, its use was
broadened to include tests and the final exam.

Assessments
10 percent MyMathLab homework (required)

Students may complete homework from 
any location. They are offered unlimited 
attempts over the span of one week. 

12 percent MyMathLab quizzes
Students take 12–16 proctored quizzes 
in the math lab. 

40 percent MyMathLab tests
Students take four proctored tests in 
the math lab.

30 percent MyMathLab final exam
Proctored and taken in the math lab.

8 percent Non-MyMathLab work

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for creating and completing homework 
assignments, quizzes, proctored tests, and the final exam.
Homework questions are both drawn from MyMathLab’s
bank of  problems—which directly correlate to the text-
book—and created with MyMathLab’s custom exercise
builder. The majority of  quiz and test questions are custom-
built. The coordinator course function ensures consistent
grading and delivery of  course objectives across up to 
14 sections a semester.

Students are encouraged to use the Gradebook to review
their assignments before quizzes and tests and to use the
Study Plan after taking them.  

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 92 percent to a student’s 
final course grade. 

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name College Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Mississippi State University Starkville, MS 

College Algebra, 5e, Robert F. Blitzer

Textbook in Use
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MyMathLab’s automatic grading means instructors can assign more homework and students 
can spend more time on task. Despite growing enrollments and increased ACT requirements,
student success, exam scores, and retention rates have not only sustained, they’ve improved.  

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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Walters sees the positive impact MyMathLab has on her 
students. “My students are more successful,” she says. “They
have more confidence in their abilities because they are able
to practice more than they ever could in the past.”

Most important, Walters’ results are sustainable over time.
“Our withdrawal rates are holding steady at 5 percent and less
and our success rates keep climbing on a comparative (fall to
fall, spring to spring) basis,” she says. “This is particularly 

impressive given that our enrollments have increased and in
the fall of  2010 we increased our College Algebra ACT 
requirement. Equally important, the withdrawals we do have
are faster—they occur earlier in the semester, which means
that by using MyMathLab students waste less time and less
money.”

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

Submitted by Kimberly Walters, Instructor
Mississippi State University

Conclusions

Student surveys indicate that Walters’ students connect their
use of  MyMathLab with increased success. 

• “MyMathLab is awesome. I used the Study Plan to
study for tests, and I could work problems as much 
as I wanted.”

• “MyMathLab helped me stay interested in algebra and
not dread homework as much.”

• “The interactivity helped a lot. It was like having the
teacher there with me.”

The Student Experience
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Figure 1. Comparison of Average Fall College
Algebra Success Rates before and after Full 
MyMathLab Adoption 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Average Spring 
College Algebra Success Rates before and 
after Full MyMathLab Adoption 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Average Fall College
Algebra Final Exam Scores before and after
Full MyMathLab Adoption 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Average Spring 
College Algebra Final Exam Scores before 
and after Full MyMathLab Adoption 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Average Fall College
Algebra Withdrawal Rates before and after
Full MyMathLab Adoption 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Average Spring
College Algebra Withdrawal Rates before 
and after Full MyMathLab Adoption 
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Table 1 compares student acheivement in fall semesters before
and after NCAT redesign. The most significant impacts of  the
redesign include an increase in retention and progression rates
while simultaneously reducing costs by means of  larger class
sizes and fewer faculty.

• Note the change in the entrance criteria over the 
five-year span. 

• The traditional format offered partial credit and 
contained little consistency across sections.

Course Design
In spring 2008 Southeastern Louisiana University adopted 
MyMathLab for its three-credit College Algebra course. The
program is used for all course assessments: homework,
quizzes, and tests. Students spend two hours a week in tech-
nology-enhanced in-class instruction and at least three addi-
tional hours a week in a math lab. Peer tutors and faculty are
available in the lab for one-on-one instruction for homework
and for review of  mistakes on quizzes. 

In fall 2008, the school implemented a National Center for
Academic Transformation redesign with its first large contin-
gent of  College Algebra students and in 2009 expanded use of
the program to include a five-credit College Algebra course
and a three-credit Intermediate Algebra course.

Assessments
10 percent Required MyMathLab homework 

May be completed from any location, 
unlimited attempts until due date, 
use of  study aids is encouraged.

10 percent MyMathLab quizzes (14 per semester) 
Not proctored, may be attempted up to 
10 times.

10 percent Lab participation  

40 percent MyMathLab tests (4 per semester) 
Proctored and taken in the math lab.

30 percent MyMathLab final exam 
Proctored and taken in the math lab.

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for creating and completing homework 
assignments, quizzes, proctored tests, and the final exam.
Homework questions are drawn from MyMathLab’s bank of
problems. Quiz and test problems serve as a subset of  the 
assigned homework problems. 

Students are required to use the eText and are encouraged 
to take advantage of  the program’s study aids and interactive
features. The Coordinator Course function standardizes 
assignments across 25 sections of  42 students during each fall
semester. 

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 100 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name College Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Southeastern Louisiana University Hammond, LA
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Increased engagement in course content through required homework, required lab hours,
and MyMathLab-enabled assessments has increased Southeastern Louisiana University’s 
College Algebra success rates—despite increased course rigor and no more partial credit.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

College Algebra, 8e, Michael Sullivan

Textbook in Use
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“For probably the first time, all students are engaged in work-
ing on homework on a regular basis,” says Muller. “The rigor
of  the homework assigned has increased, and even as we’ve
implemented grading with no partial credit, success rates have
increased in the course. Students become more-independent
learners by using the program.”

SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA UNIVERSITY

Submitted by Rebecca Muller, Mathematics Instructor
Southeastern Louisiana University
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Conclusions

“One thing I hear over and over again is that MyMathLab is 
actually making students complete their homework, a habit
that’s uncommon in introductory math classes,” says Rebecca
Muller, mathematics instructor. “Prior to the program, most of
my students wouldn’t ask questions about their homework
because they either hadn’t done it or because they were 

embarrassed to ask in front of  their peers. With MyMathLab, 
students are required to take the time to properly complete
their homework and are given the opportunity to ask ques-
tions in the math lab.”

The Student Experience

• Both Math 160 and Math 161 were college algebra
courses. Math 161 is required of  business, technology,
and science majors.

• The fall 2008 redesign included the elimination 
of  partial credit and absolute consistency across 
all sections of  Math 161. 

• Math 155 and Math 155A are five-credit college 
algebra courses designed to provide more in-class 
instruction for students with weaker backgrounds.

Math 155 was initially taught in a traditional lecture 
format with workbook assignments counting for 10
percent of  the grade and with partial credit given for 
all assignments.  

• Math 155, Math 155A, and Math 161 now cover 
exactly the same material and have exactly the same
standardized assessments via MyMathLab. Placement
depends on Math ACT scores.

Table 1. Comparison of Student Achievement in College Algebra before and after NCAT Redesign, Fall Semesters 2005–2009 (n =9,429)

Math 155: Students are repeating the course or taking the course following successful completion of a remedial course in intermediate algebra.
Math 155A: Students are in College Algebra for the first time, but Math ACT scores are 19 or 20.
Math 161: Students have Math ACT scores of 21 or above.

Fall College Algebra ACT Number
Semester Delivery Format Course Score of Students ABCD ABC F W F/W

2005 Traditional 160/161 ≥18 1,909 51.5% 40% 20% 29% 48.5%

2006 Traditional 160/161 ≥18 2,020 50% 38% 24% 26% 50%

2007 Traditional 161 ≥21 1,006 60% 48% 17% 23.4% 40%

Traditional

155 18–20 554 59.4% 45.5% 17.3% 23.3% 40.6%repeaters/remediated

2008 155A 18–20 861 65.6% 53.4% 21.8% 12.5% 34.4%new freshmen

Redesign 161 ≥21 1,056 63.5% 53.5% 16.5% 20% 36.5%

155 19 or 20 558 35.1% 21% 32% 33% 64.9%repeaters/remediated

2009 Redesign 155A 19 or 20 515 52.2% 35% 32% 15% 47.8%new freshmen

161 ≥21 950 61.4% 48.3% 19% 19.8% 38.9%
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Table 1 compares a variety of  student achievement metrics
before and after implementation of  MyStatLab and shows how
those figures are impacted by the percentage contribution of
MyStatLab use. 

Homework scores dramatically increased from an average of
79.2 before the use of  MyStatLab to an average of  89.9 with
MyStatLab. 

Although not noted in table 1, James Lamatina, lecturer 
for the course, reported that those students who used the

Study Plan received higher examination grades than those 
who did not.  

Of  particular interest to Lamatina is how the program 
promotes students’ taking responsibility for their learning.
MyStatLab’s Gradebook feature enables both Lamatina and 
his students to see how students’ work habits influence their
acheivement, and features like the Study Plan and Ask My 
Instructor make obtaining help convenient and easy. To further
assist those students who desire it, Lamatina offers office

Course Design
Courses may run either three days per week for 55 minutes
each day or two days per week for 80 minutes each day.
Smaller classes meet in traditional classrooms; larger classes
meet in the university’s Lecture Center. 

MyStatLab was introduced in spring 2007. At that point, it was
used solely for homework. In spring 2008, the school starting
using the program to create and complete quizzes. 

Assessments
20 percent Homework

Homework is assigned on MyStatLab 
after two chapters have been covered. 
Students have a week to complete home-
work assignments 

17.5 percent Quizzes 
Quizzes are given on MyStatLab every 
other Friday for a total of  five per semester. 
Students are allowed up to three attempts
and must complete them within a week.

62.5 percent Exams
Exams are taken once a month (chapter 
unit exams) and at the end of  the course 
(final exam). Exams are taken in class; 
students must complete exams during 
class time. 

Use of MyStatLab 
Students are introduced to MyStatLab on the first day of  class.
How to use the program for homework assignments, quizzes,
and study plans is explained to them. After the first day, ques-
tions about the program may be addressed with the instructor
after class or during office hours. 

MyStatLab homework assignments and quizzes are mandatory.
In addition, students are assigned required Study Plan questions
and chapter exercises prior to exams. 

Exam grades and grades from some homework assignments
are imported into MyStatLab.

As of  fall 2009, use of  MyStatLab contributes 37.5 percent 
to a student’s final course grade.

Course Implementation 

Product Used MyStatLab
Course Name Elementary Statistics
Credit Hours Three 

University at Albany Albany, NY 

Introductory Statistics, 3e, Richard D. De Veaux, Paul F. Velleman, David E. Bock 
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Results and Data

Textbook in Use

More statistics homework needn’t mean more instructor time. By requiring UA students 
to complete MyStatLab homework and use its Study Plan, they get the hands-on practice
they need to master beginning statistics concepts without taxing instructor resources.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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I couldn’t handle big lecture classes without MyStatLab. Collecting and grading homework assignments
would be too time-consuming and stressful. I’d have to grade students on examinations alone. 

—James Lamatina, Lecturer
University at Albany

“I really like this product,” says Lamatina. “My teaching is
streamlined and more effective, and the students benefit 
from it.” 

Future plans include offering tools for success to promote
mastery of  statistical computations on a TI calculator and 
further exploring how weighting the use of  MyStatLab impacts

student success. Lamatina reports that due to what he’s seen
thus far, he expects to increase the percentage contribution 
in future semesters.

UNIVERSITY AT ALBANY

Submitted by James Lamatina, Lecturer
University at Albany

Conclusions

Lamatina has received the following comments from 
students using MyStatLab in Elementary Statistics. 

• “Even though the professor doesn’t assign all the ques-
tions, the Study Plan allows us to see other problems
that can be worked on. These problems help me on 
future quizzes and tests.”

• “I’ve used other Web sites to work on assignments. 
Of all of  them, MyStatLab is the best.”

• “The Help Me Solve This feature is a very useful 
application. Its step-by-step process helps me get 
a detailed understanding of  the problem.”

• “I like that when I input a wrong answer, the 
program doesn’t just reply that the answer is 
incorrect. It gives me feedback on how to correctly 
do the problem.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of MyStatLab Usage and Student Achievement Data across All Class sections, , Spring 2006–Fall 2009 (n=1,980) 

Homework # of Students Dropout Homework Quiz Exam Percentage Percentage Percentage MSL
Semester Format Enrolled Rate Average Average Average of As of A/B/Cs Contribution

Spring 2006 Textbook only 87 5.7% 76.6 – 84.8 38.6 84.7 –

Fall 2006 Textbook only 128 2.2% 80.8 – 86.5 51.2 88.7 –

Spring 2007 MyStatLab 149 2.8% 91.5 – 89.3 54.7 91.1 35.2

Fall 2007 No Records Available

Spring 2008 MyStatLab 400 7.8% 91.1 87.6 87.2 44.7 84.0 41.8

Fall 2008 MyStatLab 577 4.5% 88.5 77.8 73.6 17.0 84.0 40.0

Spring 2009 MyStatLab 364 6.1% 89.8 86.3 75.6 25.1 80.4 40.0

Fall 2009 MyStatLab 275 3.2% 87.9 78.9 75.7 16.9 77.4 37.5

hours, plus in 2009 added an optional day for review before
tests. Given the opportunities available to students, when
asked what might contribute to the decreased success reflect-
ed in table 1, Lamatina replied that while efforts are designed
to reach all at-risk students, he finds that only those willing to
take responsibility for themselves step up. 

In this way, MyStatLab can help students identify earlier 
whether they have been appropriately placed. Lamatina 
suggests that this explains the increased drop rates: students,
particularly freshman nonmajors, learn right away whether 
or not this is the course for them, and they can therefore 
drop the course before they fail it. 
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Timothy Redl, assistant professor, is confident that MyMathLab
has contributed to student success in his course. “Students
seem to enjoy MyMathLab online homework more than 
traditional paper-and-pencil homework,” he says, “and good
performance on homework generally translates into improved
success.”

To further challenge his students to access all of  the 
MyMathLab resources at their fingetips, Redl has incrementally
increased over time the rigor and demands of  the course.
Changes include increasing the amount of  homework assigned
and being more strict regarding due dates. 

As illustrated in Table 1, since implementation of  MyMathLab in
fall 2007, Redl’s classes have enjoyed consistently high home-
work and exam scores.

• An average ABC rate of  78.2 percent

• An average mean homework score of  85.5

• An average mean final exam score of  73.5

• An average mean course grade of 71.2 

Course Design
Students meet twice a week in a traditional classroom for 75
minutes of  lecture each class period. MyMathLab is required
for homework; students are also required to complete 
additional activities that supplement the lectures and other-
wise enhance the learning environment. Students may 
complete MyMathLab homework on campus in the math lab,
library, or any other computer lab; or at home. 

Assessments
5 percent Classwork activities/participation

25 percent Homework
Completed in MyMathLab

45 percent Three in-class exams 
15 percent each exam

25 percent Comprehensive final exam

Students are assigned MyMathLab homework for each text-
book section covered in class. They can make an unlimited
number of  attempts for each MyMathLab exercise in an 
assignment until the due date for that assignment. All 
MyMathLab homework assignments are due by the day of  
the exam on which that material is covered.

If  a student’s MyMathLab homework average is 80 percent 
or higher at the end of  the semester, the lowest in-class exam
grade may be replaced by the final exam grade, if  doing so 
increases that student’s course average. 

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for homework. Students are encouraged
to see the appropriate section of  the eText before beginning
homework assignments.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 25 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Fundamentals of Calculus with Applications
Credit Hours Three 

University of Houston–Downtown Houston, TX

College Mathematics, 11e, Raymond A. Barnett, Karl E. Byleen, Michael R. Ziegler 
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Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

By requiring MyMathLab homework assignments and steadily increasing course rigor, faculty 
at University of  Houston–Downtown encourage students to practice math skills until mastery.
Students earn consistently high homework scores, final exam scores, and final course grades.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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Redl elected to implement MyMathLab in Fundamentals 
of  Calculus with Applications after experiencing firsthand the
program’s success in his courses. “I strongly believe that better
results on MyMathLab homework assignments have led to
better overall performance in the course and better under-
standing of  the material taught,” says Redl.

Redl’s future plans include increasing the number of  exercises
in each MyMathLab assignment—so as to further emphasize
the importance of  homework in learning mathematics—and
possibly standardizing course delivery over sections by institut-
ing use of  the coordinator course feature.

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON–DOWNTOWN

Submitted by Timothy Redl, Ph.D., Assistant Professor 
University of  Houston–Downtown
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Conclusions

Some of  Redl’s students also take advantage of  other online
resources available in MyMathLab, including the Video Tutor
and Student Solutions Manual. 

Student survey responses indicate that students appreciate 
the immediate feedback that they receive upon completing an
exercise, as well as the help offered via the Help Me Solve This
and View an Example features. 

Following is a sample of  student responses to the survey ques-
tions: Did you find using MyMathLab helpful in learning the
material? Why or why not?

• “Yes. It helped me continue working on the skills 
I learned in class.”

• “Yes, I did. It helped to have step-by-step examples.” 

• “Yes, I did find MyMathLab very helpful, because 
there is a lot of  help. There are examples and similar
exercises, and I could practice and then see how 
I was doing.”

• “Yes. The software allowed me to review the exercises
and pointed out errors, and the digital textbook 
allowed faster navigation and contained hyperlinks to
videos and animations.”

• “Yes, because like with anything else, the more 
I practice, the better I get!”

• “Yes, I did find it very helpful because of  the instant
feedback. The examples were also helpful.”

The Student Experience

Table 1. Comparison of Fundamentals of Calculus Grade Distribution, Homework Scores, Final Exam Scores, and Course Grades, 
Fall 2007–Spring 2010 (n =355)

*Plus one grade of Incomplete.

Mean Mean MeanGrade Distribution
Homework Final Exam Course

Term Enrollment A B C D F W Score Score Grade

Fall 2007 40 15 12 5 2 2 4 91.0 75.0 82.5

Spring 2008 40 19 16 4 0 0 1 94.6 83.6 88.5

Fall 2008 (Section 1) 40 20 6 8 1 2 3 94.1 82.1 86.3

Fall 2008 (Section 2) 41 13 11 6 4 6 1 83.8 69.8 76.3

Spring 2009 38 17 11 3 6 0 1 91.3 77.8 85.8

Fall 2009 (Section 1) 39 10 12 11 1 3 2 88.8 73.7 80.8

Fall 2009 (Section 2) 39 10 12 5 4 4 4 87.4 68.8 78.5

Spring 2010 (Section 1) 39 9 11 9 4 6 0 81.4 66.1 73.1

Spring 2010 (Section 2)* 39 9 6 5 8 4 6 86.9 64.8 75.6
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Course Design
In fall 2001, the University of  Idaho’s Department of  Mathe-
matics redesigned its Intermediate Algebra and College 
Algebra courses using the National Center for Academic
Transformation’s emporium model. Students attend class 
one day a week for 50 minutes and spend 2.5 hours a week 
in a computer lab staffed by faculty, graduate students, and
trained undergraduate students. 

Over the past 10 years, a variety of  pedagogical improve-
ments have been made: In 2004, MyMathLab was introduced
in the College Algebra course. In 2007, MyMathLab became
required for all homework, and MyMathLab quizzes were 
introduced. In 2008, TestGen midterm exams were replaced
by MyMathLab tests. In 2009, to offset an enormous budget
cut, class sizes were increased to 250 students each. The 
Trigsted College Algebra eText was adopted, and course note-
books were created to enhance course structure. 

Assessments
6 percent Notebook quiz

A weekly, in-class quiz on notes.

5.5 percent Attendance at Polya math center

10.9 percent/ MyMathLab homework 
Intermediate Students complete homework from 
13.6 percent/ any location, have unlimited attempts, 
College and are encouraged to use study aids.

10.9 percent/ MyMathLab quizzes
Intermediate Students have 10 attempts at each quiz. 
13.6 percent/ They may use any resource except tutors
College and teachers until the quiz is graded.

48.5 percent/ Exams
Intermediate Exams are proctored and taken in the 
40.9 percent/ math center with no study aids. Eighty  
College percent of  the grade is from a MyMathLab 

test, 20 percent is from an in-class test. 
Up to three versions of  the MyMathLab 
test may be taken.

18.2 percent/ Final exam
Intermediate The common final exam is taken in class,
20.4 percent/ using paper and pencil.
College

Use of Trigsted MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for creating and completing homework 
assignments, quizzes, and proctored tests. Students use the
eText and its associated videos and animations. Homework,
quiz, and test questions are drawn from the MyMathLab bank
and are created via its custom exercise builder. The Coordi-
nator Course function is used for delivering material across 
multiple sections and for exporting data for use in an on-
campus database that tracks student performance.

Use of  Trigsted MyMathLab contributes 80 percent to a 
student’s final course grade.

Product Used Trigsted MyMathLab
Course Names Intermediate Algebra, College Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

University of Idaho Moscow, ID

Intermediate Algebra, 1e, Kirk Trigsted, Randall Gallaher, Kevin Bodden; College Algebra, 1e, Kirk Trigsted

Textbooks in Use
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Course Implementation 

Adoption of  the highly interactive and more structured Trigsted MyMathLab helped University
of  Idaho Intermediate Algebra and College Algebra students increase their final exam scores
despite massive departmental budget cuts and class-size expansion from 45 to 250 students.
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“The common finals represent the most objective basis of  
comparison from semester to semester,” says Allen. “We 
continue to adapt and improve our lab-based delivery and find
that students experience greater success every time we do.
I’m really excited to see how the upward trend continues with
ongoing use of  Trigsted MyMathLab. Preliminary data in the
forms of  anecdotal information and final exam scores is very

positive. And we look forward to reporting back next year
with even better data.” 

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

Submitted by Theresa Allen, Instructor
University of  Idaho
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Conclusions

Theresa Allen, mathematics instructor, reports that despite
the unprecedented 455 percent increase in class size, use of
Trigsted MyMathLab has positively impacted her students—
beyond increased pass rates and final exam scores. “My stu-
dents are confident in their mathematics abilities,” she says.

“By allowing them to work ahead when they’re ready, this 
robust, interactive program encourages them to be both self-
aware and accountable. Students are comfortable using it; 
I hear a lot of  positive feedback about it!”

The Student Experience

Since the change from traditional courses to lab-based cours-
es, pass rates and final exam scores for both courses have 
increased significantly. 

Figure 1 illustrates how the changes have positively impacted
College Algebra median final exam scores. Note that through-
out all of  the pedagogical changes, the common final exam 
remained constant. 

• In 2004, MyMathLab was introduced into both courses.
Students had the option of  completing a portion of
their homework assignments using MyMathLab. 
TestGen was used for administering multiple-choice

midterm exams and the average class size was 40 
students. The median final exam score from 2004
through 2006 was 66 percent. 

• In 2007, MyMathLab was required for all homework,
and MyMathLab quizzes were introduced. Students
were required to score at least 75 percent on home-
work before taking its corresponding quiz. TestGen 
was used for administering multiple-choice midterm 
exams, and the average class size was 40 students. The
median final exam score in 2007 rose to 70 percent.

• In 2008, MyMathLab replaced TestGen as administrator
of  midterm exams, and the average class size increased
slightly to 45 students. The median final exam score in
2008 rose more, to 74.7 percent.

• In 2009, to offset a drastic cut to the Mathematics 
Department’s annual budget, the Trigsted College 
Algebra eText was adopted, and class sizes were 
increased to 250 students. Course notebooks were 
created to add more structure to the course; the 75
percent minimum homework score prerequisite was 
increased to 80 percent; and a 50 percent minimum
practice test score prerequisite was required before 
a student was permitted to take each midterm exam.
These changes continued the positive trend, and in
2009 the median final exam score rose yet again, to 
78 percent.

Results and Data
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Figure 1. College Algebra Final Exam Scores, 2004–2009
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Table 1 and Figures 1–3 show grade distributions, ABC rates,
D/F/W rates, and average final exam scores collected during
a spring 2010 pilot in which Brian Zimmerman, instructor,
used Trigsted MyMathLab in one on-ground and one online
College Algebra class. All other sections of  College Algebra
used Hawkes Learning Systems.

Homework assignments mirrored each other as much as 
possible, no changes were made to the course during the 
pilot, and the final exam is departmental and does not vary.
The only difference was the online program in use for 
homework. 

The results are clear and, across a variety of  metrics, fall 
positively in favor of  Trigsted MyMathLab. 

• Seventy-three percent of  the students using Trigsted 
MyMathLab in the on-ground course earned an A, B,
or C, compared with 64 percent of  the students using
Hawkes Learning Systems.

• Classes using Trigsted MyMathLab had significantly 
lower D/F/W rates than did the classes using Hawkes:
27.2 percent compared with 34.7 percent. 

• The average final exam score was higher in classes 
using Trigsted MyMathLab than it was in classes using
Hawkes Learning Systems. The average score of  
students using Trigsted MyMathLab was 61.5 percent
(123.2 points out of  a possible 200 points), compared
with 57 percent (114.1 points) in those classes using
Hawkes Learning Systems.

Course Design
Each week, College Algebra students meet for 100 minutes 
in a classroom and 50 minutes in the mathematics computer
lab. Students complete their work either in the lab during the
50 minutes required each week or on their own computers 
on their own time. Students have access to tutors while in the
lab; those working on their own rely on online tutorials and
help features for assistance. 

Assessments
17 percent Homework

15–20 problems per assignment 
for each section covered 

50 percent Tests
Four paper-and-pencil tests, each worth 
100 points and covering 5 or 6 sections 
of  material 

33 percent Final exam
Comprehensive and departmental

Use of MyMathLab 
Homework assignments (some customized) are completed 
in Trigsted MyMathLab, and students are encouraged to use
the program’s student help aids, including Ask My Instructor,
Show an Example, tutorials, and videos.

Trigsted MyMathLab contributes 17 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Results and Data

Product Used Trigsted MyMathLab
Course Name College Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

University of Mississippi (Ole Miss) Oxford, MS

Trigsted College Algebra, 1e, Kirk Trigsted 
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Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

In a comparison of  homework managers, Trigsted MyMathLab emerges as more beneficial
than the competition. Both ABC rates and average final exam scores were higher among 
Ole Miss students who used Trigsted MyMathLab; D/F/W rates were significantly lower. 
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“Using Trigsted MyMathLab solely as a homework manager
resulted in higher ABC rates than our other software did—in
both the spring semester [when it was piloted] and the fall
2009 semester,” says Zimmerman.

The entire department is impressed. Plans are under way 
to adopt Trigsted MyMathLab in all College Algebra 
sections—on ground and online, starting in fall 2010. 

Faculty will take advantage of  Trigsted MyMathLab’s 
coordinator course feature to ensure standardized delivery
throughout the department, and Zimmerman plans to more
fully utilize the program’s assessment capabilities to further 
increase pass rates and decrease D/F/W rates. 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

Submitted by Brian Zimmerman, Instructor
University of  Mississippi
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Conclusions

Students using Trigsted MyMathLab benefited from the pro-
gram’s wealth of  learning aids and interactive tools. Students
were supported exactly when and where they needed it—in
the context of  learning. 

“Communication was really good with the students using 
Trigsted MyMathLab,” says Zimmerman. “Not many students
had issues, but those who did were able to send me an e-mail
through the program and I was able to answer their questions
within a few minutes, which was much faster and easier than
with the other software.”

The Student Experience

Table 2. Comparison of Spring 2010 
College Algebra Course Grades (n =104)

Using Using 
Grade Hawkes MyMathLab

A 14.3% 18.2%

B 30.6% 29.1%

C 20.4% 25.5%

D 10.2% 14.5%

F 24.5% 12.7%  Using Hawkes  Using MyMathLab
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Figure 1. Comparison of Spring 2010 On-ground
College Algebra ABC Rates (n =104) 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Spring 2010 College 
Algebra D/F/W Rates (n =104) 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Spring 2010 College 
Algebra Average Final Exam Scores (n =104) 
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Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

Both on-ground and online ASU students benefit from MyMathLab’s active learning activities.
By accommodating different learning styles and varied levels of  preparedness, the program 
eases math anxiety and enables students to take control of  their learning.

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

Table 1 and Figure 1 compare grade distribution, ABC grades,
and drop/fail/withdrawal (D/F/W) rates before and after 
MyMathLab implementation in on-ground College Algebra
courses. Table 2 shows grade distribution after MyMathLab 
implementation in online College Algebra courses. For both
course formats, data indicates significant success in both ABC

rates and D/F/W rates. On-ground pass rates increased from
55 percent to 61 percent; and D/F/W rates decreased nearly
25 percent: from 40 percent to 31 percent.

Course Design
College Algebra is delivered both on-ground and fully online.
The on-ground course includes three hours of  lecture per
week in a traditional classroom and required MyMathLab
homework. The online course includes required discussions
via the university’s course management system and 
MyMathLab homework, quizzes, and tests. Both courses 
employ a departmental paper-and-pencil final exam. 

Assessments

On-ground College Algebra
20 percent Required MyMathLab homework 

50 percent Tests
There are five tests each semester. 
Tests are paper and pencil and are
graded by the instructor.

30 percent Departmental final exam
The exam is paper and pencil 
and is graded by the instructor.

Online College Algebra
5 percent Discussion 

10 percent Required MyMathLab homework 

10 percent MyMathLab quizzes

15 percent MyMathLab tests

60 percent Departmental final exam
The exam is paper and pencil, is taken 
on campus in a proctored classroom, 
and is graded by the instructor.

Use of MyMathLab 
Students in the on-ground College Algebra course use 
MyMathLab for homework and are encouraged to use its
Study Plan and other online resources. Students in the online
course use the full breadth of  the program: homework,
quizzes, tests, Study Plan, videos, and the eText.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 20 percent to an on-ground
student’s final course grade and 35 percent to an online 
student’s final course grade. 

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name College Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Augusta State University Augusta, GA

College Algebra, 7e and 8e, Michael Sullivan
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Holt and other mathematics faculty are pleased with the
progress MyMathLab has helped them make across delivery
formats. By adding required MyMathLab homework as well as
making available the program’s breadth of  learning resources,
Holt and other faculty are finding that their students are taking
control of  their learning and experiencing more academic 
success.

• More students complete homework.

• Students are better prepared for class. 

• Pass rates have increased. 

• D/F/W rates have decreased.

AUGUSTA STATE UNIVERSITY

Submitted by Deltrye Eagle Holt, Assistant Professor
Augusta State University
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Conclusions

According to Deltrye Eagle Holt, assistant professor, imple-
menting MyMathLab in on-ground College Algebra shifted the
course from the traditional sage-on-the-stage format to one
that is more active and student centered. “MyMathLab pro-
vides students with immediate feedback and assistance,” she
says. “As a result, they get more practice, complete more
homework, and appear to experience less math anxiety and
frustration. 

“My students are more willing to ask questions in class than
they were before using MyMathLab, and the questions are 
better phrased and more specific,” says Holt. “They need less
review and are willing to discuss more challenging problems.”

MyMathLab gives Holt’s students more control over their
learning. Because they can review as much as they need to,
they better understand the concepts presented in class and
are more prepared to move ahead. The program’s multimedia
learning aids accommodate every learning style and level of
preparedness: fast learners can progress quickly, and those
who need additional help can move at a slower pace. Some
students may even complete the entire course online.

The Student Experience

Table 1. On-Ground College Algebra Grade Distribution and D/F/W Rates before and after MyMathLab Implementation (n =333)

Before MyMathLab Adoption After MyMathLab Adoption
Grade Summer 2005 Fall 2006 Spring 2007 Fall 2007 Spring 2008 Summer 2008 Fall 2008 Spring 2009 Fall 2009

A 28% 20% 12% 12% 21% 28% 19% 08% 20%

B 03% 14% 20% 17.5% 11% 36% 22% 35% 17%

C 28% 17% 23.5% 25% 21% 12% 25% 15% 17%

D 03% 00% 03% 9% 07% 08% 06% 08% 10%

D/F/W 38% 49% 41.5% 36.5% 39% 16% 28% 35% 37%

Table 2. Online College Algebra Grade Distribution and D/F/W Rates 
after MyMathLab Implementation (n =96)

After MyMathLab Adoption
Grade Summer 2007 Fall 2008 Summer 2009 Fall 2009

A 0% 8% 14% 14%

B 20% 0% 21% 14%

C 20% 8% 14% 21%

D 13% 12% 4% 7%

D/F/W 47% 72% 46% 43%
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Figure 1. Average ABC and D/F/W Rates before and after 
MyMathLab Adoption in On-Ground College Algebra
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Redesigning the Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics
with MyMathLab had an immediate and positive impact on
both retention and student success rates—and over time, the
gains have continued to increase. 

Table 1 shows that the average pass rate in 2006 (before 
implementation) was 64 percent; in 2007, the first year of  
implementation, the average pass rate rose to 77 percent; 
and by 2009, it had increased again, to 79 percent. 

Course Design
Faculty at Cabrini College sought a way to address varying 
levels of  course preparedness among developmental math
students. In spring 2007, Cabrini College piloted MyMathLab
in one section of  Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics,
a self-paced class for students placed in the lowest track of  the
school’s three math sequences. By fall 2007, a MyMathLab-
enabled, lab-based model of  the course had been fully imple-
mented in all four course sections, taught by three instructors.

Students meet three times per week for a total of  3.75 hours
and complete MyMathLab assignments both in and outside the
classroom. Chapter pre- and posttests are taken in class or in
a proctored testing center. Classroom coaches provide tutor-
ing during class, and students are urged to visit Cabrini’s Math
Resource Center for additional tutoring outside of  class.

Assessments
Homework is assigned for each section of  covered material.
Students may complete homework in class or at home. They
are given unlimited attempts and must earn at least 75 percent
before they may advance to the next assignment.

To pass the course, students must earn at least 75 percent 
on each of  the seven chapter tests and on the final exam. 
Students have three chances to pass the final exam. All 
assessments are conducted in MyMathLab either in the class-
room or in a proctored exam center.

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for homework assignments as well as
tests. Homework assignments use MyMathLab’s Help Me
Solve This, View an Example, and Ask My Instructor features.
When available, students also access videos. The coordinator
course feature is also used.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 78 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics
Credit Hours Zero 

Cabrini College Radnor, PA

Basic Mathematics, 10e, Marvin L. Bittenger
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Table 1. Pass Rates by Academic Year
(n =155)

Academic Year Pass Rate

2006 64.3%

2007 77.1%

2008 76.3%

2009 79.4%

Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

By redesigning a gateway course into self-paced, mastery-learning modules using MyMathLab,
Cabrini College helps students both persevere and pass the course. Acquired study skills and
gained confidence support students throughout their college careers.
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Because Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics serves
as a bridge to higher-level math classes, the skills and habits
learned within it lay the foundation for the rest of  a student’s
college career. In addition to improving students’ math skills,
using MyMathLab in this self-paced environment helps stu-
dents learn time management skills, build self-confidence, and
draw the connection between time on task and achievement. 

CABRINI COLLEGE

Submitted by Diane Devanney, Math Specialist
Cabrini College
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Conclusions

MyMathLab’s many interactive features enable students who
need them the most to get immediate feedback and step-by-
step assistance and support during the learning process. 

• “I have never felt more comfortable in a math class. 
I can go at my own pace, and no one knows what 
mistakes I’m making and how long it’s taking me 
to do each section.” 

• “If  I don’t understand the sums I’m working on, 
I can put the problems in an email to my professor. 
I also like the examples that show me how the 
problems are done.”

• “MyMathLab was extremely beneficial for me. I was
able to rework problems as many times as I needed to,
whenever I wanted, and get immediate feedback. The
Help Me Solve This feature was also very useful. It was
like having a teacher with me, ready to answer any
questions, 24-7.”

• “Taking Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics
was the first time I ever felt happy about math. Finally, 
I could approach math the way I wanted to: without
experiencing intimidation by other students who 
understood the material. I could go as slow or as fast
as I wanted and had multiple chances to take a test. For
the first time ever, I felt supported in a math class and
that I had the potential to do well.”

• “Until taking this course, I never thought I had really
mastered all of  the skills I needed to succeed in math
classes to come. But after this class, I feel I have the
building blocks I need to achieve in math courses to
come. I would definitely recommend this course.”

The Student Experience

MyMathLab teaches students to learn independently. The confidence they gain by learning fundamental
math skills in this manner not only helps them in the Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics course
but transitions with them to future, more advanced math classes as well.

—Darla Nagy, Instructor
Cabrini College
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“Students in the redesigned courses really know the material.
They aren’t just trying to get by,” says Chairsty Stewart, 
assistant director. Data from the pilot backs her up. Figures
1–2, and Tables 1–3 indicate that redesign students benefit
from learning gains across a variety of  metrics. 

• Students in the modular redesign score an average of
20 percent (15 percentage points) higher on the final
exam than students in traditional courses. 

• Redesigned Introductory Algebra classes have a 
28 percent (14 percentage points) higher pass rate. 

• More than 30 percent of  students in the redesigned
courses were able to complete the sequence in 
less time than they could have via the traditional course
format. 

Course Design
In 2010, MSU piloted a five-day-a-week modular redesign of
its Introductory and Intermediate Algebra sequence in a side-
by-side comparison with its traditional Introductory Algebra
and Intermediate Algebra courses. Although both course 
formats use MathXL for required homework and quizzes, 
the redesigned course sequence pairs that best practice with
mastery learning. In addition, because students attend more
classes per week in the redesigned format, they have the 
opportunity of  taking the equivalent of  two semesters in only
one, thereby moving more quickly through the developmental
sequence. 

Assessments
Homework Students are required to earn 100 percent 

on all MathXL homework in order to take 
the module exam. They are allowed three 
attempts per problem. 

Quizzes Students must score at least 80 percent 
on all MathXL quizzes in order to take 
the module exam. They are allowed two 
attempts per quiz.

Module exam Students must score at least 80 percent 
on the paper-and-pencil module exam 
and at least 70 percent on the final exam 
to successfully complete the course. 

Students earn one credit for each module exam they pass. 
The module grade is a combination of  10 percent class partici-
pation and 90 percent exam grades.

Use of MathXL 
MathXL is used for some in-class assignments, and all home-
work and quizzes. Homework assignments comprise ques-
tions from the program’s bank of  problems and from custom
exercises. Students are encouraged to use the Help Me Solve
This feature and are required to do personalized homework
problems before retaking a quiz.  

Instructors use the announcement and email features to 
communicate with students. Section coordinators create
MathXL shells for other instructors and adjuncts. 

Course Implementation 

Results and Data

Product Used MathXL
Course Names Introductory Algebra, Intermediate Algebra Sequence 
Credit Hours Five 

Montana State University Billings Billings, MT

Elementary and Intermediate Algebra, 3e, Tom Carson, Bill E. Jordan

Textbook in Use
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The modular, five-day-a-week MSU Billings redesign requires both MathXL homework and
content mastery before moving ahead. Results include increased student success and the 
ability to succeed faster, thereby increasing student confidence and saving students money.
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY BILLINGS
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Stewart couldn’t be more pleased with the redesigned 
sequence. “The majority of  my class earns above 90 percent
on every test,” she says. “I’m inspired by how well they are
doing—it’s a real indication of  the efficacy of  our model.” 

Stewart’s students learn more than mathematics, they learn
what they need to know to succeed in a college-level course:
how to study, how to pace, how to stay motivated, and how
to persevere. And when they’ve completed the sequence,
they’re confident—they know they’re ready to move on.  

“Our primary goals were to better meet the needs of  our 
students and to increase student success—without comprising
our students or the quality of  the course,” says Stewart. “I
think we’ve met those goals.”

Conclusions

Students enjoy attending classes every day. “It not only keeps
the academic momentum going,” says Stewart, “it also offers
the opportunity of  complete the sequence sooner. Similarly,
those who must repeat courses report that they know they
need the extra help and are grateful for the opportunity to
master the material before moving ahead.”  

The mastery learning requirement means that students are 
on the same level at the same time. “It means that students in
our redesigned classes aren’t afraid to ask questions,” says
Stewart. “They support each other.” 

Student survey responses indicate that students especially 
appreciate MathXL.

• I absolutely love MathXL. Being able to see how 
a problem is done and then practice it made the course
easier. I hope my future courses use MathXL.

• When I started the course I was worried about how 
I’d do homework, but MathXL was amazing!  

• MathXL is extremely helpful. I like the Help Me Solve
This feature—it shows me step-by-step how to do 
a problem and lets me do it until I get it right instead 
of  just telling me it’s wrong. 

Submitted by Chairsty Stewart, Assistant Director, Academic Support Center
Montana State University Billings

Table 1. Average Final Exam Scores, 
Fall 2009–Spring 2011

Traditional Redesigned 
Courses Sequence

73% 88%
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Figure 1. Comparison of Traditional Courses and Redesigned Course
Sequence Final Exam Scores, Fall 2009–Spring 2011
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Figure 2. Comparison of Traditional and Redesigned Introductory 
Algebra Pass Rates, Fall 2009–Spring 2011

Table 2. Average Introductory Algebra
Pass Rates, Fall 2009–Spring 2011

Traditional Redesigned 
Courses Courses

50% 64%

Table 3. Average Early Completion Rates
by Redesign Course Placement

Introductory Intermediate 
Algebra Algebra

(less than one year) (less than one semester)

35% 30%

The Student Experience
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Using data from MyMathTest’s Gradebook, instructors 
Mary Williams and Cathy Evins tracked and compared the 
MyMathTest-enabled Math PReP’s success across a variety of

metrics. Table 1 cross-references the program from the first
semester it was implemented on each of  the school’s two 
campuses with students’ placement gains and subsequent

Course Design
Math PReP is a fully online placement program designed to 
enable students to challenge their math placement scores. 
For a small fee, students who feel they have been placed 
incorrectly take an exit exam in MyMathTest and then, on
their own time, follow an individualized MyMathTest study
plan. Upon completion of  the study plan, students take a final
test. All tests take place on campus, are proctored, and are
completed before the onset of  the next semester.

Roosevelt University used MyMathTest for the first time 
in summer 2009.

Assessments
Students must earn 75 percent or higher on their exit exam to
register for the next-level math class. They are allowed three
attempts at the exam.

Use of MyMathTest
Math PReP uses tests that are created from MyMathTest’s
bank of  problems. Students use the study plan and are 
encouraged to use the practice tests.

MyMathTest is the only item used for determining whether 
the student will move to a higher-level math class.

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathTest
Course Name Math Placement Reassessment Program (PReP)
Credit Hours Zero 

Roosevelt University Chicago, IL

N/A
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Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

By leveraging MyMathTest’s individualized study plans, students in Roosevelt University’s Math
PReP program focused on the exact skills they needed to learn. As a result, the majority of students
placed into higher-level courses and experienced success once there. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

Table 1. Comparison of the Number of Math PReP Students Enrolled, Active Participation, Placement Results, and Subsequent Success 
for Roosevelt University’s Chicago and Schaumburg Campuses, Summer 2009–Summer 2010

Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of First Second
Students Active Students Placing Students Placing Students with Subsequent Subsequent
Enrolled Students 2 Levels Higher 1 Level Higher No Change Course Grade Course Grade

Summer  22 Chicago 9 Chicago 0 Chicago 5 Chicago 4 Chicago 6 A, 5 B 3 A, 3 B,
2009 15 Schaumburg* 8 Schaumburg 1 Schaumburg 4 Schaumburg 3 Schaumburg 1 D, 1 W

Fall 2009/ 26 Chicago 19 Chicago 1 Chicago 14 Chicago 4 Chicago 3 A, 4 B, 10 C –
Spring 2010 9 Schaumburg 5 Schaumburg 1 Schaumburg 2 Schaumburg 2 Schaumburg 1 Pass, 1 F, 1 W

Spring/ 35 Chicago**,† 20 Chicago 0 Chicago 7 Chicago 13 Chicago – –
Summer 2010 25 Schaumburg* 17 Schaumburg 0 Schaumburg 14 Schaumburg 3 Schaumburg
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Roosevelt University’s MyMathTest-enabled Math PReP 
empowers students by providing them with an interactive,
user-friendly way to brush up on their math skills and more
quickly advance through the developmental math sequence.
MyMathTest’s individual student plans enable students to 
focus solely on what they need to learn. No time is wasted 
on irrelevant lessons, and students are kept interested and 
engaged. 

“By offering this program, we are helping students build their
self-confidence, encouraging them to be accountable for their
placement, and helping them discover that they really can
learn math,” says Williams. 

ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
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Conclusions

Students who actively participate in the program move ahead
in the math sequence with good grades and increased confi-
dence in themselves and their ability to achieve—regardless of
whether or not they advance to a higher-level course. 

In addition, students who successfully complete Math PReP
save money by reducing the number of  developmental math
courses they must take.

The Student Experience

course grades. It is worthy to note that the Chicago campus
comprises primarily traditional students, while the Schaumburg
campus comprises primarily adult, returning students. 

The data indicates that of  those students who actively 
participate in Math PReP with MyMathTest, the majority both
place into higher-level courses and do well in those courses.
Table 2 illustrates that over the course of  three semesters, an
average of  63.7 percent of  students successfully completed
the program.

Table 3 breaks down the success rates in each of  the three
math courses and shows that Math PReP students succeed in
the next math course whether they pass to a higher level or
stay in the originally recommended course.

Williams and Evins report that the program has had a positive
impact on retention. “So far, most are continuing their math
courses with success and staying in the university,” says
Williams.

Submitted by Mary Williams, Math Instructor
Cathy Evins, Math Instructor

Roosevelt University

Table 3. Comparison of Enrollment and Success Rates for Math PReP Students, Summer 2009–Summer 2010

Percent Who Percent Who Percent Who Percent Who Percent Who Percent Who 
Placed into  Passed Placed into Passed Placed into Passed
Prealgebra Prealgebra Took Beg Algebra Beg Algebra Took Int Algebra Int Algebra

Summer 2009 16.2 66.7 51.5 62.5 32.4 57.0 

Fall 2009/Spring 2010 16.2 66.7 54.1 66.7 29.7 90.9

Spring/Summer 2010 20.7 33.3 51.7 66.7 27.6 60.0

Table 2. Number of Students Enrolled in Math PReP, Active 
Participation and Pass Rates, Summer 2009–Summer 2010.

Percent 
Number of Students Percent 

of Students Who Actively of Students 
Enrolled Participated Who Passed

Summer 
2009 37* 46 59

Fall 2009/
Spring 2010

35 69 75

Spring/
Summer 60*, **,† 63 57
2010

* Includes one refresher student.
** Includes two refresher students.
† Includes two students who were still working.

Beg=Beginning, Int=Intermediate
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As indicated in Tables 1–8, student success levels in MathXL-
enabled sections consistently and significantly surpassed those
of  traditionally instructed sections. Final exam grades were
higher; withdrawal rates were lower. 

Mussa notes that by using the departmentally common final
exam as a comparative measure, he avoids any discrepancy
that might arise due to variations among instructors’ grading
methods or testing standards. 

A MathXL-enabled section of  Trigonometry was taught 
in spring 2009. There was no required lab; however; assign-
ments, testing, and course management were similar to 
the MathXL-enabled College Algebra sections described in
this report. The class median on the common final exam was
140/200 compared with the overall median of  108/200.

Course Design
MathXL serves as the linchpin of  Southern Illinois University
Carbondale’s (SIUC’s) multiphase, seven-year redesign of  
College Algebra. Program implementation began in fall 2006
and comprised homework assignments and optional multi-
media learning aids. Sections met three times per week, there
was one section, and there was no required lab time.  

By spring 2009, there were five sections, all of  which met
three times per week (two lectures, one lab), and use of
MathXL features was expanded. Unlike in traditional courses,
where content may vary by instructor, all redesign sections
have similar course content, lecture notes, and assignments. 

Students may receive help via open labs (five days a week, 
6–9 p.m.), department Help Sessions, and instructor office
hours. MathXL provides multimedia learning support from 
students’ own computers, from any computer on campus, and
online help around the clock.

Assessments
Students complete a total of  44 assignments: 32 homeworks,
6 quizzes, and 6 tests. Approximately 80 percent of  all assign-
ments are graded by MathXL: all homework, all quizzes, and
about one-third of  the tests. 

Use of MathXL
MathXL is used for homework, quizzes, and grading. In addi-
tion, Dan Mussa, assistant instructor, uses MathXL’s email 
announcements, individual and course assignment settings, 
and study plan features. Grades are kept in the MathXL
Gradebook, allowing students daily access to their progress. 

Customizing MathXL’s study plan enables Mussa to retain 
control of  course content while enhancing his teaching style
with technology. Students are presented with exactly the 
practice problems and concepts he covered in class. 

Use of  MathXL contributes 80 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Results and Data

Product Used MathXL
Course Name College Algebra
Credit Hours Three 

Southern Illinois University Carbondale Carbondale, IL

Algebra and Trigonometry, 3e, Judith A. Beecher, Judith A. Penna, Marvin L. Bittinger

Textbook in Use
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Course Implementation 

MyMathLab enables students to work at their own pace, thereby reinforcing personal 
accountability and increasing self-confidence. The support of  SIUC’s tutoring lab ensures 
students acheive the learning mastery that will prepare them for subsequnt success. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY
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As a result of  MathXL’s success, departmental plans include 
expanding the use of  the hybrid model using MathXL from six
College Algebra sections to all College Algebra sections and
investigating the potential implementation of  this model in the
following courses: Intermediate Algebra, Trigonometry, Pre-
calculus, Finite Math, and Business Calculus. Such expanded
use of  MathXL would mean an exponential increase in the
number of  students using MathXL per semester—from about
180 to more than 700.   

To handle the increased number of  students seeking lab 
time, plans are also in development for a dedicated math lab 
containing up to 100 stations. “When I started this journey 
I had no idea how far it would take us,” says Mussa. “While 
I hoped for a dedicated math lab, I could only imagined it
would become a reality.”

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY CARBONDALE

Submitted by Dan Mussa, Assistant Instructor
Southern Illinois University Carbondale
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Conclusions

In a spring 2009 survey conducted in the mathematics lab 
and via email, 100 percent of  those students who had used
MathXL responded that it was helpful to them; 95 percent 
responded that they would use the program again and that
they would recommend it to others. 

In a spring 2009 report, the manager of  SIUC’s Trueblood 
Tutoring Lab stated that since fall 2008,  attendance had more
than doubled—a comment supported by the spring 2009 

survey, in which 73 percent of  those responding had visited
the lab three or more times. 

In the same report, the lab manager noted that those students
using MathXL had asked fewer questions and had a better 
understanding of  what they needed help with when they did
have questions. She recommended that more professors 
implement MathXL into their curricula.

The Student Experience

Table 3. Average Final Exam Grades, 
Fall 2007 (n =334)

Grade MathXL Traditional

A 27.9% 9.6%
B 11.8% 9.1%
C 16.2% 18.7%
D 16.2% 22.5%
F 27.9% 40.1%

Table 4. Average Final Exam Grades, Spring
2008 (n =242)

Grade MathXL Traditional

A 16.7% 10.4%
B 18.2% 10.4%
C 18.2% 17.9%
D 21.2% 17.9%
F 25.7% 44.4%

Table 5. Average Final Exam Grades, Fall
2008 (n =502)

Grade MathXL Traditional

A 16.3% 6.4%
B 32.7% 9.5%
C 22.4% 13.8%
D 12.3% 15.1%
F 16.3% 55.2%

Table 6. Average Final Exam Grades, Spring
2009 (n =318)

Grade MathXL Traditional

A 17.6% 9.1%
B 18.8% 9.7%
C 38.8% 21.5%
D 7.2% 19.9%
F 17.6% 39.8%

Table 8. Retention, Fall 2007 to Spring 2009
(n =1,028)

Semester MathXL Traditional

Spring 2009 92.4% 82.3%
Fall 2008 71.5% 63.5%
Spring 2008 85.7% 64.2%
Fall 2007 79.0% 75.0%
Average 82.2% 71.3%

Table 1. Final Exam Grade of A, B, or C,
Fall 2007 to Spring 2009 (n =1,028)

Semester MathXL Traditional

Spring 2009 75.2% 40.3%
Fall 2008 71.4% 29.7%
Spring 2008 53.1% 38.7%
Fall 2007 55.9% 37.4%
Average 65.2% 35.9%

Table 2. Average Final Exam Grades, 
Fall 2007 to Spring 2010 (n =1,671)

Grade MathXL Traditional

A 15.6% 8.2%
B 21.1% 10.8%
C 21.7% 16.1%
D 15.4% 19.0%
F 26.2% 45.9%

Table 7. Average Final Exam Grades,  
Fall 2009 (n =353)

Grade MathXL Traditional

A 13% 5.4%
B 26% 13.0%
C 20% 14.0%
D 15% 23.0%
F 26% 44.3%
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Table 1 compares Essential Math Concepts pass
rates before MyMathLab implementation, during
sporadic use, and after full and consistent use
across Baker College System’s 10 campuses. 
Faculty are pleased with the consistent gains: 
a seven-percentage-point—or 16 percent—
increase over preimplementation rates.

Course Design
After initial piloting of  MyMathLab in several sections, Baker
College System implemented the program—combined with a
new delivery method—in all sections for five campuses across
its 10-campus system in fall 2008 and in all sections for all 10
campuses in fall 2009. 

Classes generally meet either once or twice a week for a total
of  four hours per week for 10 weeks. Some campuses employ
an all-computer-lab format, others have a 50 percent lab/50
percent classroom format, and others have an all-classroom
format supplemented with MyMathLab outside the classroom.
In all cases, students are required to complete MyMathLab 
assignments. Trained tutors are available to help. All assign-
ments (both off  line and online) and including the exit exam
are standard systemwide.

Assessments
All students complete six MyMathLab quizzes, two MyMathLab
tests, and one paper-and-pencil exit exam.  Students must
score at least 85 percent on practice quizzes and practice tests
in order to take the corresponding quizzes and tests. Students
must pass the cumulative exit exam in order to pass the
course. 

Use of MyMathLab 
Students use MyMathLab for homework, preassessments,
quizzes, and tests. All MyMathLab features are turned on for
homework assignments, as well as after students submit both
practice and actual quizzes and tests. All courses are copied
from a coordinator course. 

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 15 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name Essential Math Concepts
Credit Hours Four 

Basic College Mathematics, custom edition, John Tobey, Jeffrey Slater, Jamie Blair
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Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

By requiring MyMathLab homework, creating consistent assessments across its 10-campus
system, and requiring concept competency at every stage of  the learning process, Baker 
College has increased its Essential Math Concepts pass rate by 16 percent. 

KEY
TAKE-AWAY

Baker College System State of  MI

Table 1. Essential Math Concepts Pass Rates before and after MyMathLab and New
Delivery Model Implementation (n =20,297)
*Students had the option to continue the course in the next quarter.

Total Number
Term of Students Level of MyMathLab Implementation Pass Rate

Fall 2006 3,965 MyMathLab pilot in a handful of  sections only. 44%

Fall 2007* 5,062 MyMathLab in some sections. Tracking error  33%
resulted in all sections’ being reported together.

Fall 2008 3,796 MyMathLab sections: some use new delivery model. 47%

Fall 2008 1,098 Traditional sections: no MyMathLab use. 37%

Fall 2009 6,376 All sections use MyMathLab in new delivery model. 51%
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MyMathLab is one of  a variety of  factors that have contri-
buted to the significant gains experienced in Essential Math
Concepts since 2006. Chapman notes that MyMathLab has 
facilitated these gains in several ways.

• By enabling the course to be consistent across 
the system

• By enabling instructors to focus individual attention 
on those who need it, while not holding back those 
capable of  moving ahead

• By providing instructors with multiple ways to reach
students

• By providing students with instant feedback 

• By providing students with unlimited practice

“As we continue to improve the quality of  Essential Math
Concepts,” says Chapman, “we will continue drawing from 
the resources of  MyMathLab to support increased student
learning and more-effective teaching.”  

BAKER COLLEGE SYSTEM

Submitted by Mark Chapman, System Math Coordinator
formerly of  Baker College System
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Most students appreciate the tools that MyMathLab provides. The instant feedback and help features 
often lessen the anxiety level that many students in a remedial math class experience.

—Mark Chapman, System Math Coordinator
Baker College System

Conclusions

Essential Math Concepts students at Baker College System
benefit from the proven pedagogy behind MyMathLab. 

• Students are also encouraged to explore all of  
MyMathLab’s multimedia features to learn which 
resources best suit their learning styles.

• Students communicate with each other through 
the discussion board and with the instructor through
MyMathLab’s Ask My Instructor feature. 

• MyMathLab’s Gradebook enables instructors to 
identify and quickly intervene at the first sign that 

a student is struggling. As a result, fewer students fall
through the cracks.

• MyMathLab’s item analysis feature enables instructors
to identify common mistakes made within the class or
by individual students and then tailor their teaching so
as to globally or individually address any confusion.  

• Enrollment in Essential Math Concepts continues to 
increase. MyMathLab is critical in enabling the college
to logistically handle the influx.

The Student Experience

In addition, System Math Coordinator Mark Chapman reports
an increase in subsequent success since adopting MyMathLab.
Of  those students who passed Essential Math Concepts in fall
2009 and took Prealgebra in winter 2010, 70 percent passed

Prealgebra. Similarly, over the past two academic years, of
those students who passed Prealgebra in a given quarter and
took Introductory Algebra in the following quarter, 76 percent
passed Introductory Algebra.
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Figures 1–4 show significant improvement across a variety 
of  metrics after the adoption of  MyMathLab.

• The ABC rate increased from 69.6 percent 
to 90.3 percent.

• The drop/fail/withdrawal rate decreased 
from 13.9 percent to 5.6 percent.

• Final exam grades improved from an average 
of  69.8 percent to an average of  82 percent.

The Art Institute of  Houston operates on a quarterly system.
“Before” figures are from the summer and fall quarters of
2005; “After” figures are from the winter and spring quarters
of  2009.

Dana Hagen, math instructor, attributes the improved metrics
to MyMathLab’s immediate feedback and other interactive 
features. Because students are more engaged with the mater-
ial, they complete their homework and are more prepared 
for quizzes and tests. Students are earning higher grades and
experiencing less frustration with math. 

“Prior to adopting MyMathLab, students weren’t always 
completing homework, most hated attending class, and most 
were performing poorly on tests,” Hagen says. “Now, those
students who arrive hating math leave feeling like it isn’t so
bad after all. They love that there are help features they can
use from home. Knowing help is a click away helps increase
their confidence and enables them to persevere through 
difficult problems.” 

Course Design
Initially a traditional class that met for 4 hours and 20 minutes
a week, College Algebra was redesigned in 2006 to comprise
2 hours and 10 minutes of  lecture and 2 hours and 10 minutes
of  mandatory lab time using MyMathLab. The instructor moni-
tors students in the lab and is available to assist them. 

Assessments
Seven quizzes and two tests are given using MyMathLab. 

30 percent Homework
Homework on MyMathLab is required. 
It covers problems from the sections taught 
in class and is due the next class period. 

20 percent Quizzes
Completed on MyMathLab.

30 percent Tests
Completed on MyMathLab.

10 percent Online final exam

10 percent Departmental, paper-and-pencil 
final exam

Use of MyMathLab 
MyMathLab is used for homework, quizzes, tests, and a 
portion of  the final exam. Students are encouraged to use 
all available help features.

Use of  MyMathLab contributes 90 percent to a student’s 
final course grade.

Results and Data

Product Used MyMathLab
Course Name College Algebra
Credit Hours Four 

Art Institute of Houston Houston, TX

Intermediate Algebra, 6e, John Tobey, Jeffrey Slater
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Course Implementation 

Textbook in Use

Motivating students to complete homework is the linchpin of  a successful math program.
MyMathLab’s interactive features keep AIH students engaged and persevering when they
might otherwise quit. As a result, students are more prepared and do better at test time.
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When asked about possible changes to her use of  
MyMathLab, Hagen was emphatic: “I have no plans to change
my use of  MyMathLab. I’m having better success with student
learning and retention than ever before. Adopting MyMathLab

was one of  the best decisions our math department has ever
made.”

ART INSTITUTE OF HOUSTON

Submitted by Dana Hagen, Instructor
Art Institute of  Houston
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Conclusions

Hagen reports that use of  MyMathLab has helped increase
communication among her students and between her students
and herself. “Students talk about their homework problems
during lab time,” she says. “In addition, they use the Ask My
Instructor button to contact me after and between classes.
Prior to adopting MyMathLab, students would bolt to the
door and not be heard from again until next class period.”

For Hagen’s learning-disabled students, MyMathLab provides
the personalized modifications and extra help they need to
succeed side-by-side with their peers. 

Art Institute of  Houston students not only do better using
MyMathLab; they also enjoy using it. 

• “Having access to the textbook, homework, 
and tests online is a great idea. It really made 
class fun and easy!”  

• “This online program is the best!”

• “I really like this program. It’s like having 
an instructor by my side.”

• “I thought doing math on a computer would 
be difficult, but it turned out to be great.”

The Student Experience
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Figure 1. Comparison of ABC Rates before and
after MyMathLab Adoption (n =323) 
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Figure 2. Comparison of D/F/W Rates before
and after MyMathLab Adoption (n =323)
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Figure 3. Comparison of Final Exam Grades 
before and after MyMathLab Adoption (n =323) 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Final Course Grades be-
fore and after MyMathLab Adoption (n =323) 
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MAKING THE GRADE V.5

Efficacy Studies

SAIT Polytechnic, Alberta, Canada
Two Year • More than 20,000 Students • MyMathLab for Calculus

A pilot project was conducted in fall 2008 to test the 
MyMathLab program prior to the school’s adoption of  Allyn J.
Washington’s Basic Technical Mathematics with Calculus for fall
2009. Faculty was specifically interested in the new algorith-
mically-generated testbank and new utilities such as custom 
instructor-built algorithmically-generated questions, as well as
the program’s ability to determine at-risk students, save mark-
ing time for assigned work, and act as a motivational tool for
the course. A hypothesis test of  linear correlation between
the student grades obtained through MyMathLab and those
obtained via testing in the course was conducted. 

Study Methods 
A sample of  80 students in three academic sections was 
required to complete online examinations related to the 
learning objectives covered in the course and contributing 
10 percent of  the overall grade. Students were allowed three
attempts on a quiz-type exercise using MyMathLab; each 
attempt had different algorithmically-generated values and 
a randomized question order. Students could use the Help Me
Solve This and See an Example features in Review Mode only
after each attempt. Since MyMathLab does not allow for
rounding or other minor errors, a decision was made at the
outset of  the course to alter student grades from MyMathLab
in the following ways: 

1. If  a student submitted a correct answer but had 
a small rounding error or number of  decimals 
error, then the grade for that question would be 
altered to give partial credit. 

2. If  a student submitted a functional solution and 
only had minor errors or the answer was correct 
but merely unreduced, then the grade for that 
question would be altered to give partial credit.

MyMathLab results were obtained from the average of  eight
quizzes of  6 to 15 questions. Course grades were obtained
from written exams marked primarily on the basis of  method-
ology of  solution (a midterm, final, and six handwritten
quizzes throughout the term). 

Data was analyzed with MS Excel. A linear regression line and
linear correlation coefficient was calculated for the bivariate
set. Data for the overall student course grade has had the 
10 percent online testing component removed to keep the
variables independent and not artificially inflate any resulting
correlation. 

Data and Analysis 
A traditional two-tailed hypothesis test for linear correlation
was conducted; the Pearson moment correlation coefficient r
was determined from the data and compared to the critical
values for this test statistic. See figure 1. 

Claim: There is a linear correlation between MyMathLab
scores and course grades. 

Claim: ρ ≠ 0 (a significant linear correlation exists) 

H0: ρ = 0 
H1: ρ ≠ 0 

sample  r2 = 0.6678 
then r = 0.817 

For n = 80, the critical value for a 0.05 level 
of  significance is rcrit = 0.220 

The sample value is in the right-hand critical 
region, therefore the null hypothesis H0 is reject-
ed, so there is sufficient evidence to support 
the alternative hypothesis H1, the original claim 
that a significant linear correlation exists. 

The 95% confidence interval for the linear correlation coeffi-
cient is 0.60 ≤ r ≤ 0.85, which illustrates that the positive linear
correlation is likely real. 

Conclusion 
The results show that a significant positive linear correlation
exists between grades obtained using MyMathLab and those
derived from class tests. It is important to state that this test
only illustrates a correlation between the MyMathLab grades
obtained with this particular method of  evaluation and the
specific methodology-focused marking of  handwritten exami-
nations. 

The results also gave the instructor an additional tool to iden-
tify at-risk students prior to in-class examinations. MyMathLab
exercises were useful to students in that they offered the
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EFFICACY STUDIES

types of  questions students were likely to see on subsequent
examinations. The ability to administer individual algorithmically-
generated tests motivated students to participate in assign-
ments. The observed correlation at the very minimum shows
that MyMathLab is a valid assessment tool for calculus, at least
under the conditions and methodology outlined in this paper. 

—Submitted by Kerry E. Kijewski, Instructor, Mathematics and Physics

Sherwood Middle School, LA
Middle School • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MathXL for School

Sherwood Middle School is a magnet school. Any student
from the parish who has a minimum 2.5 GPA may apply; 
selections are made by lottery. 

Study Implementation
During academic year 2008/09, teacher Darlene Ford taught
two of  her four sections of  Algebra 1 using Pearson’s MathXL
for School, and two sections using another online learning
program. A total of  81 students participated in a study. 
Student demographics in both groups were the same, and 
students were randomly assigned to groups. Class instruc-
tion—including group activities, peer-instruction assignments, 
lecture, and homework review—was identical in both 
sections. Classes met for 90 minutes every other day, such
that during some weeks, students met two days a week, and
during other weeks, three days a week. Students worked on
in-class computers to begin homework assignments, which 
enabled them to share strategies and to peer-tutor when 
necessary. 

Students in groups using MathXL could complete their home-
work at school or at home. Those in groups using the other
program completed their homework either in class or on a
school computer during a free period. 

MathXL Implementation
MathXL was used both in class and outside of  class for home-
work and quizzes. For emphasis on the connection between
completing homework assignments and scoring well on tests,

the overall course point value for homework was valued at
just slightly less than that for tests. Every MathXL assignment
was followed by a 5- to 10-question quiz. Additional use of
MathXL included optional use of  the Study Plan and videos.
Students were encouraged to practice math on those days
that class did not meet. 

Results
Both groups showed significant improvements from pretest
scores to posttest scores: from 60.37 percent to 92.62 per-
cent in the group using another learning program, and from
65.54 percent to 94.34 percent in the group using MathXL for
School. (See figure 1.)

Figure 1. Correlation between Course Mark and MyMathLab Grade for
Calculus Pilot Project, Fall 2009
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Figure 1. Comparison of Algebra 1 Pre- and Posttest Scores 
for Groups Using Another Learning Program and Groups Using 
MathXL for School
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Figure 2. Comparison of Pre- and Posttest Possible Gain Scores 
for Groups Using Another Learning Program and Groups Using 
MathXL for School
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The possible gain scores from the pretest to the posttest in
each group were calculated in order to measure the amount
of  improvement throughout the course. In both groups, a 
significant amount of  improvement was found. The amount 
of  improvement in the group using MathXL for School was
slightly larger than the amount of  improvement in the other
group. For the group using another learning program there
was a gain score of  81.22 percent; for the group using MathXL
for School there was a gain score of  83 percent. (See figure 2.)

Parish and Statewide Comparisons
All of  Louisiana’s middle school students are required to take a
standardized, online mathematics test at the end of  the school
year. Scores are rated as Excellent, Good, Fair, and Needs 
Improvement. A comparison of  2009/10 Sherwood Middle
School results with the results of  East Baton Rouge parish and
the state shows a significantly higher percent of  Sherwood 
students earning a score of  Excellent (59 percent) and Good
(38 percent)—and 0 percent of  Sherwood students earning
Needs Improvement. (See figure 3.) 

Unexpected Benefits of MathXL
“Middle school students are still learning the ropes,” says Ford.
“Not only are they learning their individual course materials,
but also they’re getting a foundation of  solid study habits: how
to be responsible, work independently, effectively manage
time, and so on.” Most of  the middle school students are not
yet equipped to accomplish those tasks without the assistance
of  tools and procedures.

MathXL offers students the structure they need for monitor-
ing their learning and developing their sense of  responsibil-
ity—on their own and in their own time. “This aspect alone

makes MathXL superior to the other learning program,” says
Ford. “It enables students to work on math homework at the
time and in the place that they’re ready to do so. Students
learn to be more thorough and more careful and to think 
critically, thereby preparing them for both online testing and
their future academic careers.”

Conclusion
Sherwood Middle School administration selected MathXL for
all of  its Algebra I students. The administration reported that
MathXL offered more benefits, including accessibility from
home, accessibility by parents, insights into student behavior,
and defensible grading. 

Ford is confident that MathXL for School is educationally 
effective. She reports that for the years prior to MathXL, 
student scores on standardized tests were lower, frequently 
at a basic-learning level. Scores by students using MathXL 
regularly indicate learning at mastery and advanced levels.  

—Submitted by Darlene Ford, Teacher
Phoebe Rouse, Louisiana State University College Readiness Director

University of Memphis, TN
Four Year • 10,000–20,000 Students • MyMathLab

In 2008, the University of  Memphis (UM) Department of
Mathematical Sciences implemented a new teaching method 
in several sections of  College Algebra, Foundations of  Mathe-
matics, and Elementary Calculus. The primary motivation of
the new teaching method was to address low retention and
success rates in these large-enrollment, lower-division general
education courses.

Called the Memphis Mathematics Method (MMM), the new
method was developed according to National Center for 
Academic Transformation guidelines and incorporates the 
effective use of  technology in the teaching of  mathematics.
The MMM closely follows the approach used by both
Louisiana State University and the University of  Alabama and
is delivered via MyMathLab. 

MAKING THE GRADE V.5
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Figure 3. Comparison of Statewide, Parishwide, and Sherwood Middle
School End-of-Year Exam Results, 2009/10

Traditional
Course/Student Type Total Method MMM

College Algebra 4,777 3,668 1,109
DSPM students 157 1,010
Regular students 3,511 99

Foundations of  Mathematics 3,986 3,525 461
DSPM students 264 115
Regular students 3,261 346

Elementary Calculus 3,207 2,729 478
Regular students 2,729 478

Table 1. Pilot Enrollment by Course, Student Type, and Method
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EFFICACY STUDIES

During every class session, University of  Memphis students
are required to solve problems in a laboratory environment:
they listen to a 20-minute, instructor-led lecture that intro-
duces basic concepts and spend the remaining 65 minutes of
class solving MyMathLab problems. Students also complete
proctored tests and the final exam in the instructional lab by
using MyMathLab. Instructors control access to MyMathLab’s
multimedia learning tools on an assignment-by-assignment 
basis. And tutors are always available to answer questions. 

Study Methods
An MMM intervention was piloted at UM in spring 2008 in a
specialized Developmental Studies Program in Mathematics
(DSPM) College Algebra course, which combined a develop-
mental Intermediate Algebra course with a regular College 
Algebra course. Students were eligible for the DSPM course
only if  their ACT scores would have required them to take 
remedial Intermediate Algebra. The university expanded
MMM in 2008 to regular sections of  College Algebra, regular
and DSPM sections of  Foundations of  Mathematics, and 
regular sections of  Elementary Calculus. 

This study includes data from fall and spring semesters begin-
ning with fall 2007 and through spring 2010. There were
11,970 enrollments in the sections across the three courses:
10,424 in regular sections, and 1,546 in DSPM sections. 
Passing and retention rates were used as measurements 
of  success.

Results
An examination of  the passing and retention rates in MMM
and traditional classrooms indicates that overall, students in
MMM classrooms withdrew less and performed better. Of  

the study’s 11,970 enrolled students, 5,530 earned a passing
grade, reflecting a combined 54 percent success rate for the
three courses. Of  the 11,970 enrollments, 1,596 withdrew
from their courses. 

For every course, the withdrawal rate in the MMM classes was
lower than that in the traditional classes. For example, 17.9 per-
cent of  students in traditional Elementary Calculus withdrew,
whereas only 8.4 percent withdrew from the equivalent MMM
courses. In College Algebra, students in MMM classes dropped
out at a rate of  approximately 9 percent. The equivalent 
traditionally taught courses had dropout rates of  12.8 percent
for regular students and 11.4 percent for DSPM students (an
average of  12.1 percent). (See figure 1.)

More students passed in MMM classes than in traditionally taught
classes. For example, approximately 49 percent of  students in
traditional courses passed, whereas about 72 percent passed
when exposed to MMM teaching methodology. (See figure 2.) 

Performance and dropout disparities between Black and White
students were reduced in MMM-taught classes. For example,
across all three regular courses, Black students passed at a rate
of  39.9 percent when taught using traditional pedagogy com-
pared with a rate of  56.2 percent when taught using MMM.
Also, in DSPM courses, Black students dropped out at a rate
of  10 percent from the MMM-taught classes compared with a
rate of  14 percent from those that were traditionally taught.
(See figure 3.)

Within each course, the pattern of  improvement persisted. For
example, in traditional DSPM College Algebra, there was a
14.7 percent differential between Black and White students. 
In the equivalent MMM courses, the differential was 7.7 per-
cent. In traditional Elementary Calculus, the racial disparity 
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Figure 1. Comparison of Withdrawal Rates in Traditionally Taught and
MMM-Taught Elementary Calculus and College Algebra Courses
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Figure 2. Comparison of Pass Rates in All Three Traditionally Taught
and MMM-Taught Courses
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between Blacks and Whites was completely erased, with 75.7
percent of  Black students and 68.9 percent of  White students
receiving passing grades. 

Racial withdrawal rate disparities decrease with the use of  MMM.
In traditional Elementary Calculus, 22.4 percent of  Black 
students dropped out compared with 15.4 percent of  White
students; in the MMM calculus courses, 6.8 percent of  Blacks
withdrew compared with 9 percent of  Whites. (See figure 4.)

Regression results indicate that the MyMathLab-enabled MMM
model was significantly effective in increasing the odds of  
student success in Elementary Calculus: students exposed to
the MMM had 78 percent higher odds of  succeeding than
those in traditional classes had. 

Similar to the regular students, Black DSPM students in 
College Algebra who were taught in MMM classes were more
successful than Black students taught traditionally. Study data
indicated a 45 percent increase in odds for success among
Blacks taught with MMM.

Race differentials persisted in comparisons of  the probabilities 
of  dropping out. Black students in MyMathLab-enabled MMM 
College Algebra classes had 31 percent lower odds of  drop-
ping out compared with White students. The MMM model 
also showed positive and significant gains for students taking
Calculus as well. Overall, Calculus students in the MMM had
48 percent lower odds of  dropping out than traditionally
taught students had. 

Conclusion
Overall, the MyMathLab-enabled Memphis Mathematics 
Model resulted in increased success and decreased dropout
rates for students in College Algebra, Foundations of  Mathe-
matics, and Elementary Calculus courses. The results point
particularly to MMM as a vehicle for closing the achievement
gap between Black and White students in Elementary Calcu-
lus. The positive results may be attributed to the structure 
and interactive nature of  the MMM, which forces a daily 
involvement on the part of  the student. This type of  active 
engagement along with the use of  technology is in line with 
reform pedagogy.

Overall, MMM resulted in increased success rates and 
decreased drop rates in College Algebra, Foundations of
Mathematics, and Elementary Calculus. Because students were
required to work problems using MyMathLab, they were able
to benefit from the program’s many learning tools, and they
better grasped the subject matter.

From an institutional cost standpoint—after the initial start-
up costs of  computer labs—the MyMathLab-enabled MMM
model distributes department resources more cost-effectively
than does the traditional instruction model. 

Undergraduate students may be employed as lab assistants;
advanced graduate students may be employed as course 
instructors; and MyMathLab’s automated grading system 
enables instructors to spend less time on administrative tasks
and more time monitoring and guiding students through the
learning process. 

Summarized by Michelle Speckler from “The Effectiveness of  Blended 
Instruction in Postsecondary General Education Mathematics Courses,” 

by Anna Bargagliotti, Fernanda Botelho, Jim Gleason, John Haddock, 
and Alistair Windsor
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Figure 4. Comparison of Withdrawal Rates for Black and White 
Students in Traditionally Taught and MMM-Taught Elementary 
Calculus Courses
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Figure 3. Comparison of Pass and Dropout Rate Disparity between
Blacks and Whites in Traditionally Taught and MMM-Taught Courses
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Bossier Parish Community College, LA
Two Year • Fewer than 10,000 Students • Trigsted MyMathLab

A veteran user of  MyMathLab, Professor Donna Densmore
took the program further for her College Algebra students by
adding the Trigsted’s College Algebra textbook in January 2009
and implementing Trigsted MyMathLab in spring 2010. As a 
result of  the revised course—in which all assignments are
completed in Trigsted MyMathLab, video assignments are 
prerequisites to homework, and students complete a larger
quantity of  smaller assignments—both student engagement
and success have increased. “Those students who put in the
time and effort usually complete the course with a grade of  
C or better,” says Densmore.

—Submitted by Donna Densmore, Professor

Chattanooga State Community College, TN
Two-year • 10,000–20,000 Students • MyMathLabPlus 

As part of  its fall 2010 National Center for Academic Trans-
formation redesign, Chattanooga State Community College
implemented MyMathLab in Intermediate Algebra sections 
for homework, quizzes, and testing. Each week students 
spend one hour in a computer classroom and two hours in 
the math lab. The math lab is open 65 hours a week, including
Saturdays; tutors are available to provide individual assistance.
Use of  MyMathLab contributes 90 percent to a student’s final
course grade.

Positive results across a variety of  learning metrics are already
being seen. 

• Student success rates climbed from 51 percent 
before redesign to 67 percent after redesign. 

• The course GPA rose from 1.47 to 2.30. 

• Ninety-five students were able move more quickly
through developmental math, completing both 

Elementary Algebra and Intermediate Algebra 
in the fall semester. 

As a result of  the redesign, college-level math enrollment 
at the school has increased dramatically, eclipsing the develop-
mental math enrollment in both the spring and fall 2011 
semesters. In addition, instructional costs, as measured by 
dollar/FTE, have decreased by approximately 20 percent.

“MyMathLab has been a valuable tool in our efforts to 
increase student learning and success,” says John Squires, 
math department head. “We plan on using it for the foresee-
able future.”

—Submitted by John Squires, Math Department Head

Coastline Community College, CA
Two Year • 10,000–20,000 Students • MyMathLab/MyStatLab

Like most departments in the college, the math department
has a largely nontraditional student population consisting
mostly of  returning adults with family and work obligations. 
To accommodate this demographic, the department offers 
a wide variety of  classes for students in evening face-to-face
courses and online courses and uses either MyMathLab or
MyStatLab, as appropriate.

In Brief

While not all schools have the rigorous data necessary to support a two-page case
study, many have stories that are nonetheless significant. Following is a series of such
schools—and brief summaries of how they’ve used MyMathLab to gain previously 
unheard-of academic ground.  

I’ve seen more smiling faces and received
more hugs these past few days than I’ve 
received in the entire 21 years I’ve been at 
Chattanooga State. I like seeing students 
happy about math.

—Reported to John Squires, Math Department Head, 
by a faculty member at Chattanooga State Community College
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The department is clearly doing something right. Data from
the State Chancellor’s Office Data Mart for Spring 2009 
indicates that the overall retention and success rates for
Coastline’s General Math classes are significantly higher than
the statewide average for general math. Coastline’s retention
and success in online math classes also surpass the statewide
average in general math, with success in Coastline’s online
classes almost 40 percent better than the statewide average. 

Based on survey responses, students are very satisfied with
the quality of  instruction, the overall quality of  the program,
and their own success in the program. 

Math Department chair Fred Feldon attributes the depart-
ment’s success to a variety of  factors, including the older-
student demographic, a collegial department culture, and the
intensive and long-term use of  technology, such as graphing
calculators, teacher computers, tablet PCs, and of  course, 
the MyLab programs. 

—Submitted by Fred Feldon, Math Department Chair

Dallas County Community College 
District–Eastfield College, TX
Two Year • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyMathLab

Eastfield College’s developmental mathematics program is
motivated by student success and retention. In the past, as a
response to the diversity of  its students’ abilities and learning
styles, multiple instructional formats were offered with mixed
results. In 2011, the school’s Computerized Modular Mathe-
matics committee embarked on a redesign of  the program—
and selected MyMathLab as a consistent and unifying element
across redesigned computerized instructional courses. 

Vital components of  the redesign include mastery learning,
pretests to customize homework assignments, tutors to pro-
vide immediate assistance, and minilectures to support student
learning. A total of  75 students registered for the first 8-week
courses. The learning gains of  this group far exceeded the
committee’s expectations. 

• Retention increased 22 percentage points—from 58
percent under the previous computerized instruction
model to 80 percent with MyMathLab. Retention rates
for the college’s traditional lecture developmental math
courses is 70 percent. 

• Success rates (a final course grade of A, B, or C)
more than doubled—from 35 percent under the 
previous model to 73 percent with MyMathLab. The
success rate for traditional lecture developmental 
math courses is 55 percent. 

Student surveys reveal that students aren’t just learning more,
they’re enjoying it, too: 92.9 percent of  students strongly
agreed or agreed with the statement, “I enjoyed using 
MyMathLab software.” Their personal comments include: 

• “I’ve been out of  math since my sophomore year 
of  high school and out of  high school for four years, 
so I really needed a refresher. This class helped—I 
got the help I needed and felt comfortable asking 
questions. I give it an A+.”

• MyMathLab is a really good program. I like that 
I can retest for a better grade and that I am corrected
while actually doing the work. It saves me from earning
really bad grades, while I’m in the process of  learning.”

Eastfield College instructors enjoy using MyMathLab and 
appreciate the program’s benefits. 

• “Our previous computer instruction model was 
boring. I couldn’t interact with my students or get 
to know them in the way that I can now.”
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Figure 1. Comparison of Spring 2009 Statewide and Coastline 
Community College Retention and Success Rates
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Figure 2. Results from a Fall 2009 Coastline Community College 
Student Satisfaction Survey
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IN BRIEF

• “I’ve seen more students progress in these first weeks
than I ever saw before.”

According to Yolanda Manzano, mathematics professor, the
college is eager to track the program’s progress in the coming
semesters. “Although these results are preliminary, we’re very
excited about the way that MyMathLab has helped Eastfield
College transform its developmental mathematics sequence
into a dynamic, engaging, and exciting program.”

—Submitted by Yolanda Manzano, Professor

Dallas Community College District–
El Centro College, TX
Two Year • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyMathLab

El Centro College was faced with a student population that
was not performing at the level it should have been; drop and
failure rates were very high. Faculty were using software for
basic math and prealgebra that was being funded through a
grant. While the software was instrumental in helping students
pass these courses, when the students advanced to the next

sequence of  courses the passing rates decreased rapidly. 

After initially testing MyMathLab on a small group of  students
and then piloting the program with another instructor for 
several semesters, Sandy Wyche, instructor, saw how user-
friendly and effective MyMathLab was for both students and
instructors. The school adopted MyMathLab for Intermediate
Algebra and College-Level Mathematics courses in spring
2003—to immediate success.

Since its adoption, MyMathLab has revolutionized the way El
Centro students learn mathematics.  

—Submitted by Sandy Wyche, Executive Dean, Business Studies Division
(Dallas Community College District–Brookhaven College)

DeVry University
Private Sector • More than 20,000 • MyMathLab

DeVry University courses are offered on traditional full-service
campuses, from satellite locations, and online. Teaching and
learning are based on a mastery learning philosophy in which 
a grade of  at least 80 percent is required to pass to course.

MyMathLab is a key element in the college’s Introduction to
Algebra, Basic Algebra, and Algebra for College courses—all
student work is generated by and completed within the pro-
gram. Because students work in a self-paced environment,
many are able to complete the three-course sequence in two
eight-week sessions.

Redesign of  DeVry University’s entry-level mathematics
courses resulted in a significant improvement in success rates,
which have increased every trimester since adoption of  
MyMathLab. In the trimester immediately preceding system-
wide implementation of  MyMathLab in summer 2005, the
A/B rate was 39 percent. Summer 2007 on-site, full-campus
2007 A/B rates increased to 68.4 percent; overall A/B rates
were 65.1 percent. 

The goal of  the redesign was to double the success rate to 80
percent, with an intermediate goal of  70 percent. During the
spring 2007 trimester, 54 university centers and all 23 campus-
es offered at least one entry-level math course. Two campuses
and 15 centers had a success rate above 80 percent. Six cam-
puses and 14 centers had success rates of  70 to 80 percent.
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Figure 2. Average El Centro College College-Level Mathematics 
Completion Rates before and after MyMathLab Adoption
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Figure 1. Average El Centro College College-Level Mathematics Pass
Rates before and after MyMathLab Adoption

Table 1. Percentage of Overall A/Bs before and after DeVry University
MyMathLab Redesign

Without MyMathLab With MyMathLab

39.0% 65.1%
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Florida State College at Jacksonville, FL
Four Year • More than 20,000 Students • MyMathLab

Professor Lyn Noble has watched student engagement and 
retention increase since introducing MyMathLab for home-
work in her College Algebra course. She credits students’ 
ability to get the practice they need via the learning styles 
that work best for them as a critical driver of  these important
student gains. 

During the first year of  MyMathLab use, withdrawal rates 
decreased by more than half: from 16 percent before adoption
to 7 percent after. Noble also lauds the predictive ability of
the program, citing that significantly more students passed the
MyMathLab-enabled course if  they had a passing quiz average:
83.3 percent of  students who earned an A, B, or C on the
quizzes also earned an A, B, or C  in the course. 

—Submitted by Lyn Noble, Professor

Henry Ford Community College, MI
Two Year • 10,000–20,000 Students • MyMathLab

Mathematics faculty were concerned that students were not
doing homework. After a MyMathLab presentation to the 
division and after unanimous agreement that the program
could possibly encourage students to do homework and thus
improve their skills, the department required the use of  
MyMathLab in all Intermediate Algebra and College Algebra
sections starting in fall 2007.

Since implementation of  MyMathLab, communication has
greatly improved. MyMathLab provides students with immedi-
ate feedback on their assignments, and instructors use the
program’s tools—including announcements, the Gradebook,
and the search/email-by-criteria option, to provide students

with ongoing feedback on their progress. Most important, 
students are doing their homework. As a result, instructors
are spending less time collecting and grading assignments and
more time teaching.

According to a winter 2008 survey, the majority of  students
credit MyMathLab with helping them improve their skills and
increase their success rates. Data provided by instructors for
that same semester backed up the students’ claims: courses
using MyMathLab had an average of  approximately 10 percent
higher pass rates than those not using the program. 

Surveys also reflect that students like MyMathLab and want 
to continue using it. Henry Ford Community College has since
decided to expand its use of  the program to all Precalculus
and Beginning Algebra courses.

—Submitted by Sam Bazzi, Instructor

Indiana University Southeast, IN
Four Year • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyMathLab

Supported by the National Center for Academic Transforma-
tion, in fall 2010 Indiana University Southeast piloted an Ele-
mentary Algebra course redesign whereby students met one
day a week in a classroom and one day a week in a lab. As 
students became more familiar with MyMathLab, the course
transitioned into a fully lab-based course, in which all work 
except the final exam—amounting to 80 percent of  the final
course grade—is completed using MyMathLab. 

At the end of  fall 2011, 54.3 percent of  students in the pilot 
courses are earning As or Bs—which is approximately 
25 percent more than the percent of  students in the fall 2010
traditionally delivered, lecture-only courses. Delaine Cochran,

MAKING THE GRADE V.5

As of  midterm, 54.5 percent of  students in
the pilot courses are earning As or Bs—which
is approximately 15 percent more than the
percent of  students in the traditionally 
delivered, lecture-only courses. 

Courses using MyMathLab had an average 
of  approximately 10 percent higher pass rates
than those not using the program. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of Florida State College at Jacksonville College
Algebra D/F/Wl Rates before and after MyMathLab Adoption
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senior lecturer at the school, predicts that the numbers may
go up—but won’t go down—as more and more students
complete the work. 

In addition to increased levels of  student success, Cochran 
reports that requiring use of  MyMathLab in a lab setting has
improved students’ self-confidence and their attitudes about
math. “Students who have never before gotten a good math
grade now are,” she says. “As an instructor, these are the 
stories I previously only dreamed of.” 

—Submitted by Delaine Cochran, Senior Lecturer

Iowa State University, IA
Four Year • More than 20,000 Students • MyMathLab

Chris Schultz, Math 10 coordinator, reports that MyMathLab has
improved communication between her and her Introductory
Algebra and Intermediate Algebra students. The increased
communication, plus the program’s immediate feedback and
interactive features, are invaluable for students who need to
build confidence in their mathematical abilities. “Students use
the help buttons to aid in their practice,” says Schultz. “The
immediate feedback keeps students from learning incorrectly
and coincides with the way they learn today.”

The failure rate across all sections of  Introductory Algebra 
and Intermediate Algebra decreased 1.6 percent from 2008 
to 2009. In addition, 72 percent of  the original enrollments in
the fall 2009 Introductory Algebra and Intermediate Algebra
courses successfully completed the course. 

—Submitted by Chris Schultz, Math 10 Coordinator

Massachusetts Bay Community College, MA
Two Year • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyMathLab

In summer 2010, Meredith Watts taught a six-week develop-
mental math course designed specifically for students new to
MassBay. As if  the shortened timeline weren’t intense enough,
all of  Watts’s students were simultaneously taking a six-week
developmental writing course. Watts recognized that the
overlapping course schedule meant that her math students

needed all the support they could get—both in and outside
the classroom. 

Watts turned to MyMathLab. While her students’ schedule
was still grueling, the program’s round-the-clock access to
homework and quizzes, videos, PowerPoint slides, animations,
and individualized study plans enabled her students to obtain
help whenever and wherever they needed it. 

Students who took advantage of  MyMathLab’s learning tools
found that their hard work paid off. Seventy-three percent of
Watts’s students passed the course. And after retaking the
math placement test, of  those who passed the course, 64 per-
cent placed into a higher-level, skipping either one or two
math levels. 

The strong connection between developmental math 
success and college graduation makes this story more than
merely a tale about increased student self-confidence, learn-
ing how to learn, or saving time and money. Thanks to 
MyMathLab, a six-week course that was originally designed
simply to jump-start students’ freshman year ended up 
propelling them toward graduation.

—Submitted by Meredith Watts, Assistant Professor of  Mathematics

Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Four Year • 10,000–20,000 Students • MyMathLab for Calculus

Calculus I for the Sciences is a traditional course for nonmath
majors. Students’ skill levels run from very strong to very weak.

MyMathLab is used for nongraded homework and for quizzes.
Homework assignments are available the entire semester; stu-
dents are encouraged to use assignments for review before
the final exam. Three quizzes are worth a total of  15 percent
of  the final course grade. Two quizzes are conducted in the
computer lab; the last quiz is completed at home and students
are offered unlimited attempts over a week to complete it.

Fedor Duzhin, instructor, reports that MyMathLab is particu-
larly helpful for providing additional support to weak students.
“With MyMathLab, students can work on practice exercises at
their own pace,” he says. “And because the program provides
hints and solutions, I can spend class time leading more inter-
esting activities like group discussions.”

MyMathLab is just one aspect of  a major course redesign. Al-
though it cannot be singled out as the sole catalyst of  learning
gains, Duzhin reports that no students failed the MyMathLab-
enabled calculus course and that the cutoffs for A and A+ are
higher than the previous year’s cutoffs despite the final exam
being more difficult. “Without proper comparisons we cannot
claim these results are rigorous,” says Duzhin. “Speaking anec-
dotally, I’m quite happy with the level of  my students.” 

—Submitted by Fedor Duzhin, Instructor

The increased communication, plus the 
program’s immediate feedback and inter-
active features, are invaluable for students
who need to build confidence in their 
mathematical abilities.
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MAKING THE GRADE V.5

Northeastern Illinois University, IL
Four Year • 10,000–20,000 Students • MyMathLab

Ivan Temesvari, mathematics instructor, used MyMathLab in
his six-week summer prealgebra course. The course met for
three hours twice a week in a lecture/lab room that provided
each student with access to a computer. In addition, students
were required to attend a three-hour peer-led group/
individual activity after each lecture/lab session.

MyMathLab was used for homework, weekly quizzes, practice
exercises, and practice tests. After each quiz, students could
practice the problems found in their Study Plans until they had
obtained mastery. Quizzes could be retaken as many times as
necessary until a score of  100 percent was achieved. 

Temesvari was particularly interested in observing the corre-
lation between homework completion and student success 
in the course. When he compared his data at the end of  the
course, he liked what he saw. “I found a strong linear correla-
tion between students’ course grades and their cumulative
MyMathLab homework scores,” he says. “I believe that the 
addition of  the program was the primary contributor to this
summer’s increased levels of  performance and higher success
rates. Not only did the program enable us to identify strug-
gling students before they fell too far behind, but also the 
increased amount of  practice enabled some students to jump
ahead one level in developmental mathematics.”

Student surveys indicate that in addition to doing well in the
class, Temesvari’s students “all really enjoyed it.” “Sometimes
[students] would beg for more work in order to practice,” he
says. “We saw a huge increase in their confidence through the
six weeks of  the course.”

As a result of  MyMathLab’s positive impact, Temesvari plans
to introduce more of  the program’s practice exercises during

lab time and is exploring generating homework directly from
the mastery-level prequizzes. 

—Submitted by Ivan Temesvari, Mathematics Instructor

Rio Hondo College, CA
Two Year • More than 20,000 Students • MyMathLab

MyMathLab has been used in Rio Hondo College’s Prealgebra
course since spring 2000. Students spend four hours a week 
in a traditional, lecture-format class and complete required
MyMathLab homework drawn from MyMathLab’s bank of
problems. 

Students are encouraged to use the program’s many supple-
mental help features and to contact the instructor through 
the program’s e-mail function regarding any course difficulties.
In addition, Prof. Jan LaTurno creates optional sample chapter
tests for review prior to exams and encourages students 
to treat them like actual exams by completing them without
assistance.

LaTurno cites the increased communication between instruc-
tor and students as one of  the major benefits of  MyMathLab.
“Students who don’t ask questions during class are more likely
to contact me via the e-mail feature within homework prob-
lems,” she says. “But the biggest impact the program has had 
is on the students’ attitudes toward submitting homework 
online—specifically, the immediate, round-the-clock feed-
back they can get,” says LaTurno. “Instead of  waiting until the
next class meeting to ask questions, students receive assis-
tance right away. They appreciate not having to wait to learn
whether they gave the correct answers, and they say unani-
mously that they don’t want to return to submitting paper
homework to subsequent professors once this course is
over.”

—Submitted by Jan LaTurno, Professor of  Mathematics

Seton Hall University, NJ
Four Year • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyMathLab

Seton Hall University adopted MyMathLab in its Develop-
mental Mathematics courses during fall 2004 as part of  the
National Center for Academic Transformation’s Roadmap to
Redesign program. Today, students meet twice a week in a lab
environment for 75 minutes each time: 20 to 25 minutes are
spent in a short lecture, and the remaining 40 to 45 minutes
are spent working on MyMathLab. 

Homework, quizzes, and tests (but not the final exam) are
completed using MyMathLab, which accounts for a total of  
75 percent of  a student’s course grade. Students are offered
unlimited attempts at homework, and both homework and
quizzes are started in the lab environment, where the instruc-

I found a strong linear correlation between
students’ course grades and their cumulative
MyMathLab homework scores. I believe that
the addition of  the program was the primary
contributor to this summer’s increased levels
of  performance and higher success rates.

—Ivan Temesvari, Mathematics Instructor
Northeastern Illinois University 
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IN BRIEF

tor and an undergraduate learning assistant are available for
help. The homework and quizzes are then completed outside
of  class. 

In addition to using MyMathLab for assessments, Wendiann
Sethi, director of  developmental mathematics, draws from
MyMathLab’s banks of  examples, questions, and sample tests
to create the assessments. She encourages use of  the pro-
gram’s interactive learning aids and requires use of  its eBook.
MyMathLab’s Coordinator Course feature is also “a big plus,”
says Sethi. “It maintains the integrity of  the assignments across
the entire mathematics program. If  I didn’t have the Coordi-
nator Course feature, I’d have had to create assignments for
each of  the 17 sections individually.”

Redesign with MyMathLab has resulted in increased levels 
of  student success. “Students complete more homework than
they did before,” says Sethi. “They like the individualized 
attention they receive in the lab setting. And the support and
increased amounts of  practice they receive there boost their
self-confidence. As a result, they’re more willing to ask ques-
tions and their scores are higher.” 

Sethi also reports that students who take the Developmental
Math course with MyMathLab apply better study skills in 
subsequent courses. “They’re already in the habit of  doing
homework,” she says. 

Seton Hall’s developmental math students like the MyMathLab
program—so much so that many request it in courses that
don’t yet offer the program. More important, MyMathLab
works: pass rates have increased, and Sethi sees changes in
students’ accountability and study habits that benefit those
students throughout their college careers. “MyMathLab works
well for our students,” she says. “We don’t plan on changing 
a thing.”
—Submitted by Wendiann Sethi, Director of  Developmental Mathematics

South Suburban College, IL
Two Year • More than 20,000 Students • MyMathLab

Students in Instructor Amy Kelley’s on-ground Prealgebra 
and Beginning Algebra classes use MyMathLab for homework;
online students in both courses use the program for home-
work, quizzes, and exams. “MyMathLab offers students the

opportunity to practice concepts and visualize how concepts
build on each other,” says Kelley. “It gives them a more realis-
tic idea of  the amount of  practice it takes to master a mathe-
matical concept.”

Kelley has seen increased student success with the use of  
MyMathLab in both on-ground and online environments. 
“Pass rates in classes that required MyMathLab were higher
than those in classes that did not require it,” she says. 

Due to the increased achievement she’s observed, Kelley 
plans to require MyMathLab in all future courses, and she
looks forward to using more of  MyMathLab’s features, 
including chats and review sessions.

—Submitted by Amy Kelley, Instructor

Texas Woman’s University, TX
Four Year • 10,000–20,000 Students • MyMathLab

The Fundamentals of  Algebra course provides developmen-
tal math students with needed support in mathematical build-
ing blocks and prepares them for college-level mathematics
courses. MyMathLab was first implemented in the course in
fall 2008 for homework and practice tutorials. Due to signifi-
cantly increased student gains, including impressively high pass
rates and low fail rates, in fall 2009 the program’s use was 
expanded to include homework, chapter tests, remediation,
and the final exam. Students are required to use MyMathLab
outside of  class in addition to meeting in the math lab a mini-
mum of  one hour a week. For spring 2010, the university 
employed MyMathLab’s Coordinator Course function to 
standardize delivery of  the course and thereby facilitate con-
sistency of  course content and quick comparisons between
assessments among the course’s sections. 

Assistant Professor Christina Gawlik is pleased with the con-
sistently high pass rates achieved with MyMathLab: an average
of  75 percent from fall 2008 through spring 2010. The average
failure rate is equally inspiring, at an average of  25 percent
over the same two academic years. 

Gawlik attributes the success to MyMathLab’s interactive 
features. “Students enjoy the help options,” she says. “Assign-
ments are easily accessible and include numerous online tools
for intervention and remediation. When students are working

Students who take the Developmental Math 
course with MyMathLab apply better study
skills in subsequent courses. 

Pass rates in classes that required MyMathLab
were higher than those in classes that did not
require it.

—Amy Kelley, Instructor
South Suburban College
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on their own, they can find help via videos and tutorials, the
eBook, and the Ask My Instructor feature. Perhaps most 
important, students can rework similar homework problems
until they obtain a correct answer, which not only offers them
the opportunity to earn 100 percent on every homework 
assignment but also promotes increased time on task—a
proven best practice.”

—Submitted by Christina Gawlik, Ph.D., Assistant Professor

The University of Alabama in Huntsville, AL
Four Year • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyMathLab

Most of  Instructor Shelley Lenahan’s Beginning Algebra 
students have gaps in their math knowledge. While they may
have been exposed to certain concepts, they did not learn
them well enough to master them. MyMathLab helps Lenahan
identify those gaps, remediate student deficiencies, and 
prepare students for subsequent math courses. 

Students are required to attend the Math Learning Center 
for four hours a week during scheduled class times. The
course is mastery paced with an advancement requirement 
of  100 percent on homework and 85 percent or more on all
quizzes and tests, including the final exam. 

“MyMathLab is there for students at their moment of  learn-
ing,” says Lenahan. “They need no longer wait for office hours,
or wait until the learning center opens to ask questions. Real
learning happens when and where the student is ready.” 

Instructors who teach subsequent courses report that 
students who pass Beginning Algebra with MyMathLab can 
follow lectures more easily than other students can and they
typically do very well.

—Submitted by Shelley Lenahan, Instructor 
and Director of  the Math Learning Center 

MAKING THE GRADE V.5

MyMathLab is there for students at their 
moment of  learning. They need no longer 
wait for office hours, or wait until the learning
center opens to ask questions. Real learning
happens when and where the student is ready.

—Shelley Lenahan, Instructor and Director of  the Math Learning Center
The University of  Alabama in Huntsville 
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Louisiana State University College Readiness
and Dual Credit Program

Committed to improving graduation rates in Louisiana, Phoebe
Rouse, Louisiana State University (LSU) precalculus mathema-
tics and college readiness program director, has spent the past
seven years analyzing school data—test scores, course grades,
and graduation rates. She discovered that incoming freshman
who earn an A, B, or C the first time they take college algebra
have a six-year graduation rate of  62 percent. Those who
earn a D, F, or withdrawal from the course have a graduation
rate of  33 percent—only one in three graduates. “Years of
data unequivocally show that lack of  preparedness for college
algebra causes graduation rates to plummet,” says Rouse.

Rouse’s efforts at the high school level were inspired by her
experience overseeing LSU’s college algebra redesign, which
began in 2004. “We had three main goals for redesign: increase
use of  technology, reduce costs, and improve student success,”
she says. “Our model alternated students working in class with
students working independently, and all work—homework,
quizzes, and tests—was completed in MyMathLab. It was a
huge success. In addition to achieving our stated goals, we
gained consistency and increased quality control—in short, it
was a sustainable model.”

College Readiness

Table 1. Comparison of Average Algebra 1 EOC Scores from LSU 
College Readiness Program High Schools (Broadmoor, Northeast, Tara,
Woodlawn) before and after Implementation of MyMathLab,
2010–2011

EOC Percent of Students Percent of Students 
Score Range before MyMathLab after MyMathLab

739–800
Excellent

1.0 7.0

700–738
Good

12.0 25.0

668–699
Fair

32.0 43.0

600–667
Needs 
Improvement

55.0 25.0
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Figure 1. Comparison of Average Algebra 1 EOC Levels from LSU 
College Readiness Program High Schools (Broadmoor, Northeast, Tara,
Woodlawn) before and after Implementation of MyMathLab,
2010–2011
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Figure 2. Comparison of Average Algebra 1 EOC Pass Rates from LSU
College Readiness Program High Schools (Broadmoor, Northeast,
Tara, Woodlawn) before and after Implementation of MyMathLab,
2010–2011
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By 2006, Rouse had developed the LSU College Readiness 
and Dual Credit Program, a program to bring MyMathLab into 
regional high schools. A key part of  the program is teacher
training workshops. 

Workshops last eight days, during which time teachers learn
to use MyMathLab to redesign course delivery. In addition,
they’re given access to courses developed by Louisiana teach-
ers containing online learning aids and assessments correlated
to the LCC GLEs, and have an opportunity to observe LSU
math classes, work with students in the LSU Math Lab, and
network with other program-certified teachers from around
the area. 

Most of  the topics in Louisiana’s Advanced Math course are
covered in LSU’s College Algebra and Trigonometry courses.
Students who meet the Board of  Regents Early Start Program
requirements may dually enroll in high school Advanced 
Math and LSU’s College Algebra and Trigonometry courses.
Students who earn a course grade of  70 percent or greater
earn college credit transferable to any institution that accepts
credit from LSU.  

Following are the results reported by teachers from four high
schools: Broadmoor, Northeast, Tara, and Woodlawn. Each
teacher participated in an LSU College Readiness workshop
and implemented MyMathLab into her classroom during the
2010/11 school year. 

Data reported reflects End-of-Course (EOC) exam results
from school year 2009/10 (before MyMathLab was used) and
school year 2010/11 (after MyMathLab was implemented).
Scores in the Excellent, Good, and Fair ranges indicate a pass-
ing grade. The results indicate an extraordinary improvement
in learning: an average EOC exam pass rate increase of  29
percentage points.*

Broadmoor High School, LA
Algebra I • MyMathLab

Johnson used MyMathLab twice a week during the first semes-
ter, slightly more during the second semester. Those who
don’t have computer access at home could use one of  three
computers in the classroom or work at the library. 

Even before participating in the LSU College Readiness Pro-
gram, Johnson believed in MyMathLab. “I’d seen it in action
and was happy to get it,” she says. “After I got over the new-
ness of  it, I was able to switch gears in my teaching so that my
lessons and my students’ work online in the lab supported
each other. It works better for me and is a whole lot better 
for my students.”

Johnson appreciates MyMathLab’s flexibility, its Gradebook
features, and the accountability and problem-solving skills it
promotes. “The program supports my students’ learning
whenever and wherever they’re doing math” says Johnson.
“For many it’s the first time they’ve received a score of  100
percent. When they see that they’re capable of  such a score,
they gain confidence and the strength to persevere.” 

Because MyMathLab keeps students interested and engaged,
Johnson’s class remains on task longer and does more math
problems than it would in a traditionally taught class. And it
works—this year, 82 percent of  my students passed the 
EOC exam versus only 46 percent who passed last year.” See
Table 2.

MyMathLab made an even bigger impact on Johnson’s special
education students. “They were able to complete additional
work in their study skills class,” says Johnson. “At the end of
the semester, more than 55 percent passed the class com-
pared to only 11 percent in 2010.” 

—Submitted by Michelle Johnson, Math Teacher

MAKING THE GRADE V.5

*As recognized by Guillermo Ferreyra, Ph.D., chief, STEM Goal Office 
of  the Louisiana Department of  Education.

It used to be difficult to reach all of  my 
students and offer additional attention 
to those who were falling behind. 
With MyMathLab, I can do just that.

—Michelle Johnson, Math Teacher
Broadmoor High School

MyMathLab makes all the difference. We 
finally have a mechanism to deliver college-
level content—within a clear and consistent
model—at the high school level.

—Phoebe Rouse
Louisiana State University College Readiness Program Director
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Northeast High School, LA
Algebra I • MyMathLab

Ruby Hull, math teacher, used MyMathLab in her Algebra I
class to help her students improve their math skills and 
practice solving problems on the computer. She assigned 
four homework assignments for each unit, and students at-
tended the math lab on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Work on
MyMathLab contributed 10 percent to each student’s overall
course grade. 

MyMathLab streamlined Hull’s time and enabled her to work
closely with those students who were having trouble. Mean-
while, those who were more comfortable with their skills 
and with the computer itself  could use Ask the Instructor 
and the program’s other interactive teaching and learning 
resources. “Teaching is all about finding creative ways to 
motivate students to learn. And, although every student is 
different, they all responded to the program’s immediate
feedback and 24/7 support.” 

Hull particularly appreciated the way that MyMathLab pro-
moted self-paced, mastery learning. “The program fed my 
students problems specifically attuned to their individual skill
levels,” she says. “It then ensured that they did not move
ahead until they were comfortable with the concept at hand.” 

For those students who took the time to read the instructions
and do the problems, MyMathLab helped them, and they did
well. Hull’s 2010–2011 EOC exam pass rates improved from
63.6 percent in 2010 to 70.8 percent in 2011. See Table 3.

—Submitted by Ruby Hull, Math Teacher

Tara High School, LA
Algebra I • MyMathLab

Lisa Hoppenstedt, math teacher at Tara High School, used 
the majority of  the homework assignments available in LSU’s
College Readiness Program Algebra I course and created 
seven additional end-of-course chapter review assignments.
Students attended the computer lab twice a week. Work
completed in MyMathLab contributed 40 to 50 percent of
each student’s final course grade. 

Hoppenstedt discovered several benefits to teaching with 
MyMathLab. 

• More productive learning environment. “On the days
we spent in the computer lab, students arrived to class
eager to work—students were prepared and focused
on the task ahead.” 

• Time savings. “The program saved me at least three
hours of  grading time a week. Next year I’m moving 
all my quizzes online, too.” 

Table 2. Broadmoor High School Algebra 1 EOC Scores before and af-
ter Implementation of MyMathLab, 2010–11

EOC Percent of Students Percent of Students 
Score Range before MyMathLab after MyMathLab

739–800
Excellent

1.5 6.0

700–738
Good

14.0 31.0

668–699
Fair

30.5 45.0

600–667
Needs 
Improvement

54.0 18.0

Table 3. Northeast High School Algebra 1 EOC Scores before and 
after Implementation of MyMathLab, 2010–11

EOC Percent of Students Percent of Students 
Score Range before MyMathLab after MyMathLab

739–800
Excellent

1.1 13.8

700–738
Good

12.5 17.0

668–699
Fair

50.0 40.0

600–667
Needs 
Improvement

36.4 29.2

Table 4. Tara High School Algebra 1 EOC Scores before and after 
Implementation of MyMathLab, 2010–11

EOC Percent of Students Percent of Students 
Score Range before MyMathLab after MyMathLab

739–800
Excellent

0.0 4.5

700–738
Good

6.9 25.8

668–699
Fair

19.5 39.4

600–667
Needs 
Improvement

73.6 30.3
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• Increased communication. “The program’s Gradebook
feature enabled me to immediately see which students
needed help without having to wait for them to ask.” 

Hoppenstedt views MyMathLab as a win-win for all her 
students. “Students who use the program practice more,” she
says. “Some of  them actually asked for more problems—
some because they were behind, others because they wanted
to work ahead. I used to prepare two or three assignments
ahead, now I need even more!”

Hoppenstedt’s EOC exam pass rates skyrocketed from 26.4
percent in 2010 to 69.7 percent after program implementation
in 2011—an increase of  43.3 percentage points. See Table 4. 

—Submitted by Lisa Hoppenstedt, Math Teacher

Woodlawn High School, LA
Algebra I • MyMathLab

Stephanie Fike, math teacher, chose MyMathLab homework
assignments that corresponded with the Louisiana Compre-
hensive Curriculum and used the program’s lesson resources
to both introduce new material and as a warm-up to each
class period. Students were required to complete the Whole
Class Discussion problems in class and to work the corre-
sponding homework assignments using MyMathLab. 

“Students could access the program at home whether they
needed remediation or if  they simply wanted more practice,”
says Fike. “And some did just that. I know they wouldn’t have
sought more work from a textbook.” 

MyMathLab facilitates many of  today’s proven best practices,
including increased time on task, content relevance, a strength-
ened teacher/student connection, and enhanced student self-
confidence. “Students were excited to see that green check
mark,” says Fike. “Some previously had so little success that
this indication of  their ability empowered them. They devel-
oped a more positive attitude about math, gained confidence
in themselves, and were less likely to give up.”

Fike wondered if  her students were prepared enough for the
EOC tests. “But when I saw the results, I was really pleased,”
she says. “74 percent of  them passed on their first try—a
huge improvement over last year’s pass rate of  45 percent.”
See Table 5. 

—Submitted by Stephanie Fike, Math Teacher

MAKING THE GRADE V.5

Table 5. Woodlawn High School Algebra 1 EOC Scores before and 
after Implementation of MyMathLab, 2010–11

EOC Percent of Students Percent of Students 
Score Range before MyMathLab after MyMathLab

739–800
Excellent

0.0 0.0

700–738
Good

18.0 22.5

668–699
Fair

27.0 51.5

600–667
Needs 
Improvement

55.0 26.0

Teaching with MyMathLab made teaching fun
again. It enabled me to return to the kind of
daily, one-on-one interaction with my students
that I really enjoy. 

—Stephanie Fike, Math Teacher 
Woodlawn High School
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Campbellsville High School, KY
All Math Courses • MathXL for School

The school’s math department uses MathXL for School in
every one of  its courses, from Algebra I through College
Trigonometry; it is also used for standardized test preparation,
including the ACT and state-required tests.

By requiring students to use correct mathematical notations
and to follow precise directions, MathXL for School places the
responsibility for learning on the students. In addition, instruc-
tors are able to see problem areas for individual students and
tailor their classes to support students who are struggling.

MathXL for School enables students to ask questions and 
continue to learn even when teachers and parents are unavail-
able. “We’ve seen students who were not very motivated 
in mathematics stick with an assignment and earn a score of
100 percent,” says Cheryl Dicken, math teacher. 

Steadily increasing ACT scores attest to the program’s 
efficacy. In 2009 ACT scores were below the state average, 
by 2010 scores reached the state average, and so far this year
the school has seen a .8 point increase over 2010 scores. 
Standardized state tests also indicate the program works. 
In 2009, 25 percent of  Campbellsville High School juniors test-
ed at the Proficient and Distinguished level. In 2010, the per-
centage doubled—50 percent of  juniors tested at the Profi-
cient and Distinguished level. 

— Submitted by Cheryl Dicken, Math Teacher

The Dunham School, LA
Algebra 2 • MyMathLab

Students use MyMathLab in the classroom during lab days 
and at home when completing assignments. Students also
complete the program’s spiral review exercises and practice
tests prior to assessments; personalized assignments are 
created based on objectives not yet mastered. Assignments
are created from the program’s database of  exercises and 
premade PowerPoint slides. Work completed in MyMathLab
contributes 40 percent of  each student’s course grade.

“The program eliminates the need to use class time for home-
work review,” says Beth McInnis, math teacher. “I’m able to 

individualize instruction for my students and to work one-
on-one with those students who need extra help or want to
work ahead.”

Students who previously didn’t do well in math are motivated
to work problems until they earn 100 percent. Many admit
that in the past they exerted little effort on homework that
was not checked, frequently writing down anything at all 
simply to complete the assignment and receive credit.

Today, McInnis’s students are engaged in learning math, are
doing more math, and as a result, are seeing improvements 
in their grades. “Students collaborate with each other and 
remain on task,” she says. “I’ve heard students say, ‘I like doing
math,’ and one student told me that she was up until 1 a.m.
working ahead.” 

Student surveys completed during the first year of  MyMathLab
implementation indicate that students believe the program
helps them to better understand math concepts. An overall
class increase in the number of  students earning an A, B, or C
and a decrease in those earning a D or F support their claims. 

—Submitted by Beth McInnis, Math Teacher

Howard High School, MD
Trigonometry • MathXL for School

John Palumbi, math teacher, uses MathXL for School for 
assigning and tracking pretests and posttests, as well as for 
in-class assignments, homework, quizzes, and tests. “I also use
the program to assess and integrate new students, as a source
of  additional resources, and for easy tracking and assessment
of  students on home or hospital leave,” he says.

Teachers affiliated with the Louisiana State University College Readiness and Dual Credit 
Program aren’t the only ones experiencing significant benefits from MyMathLab and MathXL
for School. On the following pages, you’ll hear from teachers from around the nation report-
ing programmatic success and qualitative student improvement.  

I’m able to individualize instruction and work
one-on-one with those students who need 
extra help or want to work ahead.

—Beth McInnis, Math Teacher
The Dunham School
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Students use MathXL for School almost daily for homework
assignments, and weekly for tests and quizzes. They most 
frequently use it outside the classroom—either at home or in
the media center after school. The program provides students
with a variety of  learning resources, including Help Me Solve
This, Show Me an Example, videos, and animations. A full 100
percent of  Palumbi’s students’ overall course grade is deter-
mined by their work in MathXL for School.

“MathXL for School provides a platform for students to 
become independent learners in a way that is relevant to them
in 2011,” Palumbi says. “It’s a massive improvement over the
traditional classroom in which students must either refer to
the back of  the book or wait until the next day or later to
learn how they are doing.”

Palumbi’s students have a positive attitude about MathXL for
School. “They like that I know their progress, that the comput-
er helps them right when they need it, and that they can keep
improving despite simple errors,” he says. 

—Submitted by John Palumbi, Math Teacher

Riverside High School, PA
AP Calculus • MathXL for School

Michael Houston, math teacher at Riverside High School, uses
MathXL for School as a learning supplement, for homework,
and to create tests. All of  the assignments he uses in his
course are premade within the program. Work completed 
using MathXL for School contributes approximately 15 per-
cent to each student’s total course grade. 

MathXL for School saves Houston time. “It enables me to 
easily provide my students with additional homework prob-
lems, as well as quickly create objective-driven tests,” he says.
“Another great feature is the ability to create a course shell 
so next year I don’t have to reinvent the wheel.”

—Submitted by Michael Houston, Math Teacher

St. John Vianney High School, MO
Algebra II, Trigonometry • MathXL for School

Dennis Flaherty’s students use MathXL for School two to
three times a week—both in the lab and in the classroom—
for homework and for test preparation. The program’s 
premade sample assignments help his students prepare for
tests and act as a tool for self-paced, interactive remediation.

Flaherty quickly experienced the value of  the program and 
the connection between required use and increased success.
“When I first started using MathXL for School, only 10 per-
cent of  the students’ grade was determined by their work 
online,” he says. “Today, it is closer to 60 percent.”

MathXL for School helps Flaherty provide hands-on help to
those students who need help the most, and to point those
who simply need a nudge in the right direction to the pro-
gram’s multimedia features. And because MathXL for School
automatically grades homework assignments, Flaherty can 
assign more of  them, increasing his students’ time on task and
making homework a value add.

Students’ test scores have improved since the school started
using MathXL for School. Flaherty attributes the improvement
to his students’ engagement in the program and its immediate
feedback and remediation features. 

—Submitted by Dennis Flaherty, Math Teacher

MAKING THE GRADE V.5

MathXL for School provides a platform 
for students to become independent learners
in a way that is relevant to them in 2011.

—John Palumbi, Math Teacher
Howard High School

Because MathXL for School automatically
grades homework assignments, Flaherty 
can assign more of  them, increasing his 
students’ time on task and making homework
a value add.
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American InterContinental University 
Private Sector • More than 20,000 Students • MyFoundationsLab

In January 2009, AIU administration was seeking a product 
to help support incoming students who were struggling in 
English and math. “We’d been using another product,” says
Constance Johnson, associate provost and vice president of
academic operations, “but we weren’t 100 percent happy 
with it. After exploring a number of  products, Pearson’s 
MyFoundationsLab won faculty approval for three reasons: 
it has the most comprehensive assessment and remediation
features, its content is geared more toward adult learners, and
its customization options enable us to tailor contents, the
home page, and navigation so as to align with our school’s 
curricula and teaching objectives.” 

MyFoundationsLab is used in AIU’s four-credit, online and on-
ground University Success course, designed to help students
with no previous college experience prepare for college success.
Each student is required to complete a MyFoundationsLab 
diagnostic test in order to receive a Learning Path that is indi-
vidually tailored to that student’s skill level and needs. 

Students have access to the program for one year and are
strongly encouraged to make use of  it. Johnson reports that
students who choose to use MyFoundationsLab find the 
interactive exercises and online tutorials helpful. “We went
through 15,000 subscriptions last year alone,” she says. 
“Feedback has been very positive.” 

Students access the program from home or from the ground
campus’s Learning Center, which is staffed by trained tutors.
“Students enjoy the program’s interactivity: they don’t want to
wait to learn whether their answers are correct or not, and
with MyFoundationsLab they know where they are at every
point of  the learning process.

“Two years into it, MyFoundationsLab is an integral part of  
the lives of  the majority of  our first-term students and a key
element in the culture of  our entire school,” says Johnson. 
“I absolutely recommend the program to others.”

—Submitted by Constance Johnson, Associate Provost and Vice President
of  Academic Operations

Ivy Tech Community College System, IN
Two Year • More than 20,000 Students • MyFoundationsLab 

An examination of  incoming students’ placement tests showed
that many Ivy Tech students possess most of  the English and
math skills required to succeed in college-level courses and
need only a refresher—a way to fill in their knowledge gaps
without committing to a full-term course.

In summer 2006, administration at Ivy Tech met with Pearson
representatives and described their vision for bridging their
students’ knowledge gaps: a 4- to 12-week self-paced remedi-
ation program that would prepare students to pass English and
math placement tests, enable them to avoid lengthy remedia-
tion courses, and move them directly into college-level courses.
Together they devised the Online Accelerated Remediation
(OAR) program—the genesis of  today’s MyFoundationsLab.

Integrated Solutions

Instructors and students alike report that technology can positively impact student learning
and success rates, particularly for adult students in developmental programs who typically
have many responsibilities outside the classroom. The MyFoundationsLab integrated system
of reading, writing, and mathematics remediation has been field-tested and approved online
and on-ground by both public and private-sector colleges across the United States.

MyFoundationsLab is an integral part of  
the lives of  the majority of  our first-term 
students and a key element in the culture 
of  our entire school.

—Constance Johnson, Associate Provost and 
Vice President of  Academic Operations

American InterContinental University
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The OAR program provides personalized support, an instruc-
tional program focused only on what each student needs to
learn in order to pass the placement test, and online tutorials
tailored to meet each student’s time and educational goals.
MyMathLab, MyReadingLab, and MyWritingLab anchor the 
instructional programs in their respective subject areas with
diagnostic tests, personalized study plans, learning activities,
and tutorials. 

To advance its efforts toward workforce training, Ivy Tech’s
Central Indiana campus partnered with Indiana University
Health to provide test preparation for the healthcare system’s
College-at-Work students. Via implementation at on-site labs,
the OAR program helps employees of  Indiana University
Health 1) score into higher levels of  remediation or test out 
of  it, and 2) successfully move through remediation—enabling
them to advance into nursing and allied health careers. 

Data from January 2007 through June 2008 offers solid 
indication of  the program’s success: 

• 91 percent of  students who retested in reading 
improved at least one course level.

• 70 percent of  students who retested in writing 
improved at least one course level.

• 43 percent of  students who retested in math 
improved at least one course level.

Results from December 2008 indicate growth and continued
success: enrollment more than doubled and for each program
the percentage of  students who improved at least one course
level increased. In addition to increased student gains, the
OAR program offers significant cost savings. At $100 per
module, the program costs less than a quarter of  the $402.60
price tag of  a traditional remedial course, its books, and fees. 

Lincoln College of Technology, OH 
Private Sector • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyFoundationsLab

Supported largely by the automotive manufacturing industry,
Dayton, Ohio, has lost the majority of  its automotive jobs
over the course of  two years, resulting in record numbers 
of  adults clamoring for workforce retraining. At the Lincoln
College of  Technology’s Dayton campus, most of  these adult
students require remediation. 

Seeking a technology to support the school’s basic math and
foundations of  English curricula, Jean Yeager, development 
education department chair, piloted MyFoundationsLab in 
the summer of  2009. Top selling points included the bundling
of  both math and English into one product and the fact that
learners can use the product both in and outside the class-
room. 

“Many of  our students are older adults with minimal experi-
ence with technology,” says Yeager. “A product with one log in
and password to access both math and English helps keep the
process simple.” 

MyFoundationsLab’s customization options—implemented
both by Pearson and on the customer side—enable the school
to make the product uniquely its own. “Pearson is very 
responsive to my instructors’ requests for adjustments to
prompts so that they best reflect our population’s perspec-
tives,” says Yeager. “We can also make adjustments our-
selves—and we do.”

The school’s adult students appreciate the program’s flexibility
in the face of  their unique needs and challenges. “No matter
what their circumstances, students are provided with all the
help they need to persevere and stay on track,” says Yeager.

In addition, the program’s Ask My Instructor feature eliminates
the intimidation many adult students feel in classrooms full of
younger, more technology-savvy students. “It’s the first feature
I point out,” says Yeager. “The e-mail aspect enables students
to avoid embarrassment and keeps participation fear-free.”

Solid pedagogical benefits and easy-to-use technological 
features have earned MyFoundationsLab ubiquity across the
Lincoln College system. “Today MyFoundationsLab is a fully 
integrated element of  our college culture.” 

—Submitted by Jean Yeager, Development Education Department Chair

Piedmont Virginia Community College, VA
Two Year • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyFoundationsLab

In January 2010, Piedmont Virginia Community College
(PVCC) received a Fund for the Improvement of  Postsec-
ondary Education grant to create a program that focused on
developmental education for adult students. With it, the
school created the Academic and Career Expressway (ACE), 
a program designed for professional adults in need of  job 
retraining or completion of  a one- or two-year degree or 
certificate program. 

MAKING THE GRADE V.5

MyFoundationsLab helps our students learn. 
Those who genuinely use the program are
more successful. 

—Jean Yeager, Developmental Education Department Chair
Lincoln College of  Technology, Dayton Campus 
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INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

With the needs of  working adults in mind, Jennifer McClearen,
ACE program coordinator, chose MyFoundationsLab for the
program’s highly individualized curriculum and launched the
program in fall 2010. “MyFoundationsLab makes it easy to 
manipulate program content and assessments according to the
needs of  my students,” she says. 

MyFoundationsLab’s abundant resources, including videos and
activities, support the program’s strong emphasis on mastery
learning. “Students watch instructional videos, work through
the program’s chapter exercises, and take the chapter test,”
says McClearen. “They must earn at least 80 percent on the
test to move ahead. If  not, they go back, review, and retest.”

McClearen’s students appreciate the flexibility to work any-
where there is Internet access. “Adult students generally have
a lot going on in their lives,” she says. “MyFoundationsLab 
enables them to work from home, school, or elsewhere.” 

Because students use a computer to access the program, they
reap the added benefit of  honing their computer skills, as well.
“We’ve had several students enter the program with low-level
computer skills, pick up on it, and do better than they had 
expected possible.” 

McClearen is pleased with the student success she’s observed
thus far—so much so that she’s looking into ways to offer the
program to other students in the future. 

—Submitted by Jennifer McClearen, Program Coordinator

Santa Barbara Business College, CA
Private Sector • Fewer than 10,000 Students • MyFoundationsLab 

Incoming SBBC students are automatically placed into remedi-
al courses. (Those who request to take an ACCUPLACER test
may place out.) To help them progress through the remedial
sequence to credit-bearing courses, Heather Machado, direc-
tor of  education, sought courseware that was more interac-
tive, more engaging, and easier to implement than the school’s
current program. 

“MyFoundationsLab’s interactive learning tools—including
videos, Ask the Instructor, and step-by-step tutorials—are 
engaging and supportive of  the classroom environment,” she

says. “The interaction and immediate feedback keep both 
online and on-ground students from giving up.” 

“Our instructors like MyFoundationsLab,” says Joe Vargas, 
former dean of  SBBCOnline and currently learning manage-
ment system administrator. “With the program’s abundance 
of  material and ways of  presenting it, instructors can adjust
the course to fit their individual teaching styles as well as the
learning styles of  their students.”

SBBC administration appreciates that course objectives are
standardized per course and across campuses, as well as
across delivery formats. “MyFoundationsLab helps ensure that
all of  our curricular outcomes are measurable. We can now
attest to outcomes like we never could before,” says Machado.

Most important, MyFoundationsLab benefits SBBC students.
“Every moment a student spends in the program is produc-
tive” says Vargas. “Its features send a powerful message to 
students: that the course is more about learning the content
than it is about getting a grade. They know we want them to
succeed and are more confident because of  it.” 

—Submitted by Heather Machado, Director of  Education

MyFoundationsLab is simply 10 times better
than what we were using previously.

—Heather Machado, Director of  Education
Santa Barbara Business College

Students ask us whether MyFoundationsLab 
is available in nonremedial classes. They see
how it has helped them, and they want to
keep using it.

—Joe Vargas, former Dean of  SBBCOnline, currently Learning 
Management System Administrator

Santa Barbara Business College

MyFoundationsLab makes it easy to 
manipulate program content and assessments
according to the needs of  my students.

—Jennifer McClearen, ACE Program Coordinator
Piedmont Virginia Community College
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What Students Are Saying

Pearson Surveys
Combined results from fall 2009 and spring 2010 Pearson-
generated surveys completed by 3,863 students representing 674
individual schools

of  students strongly agree or agree that 
MyMathLab helped them achieve a higher grade
than they would have without it. 

of  students strongly agree or agree that 
MyMathLab helped them understand the 
subject matter better regardless of  whether 
or not they got a higher grade in their course.

of  students were very satisfied or satisfied with
MyMathLab.

What aspects of MyMathLab would you say you used on 
a regular basis? 

81% Do homework 
43% Take a test 
43% Review Gradebook 
29% Practice tutorial exercises 
25% Review Study Plan 

How many times a week did you log on to MyMathLab?

24% 1–2 times a week
42% 3–4 times a week
19% 5–6 times a week
16% More than 6 times a week

Describe how you used MyMathLab.

52% My instructor required me to do all of  my 
homework online. 

27% I was in an online class. 
27% My class had lectures and lab. 
24% My instructor required me to do all of  my tests 

and quizzes online. 
18% I did some homework online and some homework 

on paper, where I did it by hand and turned it in 
to my instructor. 

18%  My instructor had me do some tests and quizzes 
online, but I also had quizzes and tests that I took 
by hand and turned in to my instructor. 

14%  My class was lecture only. Any computer work that 
I did was on my own. 

5%   I chose to use MathXL to practice on my own; it was 
not required of  me by an instructor. 

4%  Other 

Did your instructor assign the orientation questions 
or recommend them, or did you do these on your own?
(Asked only on the 2010 survey.)

46% Assigned questions. 
18%  Recommended questions. 
13%  I did the orientation questions on my own. 
24%  None of  the above 

Bossier Parish Community College 
From a spring 2010 survey of  College Algebra students 

of  students surveyed responded that they 
preferred math classes with MyMathLab 
to classes without. 

Henry Ford Community College 
From a winter 2008 survey of  Intermediate 
Algebra and College Algebra students 

of  students spent 1–4 hours a week 
using MyMathLab. 

of  students were very satisfied or satisfied 
with MyMathLab. 

of  students said MyMathLab helped them 
understand the subject matter better 
regardless of  the grade they earned. 

The most commonly used components of MyMathLab
were the following:

87% Do Homework
76% View an Example 

See MyMathLab in action by visiting
www.mymathlab.com.

80%

81%

85%

62%
75%

79%

87%
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MyMathLab Motivates Me to Be Accountable 
for My Learning 
“I spent hundreds of  dollars on a tutor last semester, but 
MyMathLab is just as good as a tutor!”

—Student, Brookhaven Community College

“I would go through my eBook, read over the lessons, and
then do my homework. Sometimes I would do the practice
homework, and before my exams I would always take the
practice test at least three times.” 

—Student, Louisiana State University

“MyMathLab helped me stay interested in algebra and not
dread homework as much.”

—Student, Mississippi State University

“If  a student failed this class it was their own fault. MyMath-
LabPlus provided help in numerous ways.”

—Student, Pearl River Community College

“I like MyStatLab a lot, especially the View an Example button.
I use that whenever I need help instead of  sending an e-mail 
to my instructor every time I’m stuck.”

—Student, Reading Area Community College 

“MyMathLab is great. I can keep up my grade average, 
because I always know where I stand in the course.”

—Student, Richard J. Daley College

MyMathLab Is Convenient to My Lifestyle
“Thanks to eBooks, I have the equivalent of  40 pounds of
textbooks in my 3-pound laptop. The future is here.”

—Student, American Intercontinental University

“I can log in at any time and learn at my own pace—without
concerns about how long I’m taking or when the lab closes.” 

—Student, Arizona State University

“As a nontraditional student, it can be hard to get to campus
for lectures. MyMathLab lectures filled in the gaps. I use the
multimedia textbook almost daily.”

—Student, Harrisburg Area Community College

“I work. I liked that I could study at home at my own pace and
choice of  time. Most nights, I worked on my homework after
work at 9:30 p.m.”

—Student, Meridian Community College

“I really like MyMathLab. It’s easy to use and very convenient. 
I can sit at home with my three-year-old in my lap and do my
homework. I can do a test at 1 a.m. if  I need to!” 

—Student, Reading Area Community College

“MyMathLab makes it easy for a full-time employee and dad
like me to get classwork done in the small amount of  down-
time that I have.” 

—Student, Tidewater Community College, Virginia Beach Campus

MyMathLab Is Easy for Me to Use
“I didn’t enjoy math in high school and only took what was 
required. MyMathLab has truly been beneficial. It provides me
with hands-on tutoring and allows opportunities to solve more
problems. I’ve improved tremendously!”

—Coastline Community College

“I was very apprehensive about doing math online, but this
program is very user-friendly. It made learning easier.”

—Student, Lansing Community College

“The practice problems are extremely helpful, and the user 
interface is fast and easy to understand.” 

—Student, Santa Fe Community College

MyMathLab’s Immediate Feedback Encourages Me 
to Be Engaged
“I liked the positive reinforcement. I also liked that when I got
a problem wrong, it helped me figure out exactly what I did
wrong. I was able to learn from my mistakes.”

—Student, Craven Community College

“MyMathLab gave me my results right away. As soon as I did
my homework, I knew what I needed more practice on and
was able to move ahead.” 

—Student, Jones County Junior College

Increased Practice with MyMathLab Promotes 
Increased Achievement
“My personal standard is that if  you know the material in 
MyMathLab, you're set for any test.”

—Student, Cypress College

“I’ve maintained an average between 96-98 since the beginning
of  the course. Never before have I excelled like this in math
and maintained what I’ve learned. This program enhances the
learning experience regardless of  a student’s age.”

—Mississippi State University

“I like that I could review the lesson 8 or 10 times, if  I needed
to. At 33 years old, I felt like I was actually learning math. For
the first time in my life, I just may be on track.”

—Student, University of  Texas at San Antonio

“This class has helped me catch up on material I’d forgotten
and is positively affecting my performance in other classes.”

—Student, University of  Wisconsin

WHAT STUDENTS ARE SAYING
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“MyMathLab’s unlimited homework got me through the
course. I did similar problems until I mastered the content.”

—Student, Yavapai College

MyMathLab’s Learning Aids Help Me Persevere  
“Clicking on View an Example and Help Me Solve This helped
me a lot. When I got an answer wrong, I kept trying similar
problems until I got them right.” 

—Student, Amarillo College

“The Help Me Solve This feature eliminates getting discour-
aged over something that could potentially be a simple fix. It
boosted my self-esteem when the errors became less and less,
and I realized that I really understood the material.”

—Student, Cypress College

“I liked how the videos answered all of  my questions. I was
never left in the dark.” 

—Student, Meridian Community College

“I liked that when I was doing my homework, I could view 
a step-by-step demonstration of  a similar problem. If  I’d been
working on paper, I wouldn’t have had that kind of  resource.”

—Student, Rio Salado Community College

MyMathLab Works at Whatever Pace Is Best for Me
“I don’t feel stupid if  it takes me longer in a certain area. I can
work at my own pace.”

—Student, Bossier Parish Community College

“With MyMathLab, I was able to learn on my own as early as 
I wanted to. I prefer that.” 

—Student, Louisiana State University

“I worked from home and finished the class in only five weeks!”
—Student, Pearl River Community College

“I struggled with algebra. MyMathLab made it easier. I loved
being able to go at my own pace and not feel rushed.” 

—Student, Sierra College

MyMathLab Accommodates My Learning Style
“I am hearing impaired, and math is my worst subject. With
the Show an Example button, I was able to learn exactly how
to do the work, and it was so easy to comprehend.” 

—Student, American Intercontinental University

“As an active learner, listening to a monotone instructor is 
torture; I like hands-on help that’s quick and effective.”

—Student, Kentucky Community and Technical College 
System–Bluegrass, Leestown

“I took College Algebra in fall 2001 and got a D. I retook it
twice and withdrew both times. MyMathLab helped me finally
pass it. It’s like it was designed to meet each student’s needs.” 

—Student, Louisiana State University

“I’ve always hated asking questions. Having everything I could
need at the tips of  my fingers was really wonderful.”

—Student, Louisiana State University

“Math has never before been explained to me in a way that
my brain could understand. Somehow MyMathLab did! I give it
five out of  five stars.”

—Student, Reading Area Community College

“This class has been the best, hands-on math class I have ever
taken! Thank you for this great resource. I recommended the
program to everyone I know. I hope it comes in my next level
course, too!”

—Student, Riverside Community College

MyMathLab Makes the Difference
“Last semester I took college algebra and got an F. This 
semester, MyMathLab is helping me average an A.”

—Student, Bossier Parish Community College

“I hope I never have to take another math class without 
MyMathLab.” 

—Student, Iowa State University

“MyMathLab was an absolute godsend. If  the program was 
included in every math course, I’d take a whole lot more of
them. Fantastic program!”

—Student, Salt Lake Community College

“I came to the class with a real hatred for math, probably 
because I wasn’t good at it. Now that I’m learning more, I find
myself  enjoying it.” 

—Student, Seton Hall University

“This was the first time I have gotten an A on a test in a long
time. I love MyMathLab.”  

—Student, Temple University

“MyMathLab is one of  the reasons that I am doing so well 
in this course. I probably haven’t done this well in a math
course since the first grade.”  

—Student, University of  Pittsburgh

Read more student testimonials on the 
MyMathLab Web site:
www.mymathlab.com/testimonials.html

MAKING THE GRADE V.5
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What Instructors Are Saying

Pearson Survey
Combined results from fall 2008 and fall 2009 Pearson-
generated MyMathLab product surveys completed by 
136 instructors representing 77 unique schools

of  instructors replied yes when asked whether
MyMathLab produced the teaching and learning
results they had anticipated. 

Which of these best describes the way in which you use
MyMathLab?

41% Traditional 
21% Lab setting
07% Hybrid  
14% Distance learning
17% Other

How often do your students use the following 
MyMathLab features?

Very Often or Often:

95% Homework
55% Tests
58% Practice Tests
55% Learning Aids (e.g., animations and video clips)
45% Video Lectures
76% Gradebook
49% Online Help and Online Documentation

What MyMathLab features help students succeed 
the most?  

74% Homework 
36% Learning Aids  
36% Practice Tests 
26% Video Lectures  
21% Tests 
18% Study Plan 
14%  Gradebook
09% eBook (multimedia textbook) 
07% PowerPoint Lectures 

How has student performance changed or improved?

“MathXL’s excellent tool set has allowed richer interactions
with my students and improved student completion rates than
I experienced with other platforms.” 

—Martin Buck, Camosun College

“The grade average of  the classes that used MyMathLab was
higher than those that did not use MyMathLab. The class that
was required to complete homework assignments and the
Study Plan performed higher than the class that was required
to use only the Study Plan. Several students reported watching
the videos and using the Show Me an Example feature and that
those features were a great help.”

—Kerry Lookabill, Mountain State University

“Students actually do homework in order to be able to take
quizzes, and thus they perform better on the exam.”

—Nancy Rivers, Wake Technical Community College

“The students who spend the time on MyMathLab and do the
work get much better grades.”

—Debra Johnsen, Orangeburg Technical College

“Students seem to be more persistent in the class. They spend
more time doing math.”

—Cheryl Coppin, College of  the Siskiyous

“Far more students are doing homework—and to mastery
level—than before.”

—Connie Richardson, Midwestern State University

“Students who complete the homework average above 
90 percent on it, and they score score higher on tests than 
other students do.”

—Michael Karelius, American River College

“Students are doing more homework.”
—Sylvia Wright, East Central Community College

“MyMathLab creates greater accountability for students to
complete all homework assignments and helps students better
manage their study time. It’s also a wonderful vehicle for 
communicating with students outside the classroom.”

—Barbara Burke, Hawaii Pacific University

76%
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MAKING THE GRADE V.5

“Making MyMathLab mandatory is resulting in students’ 
practicing the concepts taught in class, which results in their
being more successful on tests.”

—Donna Norman, East Central Technical College

“It is much easier for me to adapt MathXL or MyMathLab 
to individual needs than it would have been using traditional
methods. As a result, I’m able to take more time with those
who require more time and offer more learning opportunities
to those who advance quickly.”

—M. J. Becktell, Lincoln Trail College

“Students are doing their homework for the first time.”
—David Lung, South Texas College

“Students are more actively involved in working problems.”
—Timothy Miller, Missouri Western State University

“Students who use MyMathLab as assigned are more successful
at understanding the concepts and completing the problems.”

—Elaine Fitt, Bucks County Community College

“The success rate on the first test was higher than previous
quarters when MyMathLab was not mandatory.”

—Donna Norman, East Central Technical College

Craven Community College 
“MyMathLab helps me feel connected to my students. The
Ask My Instructor features enables me to help them during
the evening or weekend, which often leads to more produc-
tive follow-up discussions at the next class meeting.” 

—Randy King 

Drexel University 
“MyMathLab is a tremendous help for instructors. I have 120
students this term and cannot imagine marking 240 homework
assignments each week. Thank you for the great product!”

—Oksana Odintsova 

Hillsborough Community College
“Since requiring MathXL for homework, pass rates have 
increased 10 percent, test averages have increased 9 percent,
and the number of  students earning an A in the course 
increased an astounding 25 percent.”

—Brooke Quinlan 

Jackson State Community College
“The redesign model using MyMathLab has made all the 
difference. Results are still improving, and the morale of  both
students and faculty is much more positive.” 

—Corinna Goehring

Montgomery College 
“MyMathLab has enabled us to integrate outcomes assess-
ments into our courses and then standardize them across the
department—it’s revolutionized our whole program.”

—Maureen Loiacano 

Northwestern Community College 
“MyMathLab satisfies today’s students desire for instant gratifi-
cation.”

—Salvatore (Sal) Maimone 

Piedmont Virginia Community College
“I love using MyMathLab for my stats course. My students like
the software  and are doing really well. After hearing of  my
success with it, a colleague has decided to try it in her precal-
culus course.”

—Irina Timchenko 

Southern Illinois University Carbondale
“MathXL places the responsibility for learning back onto the
student. Once students learn how being proactive can benefit
them, they can proceed to their next class and succeed, no
matter what the teaching scenario.”

—Dan Mussa

Triton College  
“My students prefer doing homework on MyMathLab. It offers
them unlimited practice opportunities, and they like the ability
to e-mail the instructor when they’re confused.”   

—Ellen O’Connell

University at Albany
“I like the defensible grading. Because MyMathLab tracks 
student usage, I know immediately what the ‘real’ story is
when students come to office hours.” 

—James Lamatina 

University of La Verne 
“The on-demand nature of  the Web means my busy students
can access their math studies at any hour of  the day.”

—Frank Ives  

University of Toledo  
“I was one of  MyMathLab’s initial beta testers and was the 
program’s first faculty advocate. I heavily use both it and 
MyStatLab. I couldn’t promote a product I didn’t fully believe
in. MyMathLab and MyStatLab are phenomenal products and
the people behind them really care.”  

—Gwen Terwilliger
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Conclusion

Challenged by both the current economic environment and
legislative calls to action, U.S. two-year, four-year, and private-
sector institutions are determined to improve their comple-
tion and graduation rates. Many are turning to Pearson’s 
MyMathLab family of  solutions—and for good reason. As the
77 success stories included here attest, MyMathLab solutions
effectively accelerate the learning process and transform the
learning experience into personalized instruction that makes a
positive difference. The results: enhanced instructor effective-
ness and improved student learning outcomes. 

Many of  the courses in the Making the Grade white-paper 
reports started as traditionally delivered courses. With the 
addition of  MyMathLab, every course experienced improve-
ments across a range of  metrics. Those courses whose out-
comes continued improving—including the majority of  those
selected for inclusion in Making the Grade: Version 5—did 
so because faculty took their implementations further. By
combining MyMathLab with redesign characteristics and
proven best practices, faculty saw students’ results continue 
to rise both over time and throughout the course sequence. 

Course Redesign

Course redesign is the process of  restructuring a course by
taking advantage of  the capabilities of  technology. By funda-
mentally rethinking the way instruction is delivered, redesign
courses achieve better learning outcomes and frequently 
lower costs. Redesign works particularly well for mathematics
and statistics courses and can be accomplished via a variety 
of  models. The following sites can help get you started.

• What Is Course Redesign?
www.pearsonhighered.com/courseredesign/whatis.html
Information about course redesign and the 
organizations that provide direction and support

• Getting Started
www.pearsonhighered.com/courseredesign/gettingstarted.
html
Questions to ask as your institution considers redesign

• National Center for Academic Transformation
www.thencat.org
Comprehensive Web site for the National 
Center for Academic Transformation 

• Course Redesign Case Studies
http://media.pearsoncmg.com/cmg/pmmg_mml_shared/
MML_site_files/redesign/redesign.html
PowerPoint presentations by instructors who’ve 
redesigned their courses using MyMathLab products

• Grant Help Site
www.pearsonhighered.com/granthelp/math
A rich source of  information on grant proposal 
writing, grant funding, and grant procurement

• Course Redesign Events
www.pearsonhighered.com/courseredesign/events.html 
Pearson/NCAT workshops highlighting successful 
redesigns and featuring NCAT’s proven methodology

Proven Best Practices

When applied in tandem with the required use of  a 
MyMathLab product, proven best practices such as the ones
described as follows make a great adoption even better. 

Accelerated remediation

Research suggests that the faster that students progress 
toward academic credentials, the more likely they are to 
complete college. That same dynamic applies to the develop-
mental-education sequence. An accelerated learning structure
reduces the time it takes to complete academic requirements
and simultaneously prepares students for success in subse-
quent course work through both rigorous performance 
standards and practice in skills associated with high academic
achievement.1

• In 2010, Montana State University Billings piloted a
five-day-a-week modular redesign of  its Introductory
Algebra and Intermediate Algebra sequence. The 
redesigned course format, paired with required 
MathXL homework and a mastery learning approach,
provides students with the opportunity to accomplish
the equivalent of  two semesters in only one. More
than 30 percent of  students in the redesigned courses
were able to complete the sequence in less time than
they could have via the traditional course format: 35
percent completed Introductory Algebra in less than
one year, and 30 percent completed Intermediate 
Algebra in less than one semester.
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Establishing goals and tracking data over time
What you don’t track, you can’t measure. And what you haven’t
measured, you can’t prove has happened. When a school 
successfully—and consistently—tracks and measures student
gains, it becomes able to make informed decisions about pro-
grammatic shifts and can increase its ability to earn accredita-
tion, obtain state funds, and help instructors get merit raises.

• As a result of  rigorously tracking and analyzing data
over the course of  Louisiana State University’s 2004
redesign and every semester since, Phoebe Rouse, LSU
precalculus mathematics and college readiness program
director, can quantify the impact of  Trigsted MyMathLab
in college algebra on subsequent success rates. “Not
only does the number of  students earning As and Bs
increase [under redesign], but also the success rate of
those students in their subsequent courses increases,”
says Rouse. “By increasing the number of  students who
can earn As or Bs in college algebra, we directly increase
those students’ odds for success in important STEM
courses, such as trigonometry and business calculus.”

Modularized, self-paced learning units
Creating modules of  individual learning concepts offers strug-
gling students a less intimidating way to establish track records
of  success while reinforcing the connection between time on
task and achievement. This best practice is often paired with
required mastery learning before advancement.

• Pearl River Community College’s redesigned Interme-
diate Algebra and College Algebra courses consists of
approximately 12 modules each. In the school’s math
lab, students complete exercises and assessments on
MyMathLabPlus, and must master each assignment 
before proceeding to the next. Students who earn
course grades of  C or better may immediately enroll 
in the next course. Modules left incomplete roll to the
next semester. Success rates, withdrawal rates, and 
student perseverance have increased substantially.
“Perhaps most important, students who were initially
unsuccessful are returning to complete the courses at
more than twice the original rate,” says Judy Roane,
math instructor and MyMathLabPlus administrator.

Mathematics review, refresher courses
Nationwide statistics indicate that up to 80 percent of  incom-
ing college freshmen place into developmental or remedial
mathematics courses. Students who fail those courses take a
beating academically, financially, and in terms of  self-esteem.
Zero-credit, MyMathLab-, and MyMathTest-enabled refresher
courses offer such students the kinds of  wraparound support
and individualized attention they need to successfully progress
to college-level math courses and college graduation itself.

• Palo Alto College implemented MyMathTest into the
college’s PASS program in spring 2010. Combined data
from spring 2010 through summer 2011 show that of
those PASS students who retook the Accuplacer place-
ment exam, 68.29 percent advanced at least one
course level—and up to as many as four course levels.
Of  particular note, an impressive 77.5 percent of  for-
mer PASS students earned As, Bs, or Cs in their first
attempt at the subsequent course. 

Personalized learning, use of diagnostics
Students use online courseware to complete course content
at their own speed. Through diagnostics performed along the
way, the program creates a personalized learning path that 
targets the exact skills students need to work on and delivers
the right material. Students are kept engaged, and instructors
learn which students are struggling with exactly which concepts.2

• Eastfield College redesigned its developmental mathe-
matics program to include required use of  MyMathLab
pretests and individualized homework assignments. As
a result, success rates for the program more than dou-
bled—from 35 percent under the previous model to
73 percent with MyMathLab personalized assessments;
and retention increased 22 percentage points—from
58 percent under the previous model to 80 percent.
Most important, student surveys reveal that students
aren’t just learning more; they’re also enjoying it: 92.9
percent of  students strongly agreed or agreed with the
statement, “I enjoyed using MyMathLab software.” 

A Family of Solutions 

Pearson’s family of  mathematics and statistics learning prod-
ucts offers solutions for all kinds of  educational needs, for all
of  the types of  courses instructors teach, and for all the ways 
instructors teach those courses. Combined with one of  the
many proven-successful redesign models, the possible configu-
rations of  effective implementations are limitless. 

Thanks in large part to Pearson, today’s instructors have the
resources they need to accelerate the learning process and
transform the learning experience into personalized instruc-
tion that makes a positive difference. By providing outstanding
content and assessment, creating better learning tools, and 
facilitating the open sharing of  innovative practices, Pearson 
is committed to helping teachers and their students succeed. 

We look forward to hearing about your achievements and 
including your adoption in the next Making the Grade report.

1. Nikki Edgecombe, “Accelerating the Academic Achievement of Students Referred to
Developmental Education.” New York: Community College Research Center, Columbia
University Teachers College.
2. Sarah Kessler, “Pearson and Knewton Team Up to Make Learning Personal,” Mashable
Business, November 1, 2011.
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CONCLUSION

Glossary of Terms Used in This Report

Completion rate is the percentage of  students who regis-
tered for a course and completed the course through the final
exam, excluding those students who officially dropped (with-
drew from) the course. This is also called the retention rate.

Course redesign is the process of  restructuring the way the
content of  a course is delivered. It generally involves redesign-
ing a whole course (rather than individual classes or sections)
usually to achieve better learning outcomes often at a lower
cost. This usually is done by taking advantage of  the capabili-
ties of  technology. Course redesign is most effective in large-
enrollment courses.

Distance-learning course is a course where students do not
have regular face-to-face class meetings and do not have to
maintain a regular presence on the particular campus that is
granting the credit. Most if  not all learning activities are conduct-
ed online. This type of  course is also called an online course.

Drop/fail/withdraw (DFW) rate is the percentage of  
students who register for a course and at the end earn a 
grade of  D, F, or W (drop, fail, or withdraw) in the course.

Hybrid course is a course that has some face-to-face 
classroom activities and some online activities. 

Integrated use refers to the fact that an instructor makes 
a MyMathLab product a part of  the syllabus and assigns work
to be completed by the student.

Lab-based course is a course where much if  not all of  the
student learning takes place in a computer lab where students
work independently and use technology to enhance learning.
This type of  course is called the emporium model when there
are few, if  an,y face-to-face meetings in a traditional classroom
setting.

Online course is a course where students do not have regular
face-to-face class meetings and do not have to maintain a 
regular presence on the particular campus that is granting the
credit. Most if  not all learning activities are conducted online.
This type of  course is also called a distance-learning course.

Pass rate is the percentage of  students whose final grade 
is A, B, C, or D. This is not the same as the success rate, 
because the grade of  D is included in the pass rate.

Required use means an instructor requires the use of  a 
MyMathLab product by students for an individual grade that 
is part of  the final course grade. It is the opposite of  optional
use.

Retained students are those students who registered for and
completed the course through the final exam. This excludes
those students who officially dropped (withdrew from) the
course.

Retention rate is the percentage of  students who registered
for a course and completed the course through the final exam,
excluding those students who officially dropped (withdrew
from) the course. This is also called the completion rate.

Subsequent success (in this report) refers to the success 
that students experience in higher-level courses due in part 
to their having first successfully completed other, lower-level
MyMathLab courses.

Success rate is the percentage of  students who registered for
a course and earned a final course grade of  A, B, or C. Note
that a final grade of  D is not included in the success rate.

Traditional course refers to a course that usually is taught 
in the same way as in years past. This frequently involves a 
lecture format with little or no use of  technology.

Various formats refers to an institution’s use of  varied 
implementation models to teach with a MyMathLab product. 

To ensure clear and consistent understanding of  the terms used in this report, we have taken the liberty of  defining several 
of  them here. Please note that these definitions are simply for the purposes of  this report and do not necessarily reflect 
either official or dictionary-true versions. 
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V5 V4.1 V4 V3 V2 V1
page # page # page # page # page # page #

Two Year
Blinn College, Bryan Campus 10 6

Bossier Parish Community College 91 81 57

Central Texas College 30 24 16 26

Chattanooga State Community College 91

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Coastline Community College 91 81 56

College of  the Sequoias 14 10 14

Dallas County Community College District–Brookhaven College 12 8

Dallas County Community College District–Eastfield College 92

Dallas County Community College District–El Centro College 93 82 56

Delaware Technical & Community College 7

Florence-Darlington Technical College 34 28 20 16 16

Front Range Community College 16 12

Henry Ford Community College 94 82 58

Hillsborough Community College 4 20

Houston Community College 31

Ivy Tech Community College 6, 105 2 2

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Kapi‘olani Community College 17 14 6

Lone Star College–Montgomery 2 21 9

Massachusetts Bay Community College 95 83

Mesa Community College 21

Norwalk Community College 38 32 24

Odessa College 20 16 8 24

Palo Alto College 40 34

Pearl River Community College 42

Piedmont Virginia Community College 106

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10 28 23

Reading Area Community College 44, 46 36, 38 26, 28

Rio Hondo College 96 84

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Rock Valley College 24 20 12

SAIT Polytechnic 76

Triton College 26 22 14

Umpqua Community College 48 40 30

Volunteer State Community College 50 42 32

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago 28

Yavapai College 18

Index A: School, Type of Institution
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V5 V4.1 V4 V3 V2 V1
page # page # page # page # page # page #

Four Year
Algonquin College (1–4 year) 58 50

Augusta State University 72 64 46

Boise State University 12

Cabrini College 74 66 48

Chicago State University 19

Florida State College at Jacksonville 94 82 57 30

Georgia State University 19

Indiana University Southeast 94 83

Iowa State University 95 83 58

Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge 52 46 34 4 8

Memorial University of  Newfoundland 22

Mississippi State University 60 52 8

Montana State University Billings 76

Nanyang Technological University 95

Northeastern Illinois University 96 84

Roosevelt University 78 68

Seton Hall University 96 84

South Suburban College 97 85 58

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 80 70 50

Texas Woman’s University 97 85

The University of  Alabama in Huntsville 98 86 58

University of  Alabama 6 25 10

University at Albany 64 56 40

University of  Central Florida 54 86

University of  Houston–Downtown 66 58 42

University of  Idaho 68 60 8 11

University of  Illinois at Chicago 25

University of  Memphis 88 78

University of  Mississippi (Ole Miss) 70 62 44

University of  Toledo 56 48 36

University of  Wisconsin–Stout 10 26

Private Sector
American InterContinental University 105

Art Institute of  Houston 84 74 54

Baker College System 82 72 52

DeVry University 93 27 7

Lincoln College of  Technology 106

Santa Barbara Business College 107

INDEX A: TYPE OF INSTITUTION
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K–12 
Broadmoor High School 100

Campbellsville High School 103

Howard High School 103

Northeast High School 101

Riverside High School 104

Sherwood Middle School 87 77

St. John Vianney High School 104

Tara High School 101

The Dunham School 103

Woodlawn High School 102
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V5 V4.1 V4 V3 V2 V1
page # page # page # page # page # page #

MathXL
Blinn College, Bryan Campus 10 6

Hillsborough Community College 20

Mesa Community College 21

Montana State University Billings 76

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 80 70 50

MathXL for School/MyMathLab Algebra 1, Algebra 2
Campbellsville High School 103

Howard High School 103

Riverside High School 104

Sherwood Middle School 87 77

St. John Vianney High School 104

MyMathLab
Algonquin College 58 50

Art Institute of  Houston 84 74 54

Augusta State University 72 64 46

Baker College System 82 72 52

Boise State University 12

Broadmoor High School 100

Cabrini College 74 66 48

Chicago State University 19

Coastline Community College 91 81 56

College of  the Sequoias 14 10 14

Dallas County Community College District–Brookhaven College 12 8

Dallas County Community College District–Eastfield College 92

Dallas County Community College District–El Centro College 93 82 56

Delaware Technical and Community College 7

DeVry University 93 27 7

Florence-Darlington Technical College 34 28 20 16 16

Florida State College at Jacksonville 94 82 57 30

Georgia State University 19

Henry Ford Community College 94 82 58

Houston Community College 31

Indiana University Southeast 94 83

Iowa State University 95 83 58

Ivy Tech Community College 6 2 2

Lone Star College–Montgomery 2 21 9

Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge 34 4 8

Massachusetts Bay Community College 95 83

Memorial University of  Newfoundland 22
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V5 V4.1 V4 V3 V2 V1
page # page # page # page # page # page #

MyMathLab, cont’d.
Mississippi State University 60 52 8

Northeast High School 101

Northeastern Illinois University 96 84

Norwalk Community College 38 32 24

Odessa College 20 16 8 24

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10 28 23

Reading Area Community College 46 38 28

Rio Hondo College 96 84

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Rock Valley College 24 20 12

Seton Hall University 96 84

South Suburban College 97 85 58

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

Tara High School 101

Texas Woman’s University 97 85

The Dunham School 103

The University of  Alabama in Huntsville 98 86 58

Triton College 26 22 14

Umpqua Community College 48 40 30

University of  Alabama 6 25 10

University of  Central Florida 54

University of  Houston–Downtown 66 58 42

University of  Idaho 8 11

University of  Illinois at Chicago 25

University of  Memphis 88 78

University of  Wisconsin–Stout 10 26

Volunteer State Community College 50

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago 28

Woodlawn High School 102

Yavapai College 18

MyMathLab for Calculus
Hillsborough Community College 4 20

Nanyang Technological University 95

SAIT Polytechnic 86 76

University of  Houston–Downtown 66 58 42

University of  Memphis 88 78

INDEX B: MYMATHLAB PRODUCT
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V5 V4.1 V4 V3 V2 V1
page # page # page # page # page # page #

MyMathLabPlus
Central Texas College 30 24 16 26

Chattanooga State Community College 91

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Pearl River Community College 42

University of  Central Florida 54 86

Trigsted MyMathLab
Bossier Parish Community College 91 81 57

Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge 52 46

Volunteer State Community College 50 42 32

University of  Idaho 68 60

University of  Mississippi (Ole Miss) 70 62 44

MyMathTest
Kapi‘olani Community College 18 14 6

Palo Alto College 40 34

Roosevelt University 78 68 

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago 28

MyStatLab
Coastline Community College 91 81 56

Front Range Community College 16 12

Reading Area Community College 44 36 26

University at Albany 64 56 40

University of  Toledo 56 48 36 

MyFoundationsLab
American InterContinental University 105

Ivy Tech Community College System 105

Lincoln College of  Technology 106

Piedmont Virginia Community College 106

Santa Barbara Business College 107

INDEX B: MYMATHLAB PRODUCT
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page # page # page # page # page # page #

Enrollment of More than 20,000 Students
American InterContinental University 105

Baker College System 82 72 52

Central Texas College 30 24 16 26

Delaware Technical and Community College 7

DeVry University 93 27 7

Florida State College at Jacksonville 94 82 57 30

Georgia State University 19

Hillsborough Community College 4 20

Houston Community College 31

Iowa State University 95 83 58

Ivy Tech Community College 6, 105 2 2

Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge 52 46 34 4 8

Mesa Community College 21

Rio Hondo College 96 84

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Seton Hall University 96 84

South Suburban College 97 85 58

University of  Alabama 6 25 10

University of  Central Florida 98 86

University of  Toledo 56 48 36

Enrollment of 10,000–20,000 Students
Blinn College, Bryan Campus 10 6

Boise State University 12

Chattanooga State Community College 91

Dallas County Community College District–Brookhaven College 12 8

Coastline Community College 91 81 56

College of  the Sequoias 14 10 14

Front Range Community College 16 12

Henry Ford Community College 94 82 58

Kapi‘olani Community College 17 14 6

Lone Star College–Montgomery 2 21 9

Memorial University of  Newfoundland 22

Mississippi State University 60 52 8

Nanyang Technological University 95

Northeastern Illinois University 96 84

Odessa College 20 16 8 24

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10 28 23

Rock Valley College 24 20 12

SAIT Polytechnic 86 76

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54
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V5 V4.1 V4 V3 V2 V1
page # page # page # page # page # page #

Texas Woman’s University 97 85

Triton College 26 22 14

University at Albany 64 56 40

University of  Houston–Downtown 66 58 42

University of  Idaho 68 60 8 11

University of  Illinois at Chicago 25

University of  Memphis 88 78

University of  Mississippi (Ole Miss) 70 62 44

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago 28

Enrollment of Fewer than 10,000 Students
Algonquin College 58 50

Art Institute of  Houston 84 74 54

Augusta State University 72 64 46

Bossier Parish Community College 91 81 57

Broadmoor High School 100

Cabrini College 74 66 48

Campbellsville High School 103

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Dallas County Community College District–Eastfield College 92

Dallas County Community College District–El Centro College 93 82 56

Florence-Darlington Technical College 34 28 20 16 16

Chicago State University 19

Howard High School 103

Indiana University Southeast 94 83

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Lincoln College of  Technology 106

Massachusetts Bay Community College 95 83

Montana State University Billings 76

Northeast High School 101

Norwalk Community College 38 32 24

Palo Alto College 40 34

Pearl River Community College 42

Piedmont Virginia Community College 106

Reading Area Community College 44, 46 36, 38 26, 28

Riverside High School 104

Roosevelt University 78 68

Santa Barbara Business College 107

Sherwood Middle School 87 77

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 80 70 50

St. John Vianney High School 104

Tara High School 101

INDEX C: ENROLLMENT SIZE
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Enrollment of Fewer than 10,000 Students, cont’d.
The Dunham School 103

The University of  Alabama in Huntsville 98 86 58

Umpqua Community College 48 40 30

University of  Wisconsin–Stout 10 26

Volunteer State Community College 50 42 32

Woodlawn High School 102

Yavapai College 18
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V5 V4.1 V4 V3 V2 V1
page # page # page # page # page # page #

Northeast
Cabrini College 74 66 48

Delaware Technical and Community College 7

Howard High School 103

Massachusetts Bay Community College 95 83

Norwalk Community College 38 32 24

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10 28 23

Reading Area Community College 44, 46 36, 38 26, 28

Riverside High School 104

Seton Hall University 96 84

University at Albany 64 56 40

Midwest
Baker College System 82 72 52

Henry Ford Community College 94 82 58

Indiana University Southeast 94 83

Iowa State University 95 83 58

Ivy Tech Community College 6, 105 2 2

Lincoln College of  Technology 106

Northeastern Illinois University 96 84

Rock Valley College 24 20 12

Roosevelt University 78 68 

South Suburban College 97 85 58

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 80 70 50

St. John Vianney High School 104

Triton College 26 22 14

University of  Illinois at Chicago 25

University of  Toledo 36

University of  Wisconsin–Stout 48 10 26

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago 28

Southeast
Augusta State University 72 64 46

Campbellsville High School 103

Chattanooga State Community College 91

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Florence-Darlington Technical College 34 28 20 16 16

Florida State College at Jacksonville 94 82 57 30

Georgia State University 19

Hillsborough Community College 4 20

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Mississippi State University 60 52 8
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Southeast, cont’d.
Piedmont Virginia Community College 106

The University of  Alabama in Huntsville 98 86 58

University of  Alabama 6 25 10

University of  Central Florida 54 86

University of  Memphis 88 78

University of  Mississippi (Ole Miss) 70 62 44

Volunteer State Community College 50 42 32

Southwest
Art Institute of  Houston 84 74 54

Blinn College, Bryan Campus 10 6

Bossier Parish Community College 91 81 57

Broadmoor High School 100

Central Texas College 30 24 16 26

Dallas County Community College District–Brookhaven College 12 8

Dallas County Community College District–Eastfield College 92

Dallas County Community College District–El Centro College 93 82 56

Houston Community College 31

Lone Star College–Montgomery 2 21 9

Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge 52 46 34 4 8

Mesa Community College 21

Northeast High School 101

Odessa College 20 16 8 24

Palo Alto College 40 34

Pearl River Community College 42

Rio Hondo College 96 84

Santa Barbara Business College 107

Sherwood Middle School 87 77

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

Tara High School 101

Texas Woman’s University 97 85

The Dunham School 103

University of  Houston–Downtown 66 58 42

Woodlawn High School 102

Yavapai College 18

West
Boise State University 12

Coastline Community College 91 81 56

College of  the Sequoias 14 10 14

Front Range Community College 12

INDEX D: GEOGRAPHIC REGION
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West, cont’d.
Kapi‘olani Community College 17 14 6

Montana State University Billings 76

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Umpqua Community College 48 40 30

University of  Idaho 68 60 8 11

Nationwide
American InterContinental University 105

DeVry University 93 27 7

Asia
Nanyang Technological University 95

Canada
Algonquin College 58 50

Memorial University of  Newfoundland 22

SAIT Polytechnic 86 76
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National Center for Academic Transformation (NCAT) 
Course Redesign
Chattanooga State Community College 91

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Georgia State University 19

Indiana University Southeast 94 83

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge 52 46 34 4 8

Pearl River Community College 42

Seton Hall University 96 84

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

University of  Alabama 6 25 10

University of  Central Florida 54 86

University of  Idaho 68 60 8 11

University of  Mississippi (Ole Miss) 70 62 44

Volunteer State Community College 50

Wilbur Wright College 28

Fully Online 
American InterContinental University 105

Augusta State University 72 64 46

Central Texas College 30 24 16 26

Coastline Community College 91 81 56

Delaware Technical and Community College 7

DeVry University 93 27 7

Front Range Community College 16 12

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10 28 23

Reading Area Community College (Stoner) 46 38 28

Santa Barbara Business College 107

South Suburban College 97 85 58

Umpqua Community College 48 40 30

University of  Toledo 56 48 36

Volunteer State Community College 50 42 32 18

Lab Based
Cabrini College 74 66 48

Chattanooga State Community College 91

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

DeVry University 93 27 7

Georgia State University 19

Indiana University Southeast 94 83

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Index E: Course Implementation
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Lab Based, cont’d. 
Lone Star College–Montgomery 2 21 9

Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge 52 46 34 4 8

Northeastern Illinois University 96 84

Pearl River Community College 42

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Seton Hall University 96 84

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

The University of  Alabama in Huntsville 98 86 58

University of  Alabama 6 25 10

University of  Central Florida 54

University of  Idaho 68 60 8 11

University of  Memphis 88 78

University of  Wisconsin–Stout 10 26

Volunteer State Community College 50

Wilbur Wright College 28

Management of Large Courses
Baker College System 82 72 52

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

DeVry University 93 27 7

Florence-Darlington Technical College 34 28 20 16 16

Georgia State University 19

Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge 52 46 34 4 8

Mississippi State University 60 52 8

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10 28 23

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Rock Valley College 24 20 12

Seton Hall University 96 84

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 80 70 50

University at Albany 64 56 40

University of  Central Florida 54 86

University of  Idaho 68 60

University of  Memphis 88 78
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Accelerated Learning
Chattanooga State Community College 91

Cleveland State Community College 32

Jackson State Community College 36

Kapi‘olani Community College 17

Massachusetts Bay Community College 95

Montana State University Billings 76

Palo Alto College 40

Reading Area Community College (Stoner) 46

Wilbur Wright College 28

College Readiness
Broadmoor High School 100

Campbellsville High School 103

Howard High School 103

Kapi‘olani Community College 17 14 6

Massachusetts Bay Community College 95 83

Northeast High School 101

Northeastern Illinois University 96 84

Palo Alto College 40 34

Reading Area Community College (Stoner) 46 38 28

Riverside High School 104

Roosevelt University 78 68

Sherwood Middle School 87 77

St. John Viannney High School 104

Tara High School 101

The Dunham School 103

Woodlawn High School 102

Mastery Learning
Baker College System 82 72 52

Cabrini College 74 66 48

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

College of  the Sequoias 14 10

Dallas County Community College–Eastfield College 92

Florence-Darlington Technical College 34 28 20

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Montana State University Billings 76

Northeastern Illinois University 96 84

Pearl River Community College 42

Reading Area Community College (Stoner) 46 38 28

The University of  Alabama in Huntsville 98 86 58
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Mastery Learning, cont’d.
Triton College 26 22 14

University of  Houston–Downtown 66 58 42

Modular Approach
Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Pearl River Community College 42

Wilbur Wright College 28

Standardizing Course Delivery via Coordinator/Member Courses
Algonquin College 58 50

Baker College System 82 72 52

Blinn College, Bryan Campus 10 6

Dallas County Community College District–Brookhaven College 12 8

Cabrini College 74 66 48

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Louisiana State University 52 46 34

Mississippi State University 60 52 8

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10

Reading Area Community College (Hollister) 44 36 26

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Rock Valley College 24 20 12

Seton Hall University 96 84

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

Texas Woman’s University 97 85

Triton College 26 22 14

University of  Central Florida 54 86

University of  Idaho 68 60
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Course Level Advancement
Kapi‘olani Community College 17 14 6

Massachusetts Bay Community College 95 83

Palo Alto College 40 34

Reading Area Community College (Hollister) 44 36 26

Roosevelt University 78 68 

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago 28

Increased Final Exam Scores
Art Institute of  Houston 84 74 54

College of  the Sequoias 14 10

Florence-Darlington Technical Community College 34 28 20

Florida State College at Jacksonville 94 82 57

Front Range Community College 16 12

Kapi‘olani Community College 17 14 6

Mississippi State University 60 52 38

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Sherwood Middle School 87 77

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 80 70 50

Umpqua Community College 48 40 30

University at Albany 64 56 40

University of  Houston–Downtown 66 58 42

University of  Idaho 68 60

University of  Mississippi (Ole Miss) 70 62 44

Montana State University Billings 76

University of  Toledo 56 48 36

Volunteer State Community College 50 42 32

Increased Pass Rates
Algonquin College 58 50

Art Institute of  Houston 84 74 54

Augusta State University 72 64 46

Baker College System 82 72 52

Blinn College, Bryan Campus 10 6

Bossier Parish Community College 91 81 57

Broadmoor High School 100

Cabrini College 74 66 48

Central Texas College 30 24 16

Chattanooga State Community College 91

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Coastline Community College 91 81 56

College of  the Sequoias 14 10
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Increased Pass Rates, cont’d.
Dallas County Community College District–Brookhaven College 12 8

Dallas County Community College District–Eastfield College 92

Dallas County Community College District–El Centro College 93 82 56

DeVry University 93

Front Range Community College 16 12

Henry Ford Community College 94 82 58

Hillsborough Community College 4

Indiana University Southeast 94 83

Iowa State University 95 83 58

Ivy Tech Community College 6 2 2

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Louisiana State University 52 46 34

Massachusetts Bay Community College 95 83

Mississippi State University 60 52 38

Northeastern Illinois University 38 84

Norwalk Community College 38 32 24

Odessa College 20 16 8

Pearl River Community College 42

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10

Reading Area Community College (Hollister) 44 36 26

Reading Area Community College (Stoner) 46 38 28

Riverside Community College District 8 4 4

Rock Valley College 24 20 12

Roosevelt University 78 68

SAIT Polytechnic 86 76

Seton Hall University 96 84

South Suburban College 97 85 58

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

Texas Woman’s University 97 85

The Dunham School 103

Umpqua Community College 48 40 30

University at Albany 64 56 40

University of  Central Florida 54 86

University of  Houston–Downtown 66 58 42

University of  Memphis 88 78

Montana State University Billings 76

University of  Toledo 56 48 36

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago 28
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Increased Retention and/or Completion Rates
Art Institute of  Houston 84 74 54

Augusta State University 72 64 46

Cabrini College 74 66 48

Central Texas College 30 24 16

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Coastline Community College 91 81 6

College of  the Sequoias 14 10

Dallas County Community College District–Brookhaven College 12 8

Dallas County Community College District–Eastfield College 92

Dallas County Community College District–El Centro College 93 82 56

Florence-Darlington Technical Community College 34 28 20

Florida State College at Jacksonville 94 82 57

Hillsborough Community College 4

Iowa State University 95 58

Ivy Technical Community College 6 2

Jackson State Community College 36 30 22

Mississippi State University 60 52 38

Odessa College 20 16 8

Pearl River Community College 42

Reading Area Community College (Hollister) 44 36 26

Rock Valley College 24 20 12

Southeastern Louisiana University 62 54

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 80 70 50

Triton College 26 22 14

University of  Memphis 88 78

University of  Mississippi (Ole Miss) 70 62 44

University of  Toledo 56 48 36

Wilbur Wright College, City Colleges of  Chicago 28

Subsequent Success 
Baker College System 82 72 52

Central Texas College 30 24 16

Cleveland State Community College 32 26 18

Florence-Darlington Technical Community College 34 28 20

Louisiana State University 52 46

Mississippi State University 60 52 38

Quinsigamond Community College 22 18 10

Palo Alto College 40 34

Roosevelt University 78 68

The University of  Alabama in Huntsville 98 86 58

Triton College 26 22 14
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Pearson is committed to publishing products that are proven to be effective teaching and learning tools.
We do this by fostering partnerships with all industry stakeholders, including you, our customers. Since their
release ten years ago, 10 million students representing 2,000 institutions have learned more math using
a MyMathLab product. This is your community. In a spirit of sharing best practices among peers, we offer
instructors informative reports, present online forums and trainings, and sponsor various on-ground events

throughout the year. We welcome your feedback.
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